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Abstract

Emergency response operations are highly collaborative e↵orts that usually involve di↵er-
ent first responder organizations. Establishing and maintaining communication as well as
disseminating information are critical and complex tasks in such operations, in order to
allow the involved organizations to e↵ectively cope with the situation at hand. Since fixed
communication infrastructures may be destroyed or overloaded in the course of a disas-
ter, wireless mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are a promising solution to provide the
means to communicate and manage information at a disaster scene. Most existing MANET
routing protocols assume that an end-to-end path between source and destination can be
established. However, this assumption may not hold in networks established during emer-
gency responses. In particular, the wireless networks may provide diverse connectivity
characteristics which imposes some challenges, especially on routing. Routing protocols
need to take transmission errors, node failures and even the partitioning of the network into
account.
This thesis aims to improve wireless networking for emergency response scenarios by propos-
ing to use routing algorithms that provide mechanisms from delay-/disruption-tolerant net-
working (DTN) in order to cope with network disruptions, but at the same time are as
e�cient as MANET routing protocols in connected parts of the network. We make several
contributions to achieve this goal. First, we describe how to model emergency response
operations in a realistic way and analyze the specifics of such scenarios in terms of wireless
connectivity. Based on the analysis of two realistic emergency response scenarios, it can
be stated that networks o↵er diverse connectivity characteristics. In particular, in some
parts of a disaster area the connectivity between first responders is good whereas other
parts are not well connected. We show shortcomings of existing routing protocols from the
MANET and the DTN domains and that a combination of these two approaches is ben-
eficial in emergency response scenarios. In particular, we propose two routing algorithms
that apply DTN mechanisms on top of MANET routing in order to cope with disruptions
of the network. The algorithms are evaluated in di↵erent simulation-based experiments and
compared with existing MANET and DTN routing protocols. The evaluation results show
that the combined schemes provide a good tradeo↵ between delivery ratio and resource
usage. Furthermore, we show that the combined approaches are applicable to a wide range
of scenarios, from low to well-connected networks. For instance, in partitioned networks
the combined approaches o↵er packet delivery ratios similar to state-of-the-art DTN rout-
ing schemes while using less resources concerning bandwidth and storage. Additionally,
we propose a multimedia delivery system that provides another means of communication
in emergency response scenarios. The design of the system takes the aforementioned chal-
lenges, such as network disruptions into account and also the specific requirements of the
emergency response domain. In particular, we have selected HTTP Adaptive Streaming
(HAS) for multimedia delivery but use a modified version of HTTP that supports data de-
livery despite network disruptions. Results from a simulation-based evaluation in a chemical
incident scenario show that the multimedia delivery system can deliver videos with a high
probability and acceptable delays, even in networks that o↵er low connectivity, especially
in combination with the aforementioned combined MANET/DTN routing approaches.
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CHAPTER

1
Introduction

In recent years, the usage of small, portable computing devices, such as smartphones or

tablets, has dramatically increased around the world. Many people use mobile devices

to access the Internet in order to consume services such as social networks, multimedia

streaming, navigation or email, and to perform other tasks which have been previously

performed mainly via fixed personal computers. This type of use is also referred to as mobile

computing. The improvements of mobile devices and wireless communication technologies

have made it possible that mobile computing is nowadays integrated into many people’s

everyday life. Similarly, mobile computing has also found its way into the public safety

and disaster response domains, respectively it has the potential to improve future public

safety and disaster response e↵orts. For instance, people who are a↵ected by a natural

disaster such as a hurricane or earthquake, may use social networks to inform relatives

and friends of their well-being or to get information about where to get medical support.

As a consequence, emergency response organizations have started to use social networks,

either for getting information from a↵ected people, or to inform them about the ongoing

response [52, 70, 95, 118]. Additionally, mobile computing has the potential to support first

responders on the incident scene by providing communication services that complement

traditional radio communication. For instance, there are several examples that show how

mobile computing applications can support the work of firefighters [23, 58, 80].

Public safety and emergency response scenarios are very promising application domains

for wireless networks. One of the most important demands in an emergency response

operation is a working communication network. Usually, disaster operations are led from a

local control post that is located near the incident site. The incident commander that

is located at the local command post has to get an overview of the disaster situation

and available resources. Furthermore, the incident commander has to give tasks to other

teams of di↵erent first responder organizations on the field. Thus, several first responder

organizations need to collaborate in order to e↵ectively cope with the disaster situation
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at hand. However, communication networks for emergency response operations have to

operate in harsh environments. Existing fixed infrastructures such as cellular networks

may be unavailable since they got destroyed by the disaster itself or get overloaded in the

aftermath of the disaster. Thus, first responders may greatly benefit from wireless networks

that are deployed at the incident scene, or opportunistic networks that are formed by devices

carried by first responders. In particular, today’s mobile devices (such as smartphones or

tablets) o↵er ad-hoc communication interfaces (e.g., Bluetooth or Wi-Fi) and also provide

the computing resources to perform complex tasks.

As mentioned before, emergency response scenarios could greatly benefit from ad-hoc

wireless networks. On the other hand, this application domain is very challenging for

networking. First responders, carrying devices that are connected via ad-hoc networks,

are usually mobile which causes constant changes in the network topology. This means

that new wireless links are established, existing links break and the quality of wireless

links constantly changes due to the mobility of nodes. Obstacles that are present on the

disaster scene have similar e↵ects on the wireless network, since they may attenuate or

completely block wireless signals which also a↵ects the topology of the network. Such

dynamic networks that are formed in the case of emergencies are also referred to as hastily

formed networks [41]. Concerning the technical dimension, one challenge of hastily formed

networks for emergency response is that the networks may get partitioned. A partitioned

network does not provide end-to-end paths between all devices that are connected to the

network. However, many traditional routing and transport protocols for mobile ad-hoc

networks (MANETs) make the assumption that end-to-end connectivity can always be

established. Thus, these protocols may not be able to provide communication in partitioned

networks. As a result, new communication paradigms have been designed that do not make

any assumptions about end-to-end connectivity. In particular, delay-/disruption-tolerant

networking (DTN) addresses environments where continuous end-to-end connectivity is not

available. However, DTN routing protocols often assume that the network is very sparse and

consequently contacts between nodes are very rare. Thus, many protocols use replication

to increase the chance that data can be delivered. On the other hand, replication reduces

the performance in dense networks because it may cause network congestion.

We believe that routing protocols for emergency scenarios need to be able to work well

in a broad range of networking scenarios, ranging from well-connected scenarios to sparse

scenarios. Similarly, routing protocols need to be able to e�ciently work in networks where
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some parts are well connected, whereas other parts are only intermittently connected. Thus,

hybrid protocols that combine end-to-end routing and DTN routing may be necessary to

route data in emergency scenarios.

The overall goal of this thesis is to improve mobile wireless networks that are used

in emergency response scenarios. Hence, an important goal of this thesis is to analyze

the specific challenges that are imposed by this application domain and to create routing

algorithms or application level services that can cope with these challenges. Our research

objectives in this context are described in the next section in more detail.

1.1 Research Objectives

The main goal of this thesis is to improve wireless networks and services that use these

networks in emergency response operations. In order to achieve this goal, this thesis first

analyzes existing wireless technologies that could be potentially used in the emergency re-

sponse domain. In order to evaluate the performance of wireless technologies, an important

task is to analyze the specifics of emergency response scenarios and to model these scenarios

in a realistic way. Modeling is a very important tool since the nature of a disaster makes it

hard to evaluate technologies under real-world settings. In particular, in an ongoing disaster

situation, first responders will only use well-established and tested technologies that they

have been trained with beforehand. Based on the modeled emergency scenarios, we develop

and evaluate new routing protocols that are more suitable than current state-of-the-art

routing algorithms. However, besides the network level there are also requirements towards

new application level services that improve the work of first responders. In particular, we

present a multimedia delivery system that can be used in emergency response scenarios

that are prone to disruptions. The system allows first responders to exchange multimedia

data despite the lack of end-to-end paths, which is not supported by current multimedia

systems which usually assume end-to-end connectivity between the multimedia source and

its consumers.

The research objectives of this thesis are:

• to analyze the specifics of emergency response scenarios and model them in a realistic

way;
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• to evaluate the performance of state-of-the-art routing protocols in emergency re-

sponse scenarios;

• to analyze strengths and weaknesses of state-of-the-art routing protocols in such sce-

narios;

• to develop routing protocols that are better suited for communication in emergency

scenarios and hence outperform state-of-the-art approaches in such scenarios;

• to evaluate the developed routing protocols in realistic emergency response scenarios;

• to design and develop a multimedia delivery system that provides another means of

communication for emergency response scenarios; and

• to evaluate the multimedia system in realistic emergency response scenarios.

1.2 Outline of this Work

Chapter 2 describes the technical background that is relevant for this thesis. In particular,

it describes several wireless technologies that are suitable for disaster situations. Addi-

tionally, it introduces two di↵erent networking approaches, namely mobile ad-hoc networks

(MANETs) and delay-/disruption-tolerant networking (DTN). Afterwards, Chapter 2 in-

troduces a research project called BRIDGE which aims to improve the interoperability of

first responders in large-scale emergency management. In particular, the networking archi-

tecture that has been developed within that project is described. This network architecture

provides the context for some concepts of this thesis. Finally, models for creating realistic

emergency response scenarios are described.

Chapter 3 describes how to model realistic emergency response scenarios. First, the

modeling framework is introduced. Afterwards, two concrete scenarios are modeled. The

first scenario describes an emergency response after an incident in a chemical facility. The

second scenario models a real-world full-scale exercise. For both scenarios, we analyze the

connectivity characteristics of the resulting wireless networks. Additionally, an evaluation

of several state-of-the-art MANET routing protocols is performed in order to show the

capabilities and limits of this type of routing in emergency response scenarios.

Chapter 4 describes approaches that combine MANET and DTN routing to tackle

the challenging networking environment of emergency response scenarios. The chapter
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first gives an overview and classification of existing approaches. Afterwards, it introduces

two approaches that we developed in the course of this thesis. Both approaches assume

that a MANET routing protocol is used to retrieve information about the current state of

the network and combine this protocol with DTN mechanisms to cope with disruptions.

The first approach provides packet bu↵ering on top of MANET routing in order to bridge

temporary disruptions of the network. The second approach enhances the first approach by

providing a mechanism to bridge permanent partitions by opportunistically selecting relay

nodes, based on information collected by the MANET routing protocol.

Chapter 5 includes simulation-based evaluation studies of the aforementioned combined

MANET/DTN approaches and a comparison with existing MANET and DTN routing al-

gorithms. Additionally, it presents an evaluation in a generic scenario that shows that these

approaches may also be useful in other domains, where wireless networks are diverse in

terms of connectivity.

Chapter 6 describes a multimedia delivery system for emergency response scenarios that

can cope with disruptions of the network. The multimedia delivery system is also an applica-

tion domain for the routing algorithms that have been presented in Chapter 4. The delivery

is based on MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) but uses a

modified version of HTTP that supports delivery despite network partitioning. Further-

more, the chapter presents evaluation results of the system in the aforementioned chemical

incident scenario and also describes a prototype implementation for Android devices.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses open issues and possible future

work.





CHAPTER

2
Background

This chapter presents the technical background for the main topics of this thesis. First,

Section 2.1 gives an overview of wireless communication standards for di↵erent types of

wireless networks that may be used in the context of emergency response scenarios. After-

wards, Section 2.2 introduces the end-to-end routing concept that is usually used in mobile

ad-hoc networks and state-of-the-art protocols that follow this approach. Section 2.3 in-

troduces the concept of delay-/disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) and state-of-the-art

routing protocols that follow this concept. DTN routing is an alternative routing approach

to end-to-end routing. Section 2.4 presents di↵erent types of networking architectures for

emergency response scenarios. Furthermore, it presents the network architecture that has

been developed in the course of the BRIDGE project to provide telecommunication ser-

vices in disaster scenarios. Finally, Section 2.5 gives on overview of existing state-of-the-art

approaches in terms of mobility and wireless modeling.

2.1 Wireless Communication Standards

Traditionally, voice communication via analog radios was the most used form of commu-

nication in emergency responses. In recent years, many analog systems were replaced by

digital services. For instance, Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) has replaced analog

radio systems in many European countries as a standard for public safety communications.

TETRA is mainly used for voice communication and brings several improvements compared

to analog radio systems. For instance, it supports several communication modes such as

one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many. TETRA also provides data services, although

its bandwidth is rather constrained compared to other wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi

or modern cellular networks. Thus, such high bandwidth wireless technologies provide new

opportunities for communication and data services beyond voice (e.g., multimedia services

such as live video feeds or pictures from the incident scene). The main focus of this thesis is
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to improve data delivery on the incident scene by the use of modern wireless technologies.

Such wireless networks may be created opportunistically by devices that are carried by the

first responders or are deployed by them. Hence, this section focuses on wireless technolo-

gies that are supported by a broad range of mobile devices and provide high data rates, in

order to support communication beyond voice.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has issued several widely

used wireless communication standards in its IEEE 802 protocol family. The set of standards

covers di↵erent types of wireless networks such as wireless personal networks (WPANs),

wireless local area networks (WLANs) and wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs).

The di↵erent types provide di↵erent ranges and bandwidths and hence have di↵erent ap-

plication areas.

WPANs are networks that are mainly used to interconnect devices that are within a

few meters of each other. WPANs are often used as a replacement of cables and often

focus on low energy consumption instead of high data rates. WPANs are covered by the

IEEE 802.15 protocol family. For instance, IEEE 802.15.1 is the basis for the well-known

Bluetooth standard, IEEE 802.15.4 is the basis for ZigBee and also used by 6LoWPAN to

transport IPv6 packets in low-energy personal area networks. There are several use cases

for WPANs in emergency response scenarios. For instance, WPANs based on the ZigBee

protocol have been used to support the triage process by using electronic triage bracelets

[57]. Mayer and Fritsche [78] presented a system that integrates wireless sensor networks

based on 6LoWPAN with the Internet in order to support emergency management.

WLANs are networks that interconnect devices that are in the range of a few meters

up to a few hundred meters. The main purpose of WLANs is to augment or replace wired

local area networks in buildings or other local sites such as campuses or company sites. The

best known standard for WLANs is the IEEE 802.11 standard and its amendments. In fact,

today nearly all mobile devices such as laptops, tablets or smartphones are equipped with

an IEEE 802.11 compatible wireless interface (e.g., 802.11 b/g/n). WLANs that are based

on an IEEE 802.11 standard are often referred to as Wi-Fi networks. In the following, we

will use Wi-Fi as a synonym for WLANs that are based on an IEEE 802.11 standard [53].

The most basic building block of any Wi-Fi network is the so called basic service set

(BSS). A BSS consists of at least two wireless devices that are in range of each other.

A device that supports the IEEE 802.11 standard is also referred to as a station (STA).
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Figure 2.1: Basic Wi-Fi operation modes.

Wi-Fi networks can be operated in one of two basic modes. The first mode is called

infrastructure mode (or infrastructure BSS) and the second one is called ad-hoc mode (or

IBBS, for independent BSS). In infrastructure mode there is at least one access point (AP)

which creates the network and relays data for client devices connected to the access point.

Usually, the AP provides its clients access to other networks such as another local area

network or the Internet. Wi-Fi networks that operate in infrastructure mode always form

a star topology as depicted in Figure 2.1a. Since the AP is used as a relay, clients cannot

communicate with each other if the AP fails. The ad-hoc or IBSS mode does not include any

infrastructure such as a dedicated AP. Instead, the nodes in the network form a dynamic

network and communicate in a peer-to-peer manner to exchange data between each other.

An example is shown in Figure 2.1b. This mode has the advantage that the network is

more robust since node outages only a↵ect parts of the network.

WLANs are very useful in emergency response scenarios since they provide transmission

ranges that su�ce in many scenarios and also provide data rates that allow many di↵erent

services. For instance, 802.11 Wi-Fi networks o↵er theoretical data rates of up to several

hundred Mbit/s and theoretical ranges of up to several hundred meters. Even though the

theoretical values are usually not achieved in real emergency response scenarios, Wi-Fi is a

very promising technology to support first responders. For instance, Section 2.4.2 presents a

Wi-Fi based wireless network that can be used as a communication backbone on a disaster

site. The Wi-Fi network is created by deploying wireless routers that form an ad-hoc

network or by first responders carrying mobile devices (e.g., smartphones). Additionally,

deployed wireless routers also provide wireless access points to connect devices that do not
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support the ad-hoc mode (i.e., IBSS).

For communication over longer distances, WMAN technologies such as IEEE 802.16

which is the basis for WiMAX networks or wireless cellular networks may be used (e.g.,

3G or LTE networks). The architecture of these networks is based on fixed base stations

that provide access to fixed and mobile users. Thus, the use of this type of networks

is often disturbed in disaster scenarios, since the fixed infrastructure may get damaged or

overloaded. On the other hand, WMANs often play an important role in post disaster tasks,

since mobile base stations that are deployed after the incident may provide a communication

backbone between organizations that operate on the scene and o↵-site organizations [107].

2.2 Routing for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

Routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, in the following referred to asMANET routing, assumes

the existence of an end-to-end path between the source and the destination. Such an end-to-

end path may include intermediate nodes which forward data in order to increase the overall

communication range. A simple example for MANET routing is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

A source node S needs to transfer data to a destination node D. Since S and D are not

within transmission range of each other, the data is relayed via an intermediate node I.

The main two tasks of any routing protocol are to find the shortest end-to-end path

between a source and a destination and to forward packets via this path. However, finding

a path between a source and destination pair is a challenging task in MANETs. The reason

is that MANETs are much more dynamic, compared to wired networks where the network

topology is more static and link breaks are less frequent. Network topology changes are

mainly caused by the mobility of nodes which creates new wireless links and causes existing

links to break. Furthermore, disruptions of wireless links caused by obstacles may a↵ect

the network topology. Another factor which may prevent nodes from communicating are

packet collisions if two or more nodes try to access the wireless shared medium at the same

time. MANET routing protocols need to be able to adapt to these topology changes in a

distributed manner since no central control unit exists.

MANET routing protocols can be basically classified into proactive, reactive, and hybrid

approaches [94, 106]. Proactive MANET routing protocols are very similar to traditional

routing protocols for fixed networks and periodically exchange information about (parts

of) the network topology. Based on this information, every node builds and maintains a
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Figure 2.2: Example for mobile ad-hoc routing via a multi-hop path.

routing table that contains paths to other nodes in the network. Hence, proactive protocols

are also referred to as table-driven protocols. Routing table entries have to include at least

the destination address (e.g., an IPv4 or IPv6 address), the address of the next hop to reach

the destination and a path cost metric (e.g., number of hops).

Proactive routing protocols can be further divided into distance-vector and link-state

protocols [94]. In a distance-vector protocol only direct neighbors exchange their routing

tables. Thus, nodes are only aware of links to their 1-hop neighbors and have no information

about the topology of the network. On the other hand, link-state protocols broadcast

information about the status of links in the entire network. As a result, every node is aware

of the complete topology of the network and can independently calculate the routing table

based on this information.

The main advantage of proactive routing is that each node maintains route information

about every other node in the network. Hence, packets can be sent instantly when they

arrive at the network layer. However, constantly maintaining routing tables imposes some

overhead and limits the scalability of proactive routing approaches. Additionally, routing

information may become invalid due to topology changes or lost topology update informa-

tion. If the topology changes too fast (i.e., the network topology changes faster than the

link information can be distributed in the network), a proactive routing protocol may not

be able to converge. This may cause temporary routing loops because di↵erent nodes have

a diverse view of the network topology.

Reactive protocols only calculate routes when they are needed. Hence, they are also

referred to as on-demand protocols. If a node needs to send data to another node for which it
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has no route information, a route finding process is initiated by the reactive routing protocol.

The route request is flooded in the entire network until the destination, or optionally an

intermediate node that already has a route to the destination, replies to this request. As

this route finding process may take some time, applications experience an initial delay

before the data transfer can start. However, reactive protocols may produce less overhead

than proactive protocols since routing control messages are only exchanged when routes are

actually needed. Especially when only a subset of the nodes communicate with each other,

the control overhead is low compared to proactive routing. Hence, reactive protocols may

scale better than proactive protocols. However, if the network topology changes too fast,

reactive protocols may produce broadcast storms [85] because of frequent route requests.

Besides proactive and reactive protocols, there are also hybrid protocols that try to

combine the advantages of proactive and reactive routing (e.g., the Zone Routing Protocol

[50]). The basic idea is that every node proactively calculates routes to a subset of the

nodes in the network (e.g., to nodes that are within a certain hop limit) and calculates

other routes only when needed. Usually, such hybrid protocols divide the network into

di↵erent parts. Nodes that are in the same part of the network proactively maintain routes

to each other. Routes between nodes that are in di↵erent parts are calculated on-demand.

The performance of hybrid routing protocols is good if such an organization of the network

into di↵erent parts reflects the communication demands of the nodes. This means that

it is possible to segment the network in a way that nodes from the same segment often

communicate with each other and only occasionally contact nodes from other parts of the

network.

Several studies have analyzed the performance (i.e., packet delivery ratio, end-to-end

delay, routing overhead) of di↵erent reactive and proactive routing protocols under di↵erent

network characteristics [25, 28]. In general, the decision which routing protocol performs

best in a network is di�cult, since it greatly depends on the concrete application scenario

and also the parametrization of the protocol (e.g., update intervals for a proactive protocol).

However, there are some basic network characteristics that a↵ect the performance of all

MANET routing protocols. First, the mobility of the nodes has a big impact on the routing

performance. The di↵erent routing approaches perform better if the network is mostly

static. In that context, static means that the movement of nodes does not cause many

topology changes. In particular, the network topology is stable if the absolute or relative

(in relation to their neighbors) node speed is low and thus link break/repair events are less
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frequent. On the other hand, if the topology changes frequently due to the high mobility of

nodes, on-demand protocols flood the network with path requests and table-driven protocols

cannot converge (i.e., routing table entries are not updated in time). Second, the network

connectivity is an important aspect that determines the performance of MANET routing,

since it defines the probability that end-to-end paths exist. Since MANET routing can only

route data if an end-to-end path between source and destination node can be established,

MANET routing only works well in networks where most of the nodes are connected to

each other. Hence, the connectivity of the network has a direct impact on the performance

of a MANET routing protocol in terms of the packet delivery ratio.

MANET routing has been an active research field for over one decade and hence many

MANET routing protocols have been designed and discussed in the literature. The following

subsections cover protocols that are important in the context of this thesis. In particular,

we exclude MANET routing approaches such as geographic routing or multicast routing. In

geographic routing it is assumed that the routing protocols are aware of the position of other

nodes in the network and use this information to calculate routes to other nodes. Since the

locations of first responders may not be available in many emergency response operations,

we believe that geographic routing is not suited in this domain. Although there are some

applications for multicast routing in emergency response scenarios, this thesis only focuses

on unicast communication between a sender and a receiver, since we believe that this is the

dominant communication paradigm in emergency response operations. A broader overview

of existing MANET routing protocols and approaches (including geographic routing and

multicast routing) can be found in the literature [1, 6, 26, 77, 106].

2.2.1 Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) Routing Protocol

A well-known reactive routing protocol is the ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV)

[93] routing protocol. Similar to other reactive approaches, the main idea of AODV is

that routes are only established if they are needed. In particular, if a route needs to be

established, a node broadcasts a so called route request (RREQ) message. All AODV

control messages contain a sequence number in order to determine if their information is

up-to-date. This information is important to prevent routing loops and also prevents that

a node re-broadcasts the same message more than once. Apart from the sequence number,

the RREQ includes information about the issuer of the request (i.e., the originator address)

and for which node a route is desired (i.e., the destination address). If a node receives a
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RREQ and has no valid route to the destination, it re-broadcasts the RREQ to its neighbors.

Additionally, the node also creates a temporary entry called reverse route entry that contains

the previous hop from which it received the RREQ. This reverse route is later used to route

responses back to the originator of the RREQ. If the destination node receives the RREQ,

it replies with a route reply (RREP) message. Similarly, intermediate nodes that already

have a valid route to the destination, may issue a RREP if they receive the RREQ. If a node

receives a RREP, it creates a so called forward route entry to the destination (i.e., it sets the

node from which it received the RREP as next hop for the destination) and forwards the

RREP using its reverse route entry. In this way routes between the issuer and destination

of the RREQ can be established. If the node that originally issued the RREQ message does

not receive information about a route to the destination, it repeats the discovery process

after a certain timeout. If discovery fails several times, the source drops all packets for that

destination and informs the application that no route is available.

In many cases a two-way communication between nodes is needed (e.g., to establish

a TCP connection). Hence, AODV includes a mechanism to create two-way routes. In

particular, if an intermediate node replies to a RREQ with a RREP, it may also issue a so

called gratuitous RREP to the destination of the RREQ so that the destination also has a

valid route to the originator of the RREQ.

Apart from finding new routes, it is also important to check the state of existing routes.

Hence, nodes also monitor the link state of the next hops of active routes and inform other

nodes by issuing a route error (RERR) message if a route gets invalid (e.g., because a next

hop moved out of communication range). The RERR message includes the destinations

that are a↵ected by the link break and are no longer available via the previously announced

route. If a node receives a RERR, it removes routes that include the nodes contained in the

RERR. If this causes more nodes to get unavailable, the node adds these nodes to the RERR

before broadcasting it. In this way information about topology changes is distributed in

the network.

2.2.2 Dynamic MANET On-demand (DYMO) Routing Protocol

Based on previous experiences with reactive routing protocols, both from research and

practical implementations, the dynamic MANET on-demand (DYMO) [34] routing protocol

has been developed. Since DYMO incorporates many ideas from AODV, DYMO is referred
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to as AODVv2 in more recent versions of the protocol. It is important to note that DYMO

(AODVv2) is still under development by the IETFMANET working group and hence details

about the protocols change constantly. The description found here describes the basic idea

behind the protocol but does not include details such as which information is stored in

control messages, since that information may change in future versions of the protocol.

Similarly to AODV, RREQ and RREP messages are used to find and establish routes

in the network. The main di↵erence to AODV is that RREQ and RREP messages do not

only contain information about the origin and destination of a request or reply but also

about intermediate nodes. Hence, whenever a node receives a routing control message, it

adds information about itself (e.g., its IP address) to the control message before forwarding

it. In addition, each node puts the routing information that is contained in a received

RREQ or RREP message to its routing table. In this way each node learns about routes

to intermediate nodes that are on the route between the origin and the destination of the

control message.

2.2.3 Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) Protocol

Optimized link state routing (OLSR) [36] is a proactive link state routing protocol. Nodes

exchange routing information periodically and every node maintains a path to all other

nodes in the network. Like other link state protocols, all nodes have a complete view of the

network. The main di↵erence of OLSR to traditional link state routing protocols for wired

networks is the concept of multipoint relay (MPR) nodes. In particular, every node selects

a subset of its 1-hop neighbors to be MPRs. The MPR set is the minimum set of nodes

that are needed to reach all 2-hop neighbors of a node. Only nodes that are contained in

the MPR set of a node need to forward routing control messages and issue link updates.

Similarly, only links to MPRs are considered in the route calculation process. Hence, the

concept of MPRs reduces the routing overhead and processing complexity compared to

traditional link state protocols.

OLSR has several types of control messages. First, every node periodically broadcasts

HELLO messages. HELLO messages are never forwarded but only exchanged between

direct neighbors. HELLO messages are used for neighbor detection, link sensing and also

for the selection of MPR sets. However, the packet format of HELLO messages supports

extensions. For instance, HELLO messages are also used for the calculation of the expected
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transmission count (ETX) metric [38] that is used in many practical implementations of

OLSR, although the original IETF specification of OLSR defines hop count as a metric.

The second type of control messages are topology control (TC) messages which include link

state information. Due to the MPR concept of OLSR, not all links are advertised by TC

messages. Instead, OLSR performs two optimizations. First, only nodes that are selected

by at least one other node as MPR will generate TC messages. Second, TC messages

generated by a node only have to include links to nodes that have selected this node as

MPR. This set of nodes is also called the MPR selector set. The first optimization reduces

the number of generated link state messages since not all nodes generate them, whereas the

second optimization reduces the size of the TC messages since fewer links are included. TC

messages are broadcast regularly or whenever the MPR selector set of a node changes.

The remaining two types of control messages are used to support nodes with multiple

interfaces and advertise links to external networks. Multiple interfaces declaration (MID)

messages contain information about all interfaces of a node that runs OLSR. Hence, every

node that runs OLSR on more than one interface has to generate these messages regularly.

MID messages contain the addresses of the OLSR interfaces of a node and allow other nodes

to determine routes to the OLSR networks that are connected via these interfaces. Finally,

host and network association (HNA) messages are used to advertise routes to external

networks that do not run OLSR. For instance, if an OLSR node also has an interface that

provides access to the Internet, it can advertise this route via HNA messages. Similarly, if

an OLSR node also provides a local access point it needs to generate HNA messages that

allow other OLSR nodes to send packets to the nodes connected to that access point. The

node issuing the HNA acts as a message relay and forwards packets from the OSLR network

to the nodes connected to the AP.

2.2.4 Better Approach To Mobile Ad-hoc Networking (BATMAN) Rout-

ing Protocol

Another proactive routing protocol is the better approach to mobile ad-hoc networking

(BATMAN) [61, 84]. The main design goal of BATMAN is to provide a simple routing

protocol that is less complex than OLSR. The BATMAN protocol does not try to find

the complete path between a source and a destination. Instead, every node only manages

information about the best next hop towards each other node. This information is calculated
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by sending and receiving broadcast originator messages (OGM). OGMs are sent regularly

by every node and include the address of the source (originator address), the address of

the node forwarding the OGM, and a sequence number. The sequence number is used to

determine if an OGM has already been received before and prevents forwarding the same

message more than once. In a network with multiple routes, a node may receive an OGM

multiple times via di↵erent neighbors. Depending on the quality of the links on a path,

the network load etc., more OGMs will be received on good paths. If a node needs to

forward data to another node, it uses the neighbor which forwarded most OGMs for that

destination. Since wireless networks are dynamic and the quality of paths may change, this

information is managed in a sliding window and only OGMs that have a sequence number

within that sliding window are considered when calculating the best next hop.

BATMAN is not managed by the IETF MANET working group but by a team of

developers that aimed to create an alternative to the OLSR routing protocol based on their

experiences with implementing the Linux OLSR daemon (olsrd)[86]. BATMAN is still under

active development and details about the protocol constantly change. The description above

considers the BATMAN version III that is described in [61, 84] and has also been evaluated

in the simulation study that is described in Section 3.4. The biggest change in more recent

versions of the protocol is that BATMAN is implemented on the data link layer instead

of the network layer. The implementation is called batman-adv. The main advantage

is the reduction of the OGM size because no IP header is needed. On the other hand,

performing routing on the data link layer breaks the fundamental separation of concerns

design principle of IP networking. This results in some side e↵ects. First, MAC layer

routing creates a network that only supports a flat IP addressing scheme (i.e., all nodes in

the network must use the same subnet mask). Second, from a network layer point of view,

the network only consists of 1-hop neighbors since multi-hop routing is performed on the

MAC layer. Evaluations have shown that there are no significant performance di↵erences

between the network and data link implementation of BATMAN [81]. Thus, it may be

argued that the aforementioned disadvantages outweigh the advantages of a MAC layer

implementation of the BATMAN routing protocol.
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2.3 Routing for Delay-/Disruption-Tolerant Networking

Routing protocols for MANETs assume that a source-to-destination path can be established.

In cases where this is not possible, a classical MANET routing protocol cannot deliver data

to the destination. To cope with disruptions or the permanent partitioning of the network,

routing protocols for delay- or disruption-tolerant networks (DTN) have been developed.

Similarly to MANET routing, a message is forwarded by nodes in a hop-by-hop manner

until it can be delivered to the destination. However, in contrast to MANET routing,

DTN routing does not assume that the delivery is performed via a continuous end-to-

end path between source and destination. Instead, DTN routing protocols assume that

nodes o↵er bu↵ers to store messages until there is an opportunity to deliver them to the

final destination, or to forward the packets to other nodes in the network. This routing

mechanism is called store-and-forward or store-carry-forward routing and is especially useful

for sparse networks that only provide few contacts between nodes. An example is depicted

in Figure 2.3. Since communication opportunities are very limited in sparse networks,

many DTN routing protocols use message replication to increase the delivery probability,

as well as to decrease the delivery delay, by utilizing multiple routes in parallel. Thus, DTN

routing protocols can be classified into schemes that replicate messages (also called multi-

copy schemes) and schemes that forward messages (also called single-copy schemes) [115].

Single-copy schemes do not use replication and delete messages from bu↵ers once they have

been successfully forwarded to another node. Multi-copy schemes can further be divided

into unlimited and limited schemes. Unlimited schemes flood the network until all nodes

have received a message. The number of replications depends on the size of the network

and the opportunities to forward messages to neighboring nodes. This introduces a large

overhead for storing and transmitting message copies. One way to reduce this overhead is

to spread information about delivered messages in order to delete delivered messages from

message bu↵ers and prevent further replications. Another way is to limit the number of

message copies. Limited-copy schemes define a maximum number of replications that are

allowed for a message. This makes it possible to control the number of replications in order

to reduce the bandwidth and storage overhead that is introduced by replication.

The main disadvantage of multi-copy schemes is that they do not scale well since they
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Figure 2.3: Example for store-carry-forward routing exploiting the mobility of nodes.

utilize more resources in terms of bandwidth and storage than single-copy schemes. Limited-

copy schemes try to combine the advantages of single-copy and unlimited multi-copy ap-

proaches by limiting the number of replicas in the network. This limits the overhead that

is introduced by replication. If the number of message copies is limited, it is important to

distribute the available copies among those nodes that provide the highest delivery prob-

ability. Similarly, it may be beneficial to delay the transmission of certain messages if the

current communication opportunity does not provide enough network resources to transmit

all stored messages. As the future topology of the network is usually not known in advance,

heuristics need to be applied in order to estimate the utility of a node to act as a message

relay or to decide when to further keep a message in the bu↵er [115].

DTN routing protocols are mainly designed for sparse networks and may not perform as

well as MANET routing protocols in dense networks. Especially the replication of packets

imposes significant communication and storage overhead compared to MANET routing

schemes. Thus, it is important to adapt the DTN routing scheme to the expected network

density (e.g., by adjusting the maximum number of message copies).

The following subsections describe some DTN routing protocols that are important in

the context of this thesis, in particular, the descriptions about the DTN routing protocols

that have been used in the evaluations. A broader overview of DTN routing can be found

in the literature [32, 132].
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2.3.1 Epidemic Routing

Epidemic Routing [122] is a flooding-based scheme that aims to maximize the message

delivery ratio and minimize delivery delay. In Epidemic Routing messages are sent to all

nodes that have not already bu↵ered the message. In order to determine which messages

need to be exchanged between two nodes, nodes exchange so called summary vectors before

they transfer any messages. A summary vector includes information about which messages

are currently bu↵ered by a node. A node only transfers those messages that are not included

in the other node’s summary vector. This mechanism avoids redundant message transfers

and hence reduces the overhead.

If the bandwidth in the network allows nodes to perform all transmissions and the

bu↵er capacity is su�cient to store all messages, Epidemic Routing minimizes the delivery

delay and maximizes the packet delivery ratio, since it will exploit all available paths in the

network. However, if resources are limited, Epidemic Routing su↵ers from the introduced

transmission and storage overhead. In particular, it may su↵er from message losses due to

full bu↵ers and network congestion. Hence, Epidemic Routing is especially useful in sparse

networks where only a few communication opportunities exist.

2.3.2 Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and

Transitivity

The probabilistic routing protocol using history of encounters and transitivity (PROPHET)

[73] is a flooding-based scheme. However, instead of sending a message to all nodes that

are encountered, nodes use the history of encounters to calculate if it is actually beneficial

to forward a message. In particular, every node calculates the probability for meeting any

other node, based on how often it met another node in the past. This metric is called

delivery predictability. A node will forward a message only to nodes that o↵er a delivery

predictability that is higher than the node’s own one for the destination of the message.

The delivery predictability metric uses information about previous encounters in order

to choose message relays. In particular, whenever a node A meets another node B, it

updates the delivery predictability as follows:

P (A,B) = P (A,B)
old

+ (1� P (A,B)
old

) · ↵
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The parameter ↵ (0 < ↵ < 1) has two purposes. First, it determines the initial value of

P (A,B) when the nodes A and B meet for the first time. Second, ↵ also determines how

fast the delivery predictability metric converges to 1 if two nodes meet frequently.

Every node needs to periodically recalculate the delivery predictability to update infor-

mation about nodes that have not been met recently. This causes the delivery predictability

to decrease over time if two nodes are not in contact. In particular, the following aging

function updates the delivery predictability for a node B that is not in contact with another

node A:

P (A,B) = P (A,B) · �

The parameter � (0 < � < 1) determines how fast the delivery predictability converges to

0 if two nodes are not in contact.

Additionally, the delivery predictability is also transitively updated. The idea behind

this mechanism is that if a node A does frequently meet another node B and B also

frequently meets another node C, node A is also suited to deliver messages to C. In other

words, a message destined for C may be delivered via the nodes A and B. Exploiting this

transitive characteristic allows the protocol to connect di↵erent partitions that are mostly

disjoint but are connected by some nodes that travel between the partitions. The transitive

update function is as follows:

P (A,C) = P (A,C)
old

· (1� P (A,C)
old

) · P (A,B) · P (B,C) · �

The parameter � (0  �  1) is used to control the impact of transitivity. If it is set to

0 the delivery predictability does not include transitive relations but only direct contacts

between nodes.

2.3.3 MaxProp

MaxProp [29] complements a flooding-based forwarding scheme with congestion control and

bu↵er management strategies. MaxProp uses the meeting probability as a routing metric.

For a network with n nodes, every node has to manage a vector of size n� 1 for storing the

meeting probabilities with the other nodes in the network. Initially, every value in the vector

is set to 1

n�1

. When a node meets another node, the vector is updated by incrementing the

meeting probability with this node by 1 and then the entire vector is normalized so that
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the sum of probabilities is 1 again.

To determine routes in the network, a graph is calculated where the costs of edges are

based on the meeting probabilities. Based on this graph, nodes can calculate the costs

for a path to a destination by summing up the costs of the edges (i.e., summing up the

probabilities that each contact on the path does not occur) and send data via the shortest

path (i.e., the path that o↵ers the highest chance to deliver the packet to the destination).

MaxProp uses several additional mechanisms on top of the path-likelihood routing in

order to increase the delivery probability and reduce delay. First, messages are sent in a

particular order (e.g., control messages and new messages that have a low hop count are

prioritized) that tries to better exploit available transmission opportunities and hence to

increase the overall packet delivery ratio. Second, MaxProp also applies a bu↵er manage-

ment mechanism that first drops packets that are less likely to increase the packet delivery

ratio to better cope with bu↵er overflows.

2.3.4 Spray and Wait

Spray andWait [113] is a replication-based protocol that limits the number of message copies

in the network in order to reduce the transmission overhead compared to flooding-based

schemes. Messages contain a replication counter that determines how often the message

may be replicated in the network. Whenever a node meets another node that has not

already a copy of the message, it hands over a fraction of its copies to this node (i.e., it

reduces the replication counter and forwards the message to the other node). This is called

the spray phase since message copies are spread in the network. If a node has bu↵ered a

message with a replication counter of 1, it is not allowed to forward the message to any

other node but the destination. This phase is called the wait phase since the node has to

wait until it meets the destination in order to forward the message.

In the following, we give a simple example of Spray and Wait routing. We assume that

the initial number of message copies is four and that nodes hand over half of their message

copies to other nodes. This spraying scheme is also referred to as binary Spray and Wait.

First, a new message is created at node A with a replication count of 4. Node A can hand

over two messages to the first node that it meets (node B) and one copy to the second

node it meets (node C). Afterwards, node A and node C enter the wait phase. Node B,

which received two copies, can forward the message once before it also enters the waiting
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phase. Hence, in total the message is transmitted three times during the spraying phase

and four nodes have a message copy bu↵ered that may be delivered to the destination of

the message.

The initial number of message copies and the spraying scheme can be used to configure

the routing algorithm. For instance, there may be use cases where it is beneficial to adapt

the initial number of copies based on the importance of a message in order to improve the

delivery probability for certain messages, or to adapt the number of forwarded message

copies based on the probability that another node meets the destination.

2.4 Networking in Emergency Response Operations

This section describes di↵erent types of networking architectures for emergency response

operations. Additionally, it presents a concrete networking system that has been developed

in the course of a European research project called BRIDGE.

2.4.1 Types of Infrastructure in an Emergency Response

In an emergency response, several types of infrastructure can be identified [4]. First, exist-

ing infrastructure denotes infrastructure that is already available at the incident site and

has survived the e↵ects of the disaster. For instance, cell towers that are still intact and

provide access to a mobile network or public Wi-Fi hotspots that provide Internet connec-

tivity. Similarly, a TETRA network may provide voice communication for first responders.

However, existing infrastructure is often severely a↵ected by disasters, either because it is

destroyed by the disaster itself, or because the remaining infrastructure gets overloaded

in the aftermath of a disaster. Thus, first responders or other organizations may deploy

communication equipment at the incident scene, so called deployable infrastructure. One

example are mobile TETRA base stations that can be used to coordinate emergency re-

sponse personnel at an incident location. Another example is the BRIDGE mesh network

that is described in Section 2.4.2. It is very important to integrate the deployment of net-

working equipment into the standard procedures of first responders. For instance, Wol↵

and Wietfeld [128] suggest to integrate wireless routers in the couplings of fire hoses in

order to automatically create a wireless ad-hoc network while firefighters deploy a fire hose.

Similarly, Ramirez et al. [102] describe the use of small, deployable network devices, called
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landmarks, that can support the indoor navigation of firefighters. The third type of infras-

tructure is opportunistic infrastructure that refers to the use of devices and resources such

as smartphones to support emergency response. For instance, the Help Beacons [5] and

Local Cloud [4] systems use this type of networking approach. The Help Beacons system

consists of an application for Android smartphones that can be used by victims of a disaster

to send a distress signal (called help beacon). In particular, the Help Beacons system uti-

lizes the ability of Android smart phones to create Wi-Fi networks in infrastructure mode

in order to put SOS messages into the SSID of the created Wi-Fi network. These SOS

messages can be retrieved by first responders using the Help Beacons seeker Android appli-

cation. No additional infrastructure is needed since the system creates wireless networks in

an opportunistic manner. The Local Cloud application [4] is another example for the use

of opportunistic communication in a disaster situation. It allows users to exchange Twitter

messages via their Android smartphones in a hop-by-hop manner, until one of the users

can access the Internet in order to post collected messages to the Twitter servers. Like

the Help Beacons application, it uses Wi-Fi networks that are created by the smartphones

themselves. In the case of first responders, it can be assumed that such applications are

pre-installed and hence are available when needed. However, it may be challenging to install

these applications during a disaster, since today’s application repositories for smartphones

usually require Internet access. Hence, it is still an open issue how to provide such applica-

tions for the public in disaster situations. In [3] we presented and assessed some means to

distribute and install applications without requiring Internet access.

The di↵erent types of infrastructure can be used in di↵erent phases of an emergency

response. Opportunistic networks may be the most prominent type in the immediate af-

termath of a disaster since they do not depend on any additional infrastructure. Such

opportunistic networks may be created by first responders or even victims and bystanders

that carry mobile devices. Even though these networks will probably not cover the entire

disaster area and also be prone to disruptions and partitioning, they may already prove to

be useful for the initial response.

After the initial first responder teams have arrived at the disaster scene and coped with

the most immediate tasks, they may start to deploy wireless routers that provide a wireless

network such as the one that is described in the next section (cf. Section 2.4.2). Thus

this type network is not immediately available but it can be assumed that it is installed

within the first few hours of a disaster. Similarly, mobile network operators could deploy
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portable base stations that re-establish the cellular network in the areas that are a↵ected by

the incident. Usually a large scale disaster also a↵ects other infrastructure such as streets

or the power grid, which makes it a very challenging logistical task to bring and deploy

such mobile stations to the disaster scene. Hence, it can be assumed that it takes days or

even weeks before such equipment is available. However, this initial reconstruction of local

infrastructure is still useful for coordinating post-disaster recovery. For instance, it took

nearly three months after the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake to rebuild the communi-

cation and power infrastructure of some severely a↵ected regions [107]. The aforementioned

deployment of temporary infrastructure is useful in such cases.

This thesis focuses on opportunistic networks that are created on the incident scene

and provide a local communication network for first responders. Chapter 3 presents two

such scenarios. It is important to note that while we did not explicitly model o↵-site

communication, it can be assumed that the incident command post that is established at

the disaster scene provides a gateway to other networks such as the Internet that makes a

communication between the disaster scene and o↵-site organizations possible.

2.4.2 The BRIDGE Networking Infrastructure

BRIDGE [27] is a collaborative project, funded by the European Union in its 7th Framework

Programme. The main goal of the BRIDGE project is to improve crisis and emergency

management in EU member states by providing a system that supports technical and social

interoperability in large-scale emergency relief e↵orts. Interoperability between di↵erent

stakeholders is a key issue that determines the e↵ectiveness and success of an emergency

response operation. Thus, the BRIDGE system supports the flexible assembly of emergency

response systems, both legacy systems and systems created within the BRIDGE project. At

the networking level, BRIDGE develops a networking infrastructure that facilitates system

and network interoperability by using common wireless technologies.

The goal of the BRIDGE network infrastructure is to provide a communication and

networking platform that can be used if the existing infrastructure is not operational any-

more. This is important since disruptions of the networking infrastructure are common in

disaster situations. In the following, this BRIDGE networking infrastructure is described.

The BRIDGE mesh network (also referred to as BRIDGE Mesh) is a WLAN that can

be deployed by first responders on the incident site. The BRIDGE Mesh needs to be able
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Figure 2.4: BRIDGE Mesh network.

to connect heterogeneous devices, both in terms of hardware and supported wireless stan-

dards, into one uniform networking infrastructure. In order to provide a communication

backbone, the BRIDGE Mesh uses IEEE 802.11 in ad-hoc mode (i.e., IBSS mode) to in-

terconnect routers on the disaster site. In particular, every router needs to support IEEE

802.11g on a 2.4GHz channel and may optionally also provide IEEE 802.11n (either on a

2.4GHz or a 5GHz channel). IEEE 802.11 has been chosen since it is a well-known and

widespread standard. Additionally, it o↵ers a good trade-o↵ between wireless range and

bandwidth. Besides the Wi-Fi interface to interconnect routers, a BRIDGE Mesh router

may also provide additional interfaces and act as a gateway to other wireless or wired net-

works. For instance, routers may also provide an AP in order to connect client devices such

as smartphones, notebooks or tablets with the BRIDGE Mesh. Similarly, a router may

also provide interfaces to WPANs and WANs. For instance, a router may include a ZigBee

interface in order to allow wireless sensors to transmit data, or a 3G modem to provide

access to the Internet via a mobile network. Figure 2.4 shows an example of a BRIDGE

network, consisting of di↵erent types of devices.

Depending on the functionality of a BRIDGE Mesh network device, one can di↵erentiate

between di↵erent device types. The simplest network elements in a BRIDGE Mesh are

wireless repeaters that extend the range of the wireless network. Since the location of

the incident command post and di↵erent hotspots at the incident site may be far away
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from each other, these devices may need to be deployed to provide wireless communication

between the di↵erent locations on the incident site. The second type of network elements

are gateways which provide access to existing o↵-site networks, in general the Internet.

This connects the local network on the incident scene with networks from higher level

organizations, which are situated in o↵-site emergency operations centers. Usually, such

a gateway device will be located very near to the incident command post (e.g., directly

on an incident command truck) since the command post itself usually needs connectivity

to external networks. The third type of network elements are gateways between di↵erent

wireless technologies on the incident site. For instance, the BRIDGE electronic triage

bracelets that support the process of determining the priority of treatment of patients on

the site, use ZigBee to transfer collected data. A gateway device that sends the collected

triage data via the IEEE 802.11 based mesh network to the incident command post needs to

be deployed near the triage area. Similarly, gateway devices could connect sensor networks

that are based on 6LoWPAN with the BRIDGE Mesh. Finally, there are network elements

that provide in-network storage of data when the network gets partitioned and data cannot

be instantly forwarded. These devices provide a large amount of storage on the order of

gigabytes and use the bundle protocol [110] for communication.

The BRIDGE Mesh network has been tested in several real world demonstrations

and emergency response exercises. During a full-scale emergency response exercise in the

Risavika harbor near Stavanger in Norway, several routers have been deployed in order

to provide access to the Internet on the incident location, and to provide a gateway for

the data collected by other components within the BRIDGE system. For instance, the in-

network storage devices have been used to store distress calls collected by the Help Beacons

application (see Section 2.4.1) until they could be forwarded via the BRIDGE Mesh to an

incident command post. Figure 2.5 shows two deployment examples. In another exercise,

the BRIDGE Mesh has been used to provide a local communication network in a tunnel

fire scenario.

The findings of this thesis contribute to the goals of the BRIDGE project. First, this

thesis provides insights into specifics and challenges of networking in emergency response

scenarios (cf. Chapter 3). Based on this initial investigation, routing algorithms that can

better cope with the identified challenges than state-of-the art approaches are developed

(cf. Chapter 4). The focus of this work are local networks on the incident site that are

used by di↵erent organizations involved in the emergency response in order to communicate
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Figure 2.5: BRIDGE Mesh prototypes deployed in full-scale emergency response exercise.

and exchange information. It is important to note that this work does not deal with o↵-

site inter-organizational information exchange. Another contribution of this thesis towards

the goals of the BRIDGE project is to investigate how multimedia services can be used

on the disaster site (cf. Chapter 6). Multimedia communication is a challenging task in

such environments since the communication networks on the incident site may be prone to

disruptions. On the other hand, the BRIDGE project acts as source of requirements for the

algorithms and systems that are presented in this thesis.

2.5 Mobility and Wireless Modeling

Emergency response is a challenging domain for research and application development.

One of the reasons is that disasters are sudden events and usually researchers are not able

to perform measurements on a disaster scene. For instance, it is usually not possible to

test and evaluate a wireless communication system during a real-world emergency response

operation. This is also true for collecting data that helps to evaluate systems in simulated

environments. For instance, it is relatively easy to equip students with smartphones or

other devices that can record their movements while they are on campus since that is an

everyday situation in a partly controlled environment. However, collecting traces from first

responders during an emergency response is usually not possible. One alternative is to

gather traces during emergency response exercises which are planned in advance. However,

realistic exercises are also stressful events that require first responders to fully concentrate

on their tasks. For instance, in the course of the BRIDGE project it was planned to
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gather GPS logs during the full-scale exercise in the Risavika harbor in Norway. About

30 first responders were equipped with smartphones that could log their locations during

the exercise. However, when analyzing the collected data it became clear that some first

responders had forgotten to activate the provided smartphone, left it at the fire station or

that some responders exchanged their phones which made it impossible to correctly match

the mobility trace with their actual task. Thus, only a fraction of the traces remained

usable, which was too small to be used for evaluation purposes. Although it would have

been technically possible to correct some of the flaws during the exercise (e.g., activate GPS

on smartphones), the scale and nature of the exercise made it impossible to perform such

changes while the exercise was running.

For the reasons described above, modeling is the most practicable way to create disaster

scenarios that can be used for evaluations. Thus, this approach has also been chosen to

evaluate the algorithms that are described in this work. Creating scenarios that model

the specifics of emergency response scenarios in a realistic way has still been an important

issue. Hence, realistic assumptions about the movements of first responders on the scene

and their working environment have been made. In the following, we present state-of-the-art

approaches for mobility modeling and wireless modeling.

2.5.1 Mobility Modeling

The mobility of the nodes is an important property of every wireless network since it

influences the connectivity characteristics of the network. Thus, it is important to use

mobility models that mimic the behavior of the nodes in a realistic way. Many di↵erent

mobility models have been designed that describe di↵erent movement patterns of nodes.

Synthetic models are the most widely used type of models. They calculate the movement

of nodes based on pre-defined rules and some pseudo-random factors. Apart from using these

synthetic models for evaluation purposes, it is also possible to gather movement traces from

nodes in real-world networks. Usually, such traces are collected by equipping devices with

sensors that track their positions during a certain period of time. Another possibility to

create movement traces is to log to which Wi-Fi hotspots or cell towers the devices of the

tracked users have been connected over time. Such traces make it possible to use more

realistic movement patterns in evaluations but usually they are less generic, since they only

capture a certain use case over a limited period of time. There are also approaches to
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combine the advantages by creating synthetic models that are based on mobility traces.

Generic Mobility Models

One of the most widely used synthetic mobility models is the random waypoint model

(RWP) [31]. In the RWP model every node performs the following three steps independently

from every other node:

1. Choose a random location from the available area. Additionally, choose a random

movement speed from a uniformly distributed random variable constrained by a min-

imum and a maximum value.

2. Move to the chosen location with the chosen movement speed.

3. Choose a random waiting time, also uniformly distributed between a minimum and a

maximum value and repeat the procedure starting at the first step after this time has

passed.

Although all nodes move independently from each other and all waypoints are chosen

randomly, it has been shown that the RWP model produces clusters of nodes around the

center of the simulation area. This is due to the fact that it is very likely that nodes

choose waypoints that cause them to travel through the center of the simulation area [21].

Variations of the RWP model do not su↵er from this clustering. Examples are the random

direction model and the random walk model [31].

The random direction model is similar to the RWP model in the sense that all nodes

move randomly. However, for each movement, nodes choose a random direction instead of

a random location. This modification prevents the clustering of nodes at the center of the

simulation area [18]. A node moves into the chosen direction until it reaches the border of

the area where it bounces o↵ or appears at the opposite side of the simulation area.

The random walk model is similar to the random direction model. However, instead of

moving until hitting a border, each movement is restricted either by a maximum distance

or a maximum movement time, after which the node performs the next decision. The

parameters of the model are speed, direction, travel time and/or travel distance. The

maximum values for the travel time and the distance may be fixed or randomly chosen from

a certain interval. For instance, the random walk implementation which has been used in

the evaluation described in Chapter 5 supports random speeds, distances and travel times.
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Generic mobility models o↵er a simple way of modeling the movements of nodes. How-

ever, the main problem of generic models is that in reality nodes in a network usually do

not move in a random manner. Hence, these models may be useful to assess some generic

properties of a protocol or system but may not reflect its performance under real-life set-

tings. This is also true for the mobility of first responders. The following sections present

models that are better suited for describing the mobility in emergency response scenarios.

Event-driven, Role-based Disaster Mobility

Nelson et al. [83] describe a role-based and event-driven mobility model for emergency

response. The model defines three entities which are object, role, and event. An object

represents a node that has a certain location and velocity. Additionally, every object has

a certain role. For instance, a node can represent a victim or a first responder. The role

of the node determines its general mobility behavior, since each role has a certain mobility

pattern assigned to it. Additionally, the model defines events, which represent the most

complex entity of the model. Basically, events impact the generic mobility pattern of nodes

that are near to the event. In particular, an event attracts or repels nodes depending

on several parameters, such as the role of the node, or the location and intensity of the

event. For example, nodes that are within the so called disaster radius are immobilized,

which represents the direct impact of the disaster. Nodes that are within the so called event

horizon adapt their movements immediately. For instance, victims flee from the event while

first responders approach it. Nodes that are within the so called relevant radius react after

a radio contact time. This represents first responder units that are dispatched to the event’s

location.

The event-driven, role-based model is flexible and supports modeling a broad range

of disaster scenarios. On the other hand, it o↵ers many parameters which have to be

configured. For instance, in order to define an event, one has to set several radii that

influence how the event impacts its environment. It is rather hard to find realistic values

for these parameters, since these parameters may not have a correlation with e↵ects of real

disaster events. Unfortunately, Nelson et al. [83] do not describe how to find reasonable

values for the parameters, nor do they describe the e↵ects of certain parameters.
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Post-Disaster Mobility Model

The post-disaster mobility (PDM) model [121] simulates large-scale emergency response

operations in urban environments. It especially focuses on large-scale disasters such as

hurricanes or earthquakes. Although the name of the model suggests that it only covers

situations after a disaster, there are also disasters where the emergency response starts

before the disaster hits. For instance, hurricanes usually do not strike suddenly but people

get warned and evacuation procedures start beforehand. The post-disaster mobility model

can also capture such evacuation procedures that are happening before a disaster.

The PDM model targets urban environments where di↵erent neighborhoods are a↵ected

by a disaster and need to be evacuated. The model supports to define a certain number of

neighborhoods that are connected via roads. Every neighborhood has a certain radius and

includes a number of houses and people. Thus, the nodes are clustered in the simulation

area based on the position and size of the di↵erent neighborhoods. When an evacuation is

started, a node may either move to the nearest evacuation center after a random waiting

time, or ignore the evacuation (depending on a random variable that defines the probability

of evacuation). Evacuated nodes return to their designated houses after a designated ran-

dom waiting time, whereas nodes that ignored the evacuation move randomly within their

neighborhood.

Apart from the evacuation centers, there are a few other types of centers that define

the movement of first responder nodes. For instance, according to the PDM model every

scenario needs to have at least one main coordination center. Other examples for available

centers are medical centers and hospitals, police and fire stations. There are also several

types of first responder nodes available, for instance, supply vehicles that carry relief goods

between main centers and evacuation centers, police cars that patrol neighborhoods, ambu-

lances, and fire trucks that can react to randomly placed events such as fires. Additionally,

the model supports rescue workers and volunteers that assist the evacuation.

Since the PDM model focuses on complete urban areas, it is a rather complex mobility

model. In order to model a scenario, one has to select the number of neighborhoods, houses

and inhabitants. Additionally, the position of the pre-defined centers such as fire and police

stations and how many vehicles are available in these stations has to be modeled. The

number of rescue workers that assist the evacuation has to be chosen as well.
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Disaster Area Mobility Model

The disaster area mobility model [12] focuses on the process of recovering victims from a

disaster site. In such operations, the rescue services usually separate the incident scene and

its surroundings into several tactical areas. This tactic is also referred to as separation of the

room [12]. In particular, there are designated areas where the treatment of victims takes

place, ambulances and other transport units wait to pick up victims and an area where

the incident command post is located. Based on their role in the recovery process, first

responders move within or between these tactical areas. The disaster area mobility model

is based on this concept of separating the incident site into tactical areas.

The disaster area mobility model defines five di↵erent types of areas:

• Incident Location (IL): the area where an incident happened and patients are located

• Patients Waiting For Treatment Area (PWFTA): the area where the triage takes

place and patients that have been rescued from the incident location wait for initial

treatment

• Casualties Clearing Station (CCS): the area where patients receive extended aid and

are prepared to be picked up by an ambulance

• Ambulance Parking Point (APP): the area where ambulances park before they pick

up patients

• Technical Operational Command (TOC): the area where the local incident command

sta↵ is located

Every tactical area has a certain size and shape and contains a certain number of nodes

representing first responders. There are two types of nodes: so called transport nodes,

which move between two di↵erent types of areas and so called stationary nodes, which do

not leave their designated area. In addition to the aforementioned five tactical areas, the

model also supports obstacles that restrict the movements of nodes between the areas. All

transport nodes use the shortest available path between two tactical areas, while stationary

nodes move randomly within their designated area.

The mobility of a node is based on its role (i.e., whether it is a transport or a stationary

node) and the tactical area that it is assigned to. For example, nodes that are assigned to
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an IL move between this IL and the PWFTAs in the simulation area. This represents first

responders who pick up patients1 from a dangerous location on the incident site and bring

them to a safer place where they wait for further treatment. Similarly, nodes assigned to

a PWFTA transport patients to a CCS. PWFTAs and CCSs may also contain stationary

nodes that represent medical personnel looking after patients. Transport nodes that are

assigned to an APP represent ambulances that pick up victims from a CCS and bring

them to a hospital. Every tactical area but the TOC have defined entry and exit points

that are used for entering and leaving the area. Similarly, there are designated entry and

exit points at the border of the simulation area where ambulances enter and leave the

simulation. The TOC is the only area that is not directly involved in the transportation

process but includes nodes that represent the command sta↵ that supervises and manages

the emergency response operation.

We have chosen the disaster area mobility model to simulate the mobility of first re-

sponder nodes. The main reason for that decision is that we are mainly interested in the

characteristics of wireless networks on an incident scene. The disaster area mobility model

focuses on the movement of first responder nodes at the incident scene itself. This distin-

guishes this model from the post-disaster mobility model and the role-based, event-driven

mobility model that both focus on metropolitan areas. In the course of the BRIDGE project,

several generic disaster scenarios were described that are based on real-world incidents, for

instance, an incident in a chemical plant, or the detonation of a bomb in an airport termi-

nal. Additionally, the BRIDGE project could also take part in a full-scale exercise in the

Risavika harbor near Stavanger, Norway. For both cases, the disaster area mobility model

was well suited. For instance, the separation of the room concept that is the basis of the

disaster area mobility model has been observed in the Risavika exercise.

2.5.2 Wireless Modeling

In addition to the mobility of nodes, another factor that influences the performance of a

wireless network is the propagation environment. We use a combination of two propagation

models to capture the e↵ects of mixed indoor/outdoor environments. This is a realistic as-

sumption since in disaster scenarios first responders often have to temporarily work indoors

1Please note that the disaster area mobility model does not explicitly model patients but only includes
first responder nodes. However, for the sake of clarity, this description of the mobility on the disaster area
also includes patients.
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which has severe e↵ects on the wireless propagation and hence also on the connectivity

characteristics of the wireless network. For instance, if a firefighter has to enter a building,

his/her communication device may get disconnected from the rest of the network since walls

may block wireless signals.

The reception power decreases with the distance between sender and receiver. This is

expressed by the so called path loss which is the fraction of received power and transmitted

power. If the sender and the receiver are in line of sight, the loss of power can be expressed

using the free-space path loss model which is defined as follows [46, p.49]:

L
p

(dB) = 20 · log
✓
4⇡d

�

◆
,

where d denotes the distance between sender and receiver and � denotes the wavelength

of the signal. For wireless signals � = c

f

, where c denotes the speed of light and f the

frequency of the signal.

Additionally, we also use a wireless obstacle model to include the e↵ects of first re-

sponders also working indoors and large obstacles that may obstruct the line-of-sight path

between a sender and a receiver. In particular, a wireless obstacle model by Sommer et al.

[112] is used. This model has been chosen as it is simple to configure but still suits our pur-

pose of modeling static obstacles that attenuate wireless signals. According to this model,

a signal is attenuated if an obstacle obstructs the line of sight path between the sending

and the receiving node by applying the following loss:

L
o

(dB) = � · n+ � · d
m

,

where � denotes the attenuation in dB per border of the obstacle (e.g., the walls of a

building), n denotes the number of intersections with the obstacle between sender and

receiver, d
m

denotes the distance the signal has to travel inside the obstacle and � denotes

the attenuation in dB/m that represents the inner structure of the obstacle. Every obstacle

is defined based on its location, shape and the e↵ect it has on the signal (i.e., � and �). �

represents the attenuation property of the obstacle material (e.g., the brick wall of a house).

It has to be noted that the attenuation depends on the frequency of the signal and is in

general very obstacle specific [112]. However, there exist some measurements concerning

the attenuation properties of common building materials [14, 45, 105] which can be used to
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define a reasonable value for �. For instance, in the case of brick walls, attenuation values of

6 dB up to 25 dB have been reported, depending on the thickness of the wall and insulation.

Based on the measurements of Sommer et al. [112], � is usually less than 1 dB/m.

If other losses (e.g., the loss due to obstacles) are also present, they can be added as

further factors, i.e. the overall loss L can be calculated as follows (cf. [46, p.49]): L = L
p

·L
o

,

or as: L(dB) = L
p

(dB)+L
o

(dB), if the values are given in decibel. To calculate the received

power P
r

for a signal the following general calculation can be used (cf. [112]):

P
r

(dBm) = P
t

+G
t

+G
r

� L,

where P
t

is the transmission power (in dBm), G
t

and G
r

denote the antenna gains of

the transmitting and the receiving antenna (in dB) and L denotes the overall loss (in dB).

As mentioned before, we consider free-space path loss and the loss caused by obstacles.

Hence, the receiving power is calculated as follows:

P
r

= P
t

+G
t

+G
r

� 20 · log
✓
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�

◆
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path loss
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,

Receivers can reconstruct the information that has been transmitted if the received

power is higher than a certain threshold. This threshold is also referred to as the receiver

sensitivity ⇥ and is an important antenna characteristic. So in other words, a signal can be

received if P
r

� ⇥. Based on the receiver sensitivity and the sending power, the maximum

transmission range can be calculated. These two models are included in the evaluation

framework that is described in the next chapter, We use a fixed frequency of 2.4GHz as

this is the most used frequency for Wi-Fi and assume that antennas to not provide any gain

(i.e., G
s

= G
r

= 0 dB). The sender power and the sensitivity of the receivers can now be

set to achieve a certain wireless range (assuming no obstacles in the line-of-sight path). For

instance, to achieve a maximum transmission range of 100m using a sender power of 3dBm,

the receiver sensitivity has to be set to �77dBm. Further details about the parameters that

are used for simulations are found in the next chapter (cf. Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.3.2).



CHAPTER

3
Modeling and Evaluating Wireless Net-

works in Emergency Response Scenarios

Emergency response operations are complex scenarios requiring di↵erent organizations to

work together in order to handle the situation at hand. Information is one of the key

resources in an emergency response operation and the ability to exchange information is

very important to achieve the goals of the response operation in a timely and e↵ective

manner. The type and size of the disaster determines which and how many organizations

are involved in the emergency response. In small scale emergencies, most coordination takes

place at the incident site and is handled by the incident commander that is on the scene.

However, when a big disaster strikes, the emergency response gets larger which requires even

more coordination e↵orts, also with organizations that are located o↵-site. Hence, there

may also be a need to exchange data between the incident site and remote sites. Existing

communication infrastructure, such as the Internet or telephone networks, can be used to

coordinate the response o↵-site, since these networks are usually still available. Similarly, the

interested public can use such infrastructure to get information about the disaster. However,

at the incident site itself, the access to existing networks may be severely hampered. The

existing infrastructure may be destroyed or overloaded which makes information exchange

at the incident site a challenging task. As an alternative, first responders may deploy local

wireless networks such as the BRIDGE Mesh (cf. Section 2.4.2) or rely on opportunistic

networks. These types of networks provide the means to exchange information at the

incident site itself and may also provide gateways to existing, o↵-site networks.

The contributions of this chapter are as follows: First, this chapter presents a modeling

framework that supports creating realistic emergency response scenarios that can be used to

evaluate wireless ad-hoc networks on a disaster scene. The framework is based on existing

tools that are combined to model scenarios that include realistic mobility patterns of first

responders and also the e↵ects of obstacles on wireless links. Furthermore, this chapter

presents two emergency response scenarios that have been modeled with the help of this

framework. The first scenario describes an emergency response e↵ort after an incident in a
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chemical facility. The second scenario models a real-world exercise that simulated a terror

attack at a harbor. For both scenarios we evaluate the connectivity characteristics for

di↵erent wireless transmission ranges. Additionally, this chapter presents the results of an

evaluation of state-of-the-art MANET routing protocols in the chemical incident scenario.

Please note that some parts of this chapter are based on previously published work. In

particular, the connectivity evaluation of the chemical scenario has been partly published

in [98] and the evaluation of the MANET routing protocols can be found in [96].

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 presents the modeling framework that

has been used to model the two emergency response scenarios that are presented in Sec-

tion 3.2 and Section 3.3. Additionally, Section 3.4 presents a simulation-based evaluation

of the performance of several state-of-the-art MANET routing protocols in the chemical

incident scenario. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes this chapter.

3.1 Modeling and Evaluation Framework

This section describes the modeling and evaluation framework that is used to create and

evaluate realistic emergency response scenarios. The framework is mainly based on ex-

isting simulation frameworks and tools. This has the advantage that the soundness and

comparability of the simulation results is improved, compared to using custom simulators

and custom implementations of models and protocols. Based on these existing modeling

and simulation tools, a modeling framework has been created that can be used to model

emergency response scenarios and perform evaluations in these scenarios. Figure 3.1 shows

an overview of this framework.

The first part of the framework is the BonnMotion tool [13]. BonnMotion supports the

creation and the analysis of mobility scenarios. Moreover, it is possible to export mobil-

ity traces which provide information about the position of each node at a particular time.

BonnMotion includes implementations of several mobility models, including the random

waypoint model, the random walk model and the disaster area mobility model which have

been described in Section 2.5.1. BonnMotion also provides an analysis component to cal-

culate statistics about a given scenario, such as number of neighbors or network partitions.

However, as depicted in Figure 3.1, BonnMotion has not been used to analyze the con-

nectivity characteristics of the scenarios but only to create mobility traces. The reason is

that BonnMotion does not support modeling the wireless characteristics of a network and
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the modeling framework.

hence it is not possible to include the e↵ects of wireless obstacles and more complex wireless

transmission models in the connectivity analysis.

The second part of the framework is the OMNeT++ simulation framework [87]. It is a

packet level simulator that provides physical models describing the propagation of wireless

signals, such as the free-space path loss or the obstacle model that have been presented

in Section 2.5.2. Additionally, there also exist implementations of several mobile ad-hoc

routing protocols (e.g., OLSR, AODV). We used OMNeT++ to evaluate several state-of-

the art MANET routing protocols (see Section 3.4) and to evaluate a hybrid MANET/DTN

routing protocol that is described in Section 4.4. Additionally, OMNeT++ has been used

to create connectivity traces that include information about which nodes are connected

via wireless links. These connectivity traces also capture e↵ects of wireless propagation

in presence of obstacles that attenuate signals. The connectivity traces have been used to

assess the characteristics of the two emergency response scenarios that are presented later

in this chapter.

The third part of the framework is the ONE simulator [63]. This simulator is widely

used to evaluate DTN scenarios and includes implementations of several well-known DTN

protocols, including the protocols described in Section 2.2. Apart from using the ONE

simulator to evaluate the performance of several state-of-the-art DTN routing protocols,

we also implemented and evaluated the hybrid MANET/DTN protocol that is presented in

Chapter 4. Compared to OMNeT++, the ONE simulator does not include detailed models

about the physical and medium access control layers. However, the e↵ects of these two

layers are captured by the connectivity traces that are generated by OMNeT++. Hence,

the presented framework exploits the advantages of OMNeT++ concerning realistic models

for the lower layers as well as DTN routing protocol implementations within the ONE

simulator.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the chemical incident scenario.

3.2 Chemical Incident Scenario

This section describes the modeling of an emergency response after an incident in a chemical

factory. The scenario is roughly based on the CHEMCO scenario [116] that has been

developed within the BRIDGE project. The CHEMCO scenario describes a large-scale

incident in a chemical facility where an exploding truck inside the facility causes a major

disaster. To reduce the complexity of the scenario, we scaled the scenario down concerning

involved first responders and duration of the response operation. In particular, we focus

on a search-and-rescue operation inside the chemical facility. In the scenario described in

this section, an explosion in the facility has caused two buildings inside the facility to get

damaged. Several first responder teams enter these buildings to rescue trapped people and

bring them to safety. The mobility of the nodes is modeled according to the disaster area

mobility model and the wireless environment that have been described in Section 2.5. The

scenario is depicted in Figure 3.2.
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3.2.1 Scenario Description

The scenario consists of 25 mobile nodes that represent first responders (e.g., firefighters,

paramedics, ambulances) that carry a wireless device. Each first responder is assigned to

a tactical area which is positioned in the simulation area (cf. Figure 3.2). In particular,

the scenario includes two Incident Locations representing damaged buildings within the

chemical facility. Since the two disaster areas are buildings, they also represent wireless

obstacles. Each IL contains four nodes which are all transport nodes. Hence, in total eight

nodes move between the ILs and the PWFTA. The PWFTA contains eight nodes. Four

nodes do not leave the PWFTA, while four additional nodes transport victims to the two

CCSs located in front of the facility. Each CCS contains two nodes that do not leave their

designated area. Additionally, the scenario includes an APP where four ambulances wait

to pick up victims from the CCSs and transport them to a hospital. The simulation area

includes an entry and exit point at the left border of the simulation area that represents

the location where ambulances arrive at or leave the scene. Finally, the TOC is located in

front of the facility and contains one node representing an incident commander.

Since chemical facilities are usually secured against unauthorized access, it is assumed

that the chemical facility can only be entered via one gate. This is modeled by placing

two obstacles representing a river in front of the facility. Hence, all nodes enter or leave

the facility via a bridge in front of the facility. The location of the two buildings (i.e., the

incident locations) are set based on the CHEMCO scenario [42, 116]. The movement paths

for the transport nodes are illustrated in Figure 3.2.

The chemical incident scenario has some specific properties, since the connectivity of

a node depends on its role within the rescue and treatment process. On the one hand,

some first responder nodes are very well connected with each other. For instance, the nodes

that operate in the CCSs in front of the facility are quite close to the incident commander

and only move within their designated area. Similarly, the nodes that are located in the

PWFTA are very well connected to each other. On the other hand, the nodes that represent

first responders moving inside the ILs are only intermittently connected with the rest of

the nodes and may become isolated. Although this is mainly a result of the layout of

the chemical facility and hence the arrangement of the tactical areas, such diversities in

connectivity of first responders have also been observed during real-world emergency drills

[35]. Thus, we argue that this scenario realistically illustrates connectivity problems which
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Figure 3.3: Normalized node distribution of the chemical incident scenario.

also regularly happen in in real emergency response scenarios. A more detailed analysis of

the connectivity characteristics of the chemical incident scenario is presented in the next

section.

The node distribution is visualized in Figure 3.3. The histogram is based on the so

called dwell time that has been introduced by Bettstetter and Wagner [20]. The histogram

is created by dividing the simulation area into equally sized cells (we use a cell size of 0.5m

x 0.5m) and measuring the time that nodes are located in a certain cell. The height of a

bar is determined by the total amount of time that nodes spent in the according cell. The

histogram is normalized so that the sum of the heights of all bars is equal to 1. It can be

seen that the TOC o↵ers the highest dwell time, since the TOC area is relatively small and

the node does not leave the area. Similarly, the two CCSs and the PWFTA o↵er a high

dwell time. On the other hand, the ILs and the APP are less populated since they only

contain transport nodes leaving these areas. The histogram also reveals the paths that are

used by the transport nodes in order to move patients between di↵erent tactical areas.

3.2.2 Connectivity Characteristics

This section describes a simulation based study that has the goal to evaluate the connectivity

characteristics of the chemical incident scenario.
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Connectivity metrics

Several metrics are used to assess the connectivity characteristics of the scenario. The first

metric is the number of connected components which shows how many partitions exist in

the network. A connected component represents an ‘island of connectivity’ where nodes can

communicate using end-to-end paths but are separated from other islands. In a connected

network only one connected component exists that includes all nodes of the network. If

the number of partitions is greater than one, not all nodes can communicate via end-to-

end paths. A variation of this metric omits isolated nodes and only counts connected

components with at least two nodes.

The largest connected component (LCC) is another metric for the connectivity of a

network. It represents the size of the largest partition in terms of nodes. In a connected

network the largest partition comprises all nodes in the network. Together with the number

of partitions, the LCC can express the connectivity characteristics of the network more

precisely, since it also gives information about the distribution of nodes in the network.

Another metric for describing the connectivity of a network is the average number of

neighbors. Two nodes are neighbors if there exists a bidirectional link between them. This

metric is also often referred to as node degree. The average number of neighbors relates to

the robustness of a network. For random networks, it can be shown that a certain minimum

number of neighbors per node is needed to achieve a network that is k-connected (i.e., there

exist k paths between each pair of nodes) [19]. In general, networks that o↵er a higher

average number of neighbors are better connected, since the probability that an end-to-end

path exists between two nodes is higher. However, as only one neighbor can access the

wireless medium at a time, a high number of neighbors also has negative e↵ects on the

performance of a wireless network.

The connectivity of a network can also be expressed by giving the probability that an

end-to-end path exists between a pair of nodes in the network. We refer to this metric as the

connectivity degree (CD) of a network. The CD is well-suited to estimate the performance

of end-to-end routing protocols, since it relates to the probability that a path exists between

a pair of nodes. In particular, the CD denotes the probability that two randomly selected

nodes are in the same connected component at a given point in time. A connected network

has a CD of 1 and a network where all nodes are isolated has a CD of 0. The connectivity
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degree at a given point in time t is calculated as follows:

CD
t

=
X

Pi2Pt

|P
i

|
|N | ·

|P
i

|� 1

|N |� 1
,

where N denotes the set of nodes in the network and P
t

denotes the set of partitions that

comprise the network at a given time t. |P
i

| denotes the number of nodes in one particular

partition P
i

and |N | the total number of nodes in the network. In other words, CD
t

is the

expected value for the probability to select two distinct nodes from the same partition.

As the connectivity degree changes over time, the overall average connectivity degree

CD of a network is calculated as follows:

CD =
1

|T | ·
|T |X

t=1

CD
t

,

where T denotes the set of samples taken, |T | denotes the number of samples and CD
t

the

connectivity degree of one sample.

Simulation Setup

The connectivity of a network is often analytically calculated based on a graph representing

the network. Two nodes are connected via an edge if the two nodes are within wireless

coverage of each other, which is usually assumed to be a circular area with a radius equal

to the transmission range. However, since the presented scenario includes a wireless ob-

stacle model this assumption does not hold. In particular, obstacles attenuate signals if

they obstruct the line of sight between sender and receiver. To capture these e↵ects while

assessing the network connectivity, we take a di↵erent approach to gather data about the

connectivity of nodes.

To assess the connectivity of the network, simulations in the OMNeT++ simulation

framework are performed which use the mobility traces generated by the BonnMotion tool

(see Section 3.1). To capture which nodes are connected at a certain point in time, all

nodes regularly broadcast packets and log from which nodes they receive packets. To reduce

collisions due to the synchronization of broadcasts from di↵erent nodes, a jitter is applied

to the broadcast interval. Following this approach, two nodes are considered as connected

if they receive at least one packet from each other within a defined time window. The
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time window is set to a multiple of the packet creation interval and defines the sampling

interval. For instance, if the broadcast interval is set to 0.25 s and the time window is set

to 1 s, two nodes are considered to be connected for 1 s if they would receive at least one

out of four packets from each other within the last time window. These broadcasts reveal

all 1-hop neighbors of a node. Based on the information about direct neighbors, all n-hop

paths in the network can be calculated by exploiting transitive relations (e.g., if A is a

neighbor of B and B is a neighbor of C, A and C are 2-hop neighbors). All nodes that

are connected directly or via an n-hop path form a connected component (we use the term

partition interchangeably). If there is only one connected component, consisting of all nodes

in the network, the whole network is connected. Otherwise the network is partitioned. In

contrast to an analysis which presumes homogeneous transmission ranges, this approach

also captures e↵ects of the wireless obstacle model.

The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1. It is worth noting that the wireless

range is varied to simulate di↵erent connectivity characteristics and also includes rather un-

realistic settings for common wireless networks. In particular, wireless ranges of 100m up to

200m are rather unrealistic for an IEEE 802.11 interface in such a challenging environment

like a chemical facility. However, the main purpose of the experiments is to evaluate the

connectivity characteristics of the network and not to simulate a realistic Wi-Fi network.

Simulation Results

The number of partitions and the size of the largest connected component over the simula-

tion time is shown in Figure 3.4. In general, the connectivity in the network increases for

larger transmission ranges. For a transmission range of 25m (see Figure 3.4a) there are at

least two network partitions at any time. This means that the network is never connected.

Hence, MANET protocols are not able to establish communication between all pairs of

nodes in the network. Although the time for which the network is connected increases

for larger communication ranges, the network is partitioned most of the time, even for a

transmission range of 200m (cf. Figure 3.4e). The partitioning of the network is a result of

node movements and wireless attenuation that is experienced by nodes working inside the

buildings. These nodes are completely isolated or form smaller connected components with

other nodes that are located in or nearby the same building.

The simulation results show that the connectivity characteristics of the chemical incident
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters

Wireless model

MAC protocol 802.11 (g)

Propagation model Free-space path loss (↵ = 2)

Transmission range from 30m to 200m

Wireless obstacle model [112]

Per-wall attenuation 18 dB

Indoor attenuation 0.5 dB/m

Mobility model [10]

IL 8/8 (total no. / no. of transporters)

PWFTA 8/4

CCS 4/0

TOC 1/0

APP 4/4

Node speed 1 to 2m/s

Node speed (vehicles) 5 to 12m/s

Tra�c model

Type IP broadcast

Packet size 100 bytes

Send rate 4 packets/s

Jitter 5ms

scenario are very challenging and that it is very hard to provide a connected network. This

shows that the assumption that end-to-end paths between all nodes exist is not always true

in such a scenario. Although the network is partitioned most of the time, all nodes are

also regularly connected with each other. If nodes wait to transmit packets until such an

end-to-end path is available, communication would be possible between any pair of nodes.

This shows that DTN routing approaches may be useful in this scenario, although waiting

for transmission opportunities would introduce large delays that depend on the mobility

of the nodes (i.e., how long it takes until sender and receiver are in the same connected

component).

On the other hand, the size of the largest connected components shows that end-to-

end routing is suited for large parts of the network. A transmission range of 50m (see

Figure 3.4b) allows the nodes to form a connected component that contains the majority of
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Figure 3.4: Number of connected components and number of nodes in largest partition over
time for varying transmission ranges.

nodes most of the time. For transmission ranges of 100m and more, the largest connected

component contains more than 20 nodes (i.e., more than 80% of all nodes) most of the time

(cf. Figure 3.4c, Figure 3.4d and Figure 3.4e).

The average number of connected components is shown in Figure 3.7. It can be seen
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Figure 3.5: Node degree for varying transmission ranges.

that the number of connected components clearly decreases between transmission ranges

from 30m up to 70m. Further increasing the transmission range does not a↵ect the number

of partitions significantly. The size of the largest connected component behaves similarly,

as shown in Figure 3.8. The LCC only increases significantly for lower transmission ranges,

until to 80m where the nodes in the PWFTA, APP, CCSs and the TOC are within the

same connected component most of the time. However, increasing the transmission range

any further does not a↵ect the LCC significantly. The CD of the chemical incident scenario

is depicted in Figure 3.9. For a transmission range of 30m the CD is less than 0.4 since

several partitions exist in the network. It doubles at a transmission range of 60m but then

only slightly increases further. For a transmission range of 200m the CD is about 0.85.

The aforementioned results concerning the number of connected components, the LCC

and the CD show that the network connectivity can only be improved significantly for

transmission ranges up to about 80m in the given scenario. Using higher transmission

ranges of up to 200m does not significantly improve the connectivity of the network. In

particular it is not possible to connect all nodes in the network. On the other hand,

increasing the transmission range also increases the probability that transmissions collide

since more nodes share the same access medium. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the average

number of neighbors for varying transmission ranges and how the number of neighbors
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Figure 3.6: Node degree over time for varying transmission ranges.

varies over time. It can be seen that the average node degree changes significantly, even for

transmission ranges greater than 80m. For instance, for a transmission range greater than

or equal to 150m the average number of neighbors is about 18. Hence, 18 nodes compete

in order to access the wireless medium and these nodes all share the available bandwidth.

This means that the majority of nodes cannot transmit data concurrently since they are

in the same collision domain, which limits the total network capacity. Hence, although

larger transmission ranges have a positive e↵ect on the connectivity of the network, it may

be necessary to limit the transmission range to reduce collisions in the dense parts of the

network. In this particular scenario, a transmission range of 60m up to 100m o↵ers a good

tradeo↵ between network connectivity and network resource contention.

3.2.3 Discussion

The presented simulation results show that the chemical incident scenario is challenging

in terms of connectivity. Some nodes are only intermittently connected with the rest of

the network. Obviously, this is partially a result of the scenario setup (i.e., IL2 is rather

isolated from the other tactical areas). However, it is fair to assume that in many real

world incidents similar isolated areas will exist. For instance, networks from real-world

emergency drills showed similar properties [35]. Increasing the transmission range (i.e.,
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by increasing the transmission power) is one way to decrease the number of partitions and

create connected networks [19]. However, larger transmission ranges also reduce the network

capacity, especially in the dense parts of the network. Hence, we argue that one cannot

always assume connected networks in emergency response scenarios. Instead, other routing

mechanisms such as DTN routing may be needed in such scenarios. In particular, DTN

routing allows nodes to bridge network partitions by exploiting the mobility of the nodes

instead of relying on large transmission ranges.
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Figure 3.8: Largest connected component for varying transmission ranges.
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Figure 3.9: Connectivity degree for varying transmission ranges.
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3.3 Full-scale Emergency Response Exercise Scenario

The BRIDGE project could participate in a full-scale exercise at the Risavika harbor near

Stavanger, Norway. A full-scale exercise tries to simulate an emergency situation as real-

istically as possible. A full-scale exercise is performed in the field and includes the same

resources and procedures that would also be used in a real emergency response.

3.3.1 Scenario Description

The Risavika exercise simulated a terror attack that caused a mass-casualty disaster at a

harbor. The terror attack involved bomb explosions and shootings at di↵erent locations

at the harbor, as well as a truck explosion in front of an liquefied natural gas factory that

is located nearby. In particular, the exercise scenario assumed that terrorists entered the

ferry terminal and a passenger ship that docked at the terminal, where they shot people

and detonated a bomb. These events resulted in an assumed number of about 100 injured

and dead people. The scenario comprised di↵erent locations where victims were located

and needed to be evacuated or treated by first responders. In total, over 100 police o�cers,

firefighters and paramedics participated in the exercise.

The exercise can be separated into three basic phases. In a first phase, four terrorists

enter the harbor area and cause harm at three di↵erent locations within the area. According

to the exercise description, it is assumed that no terrorist remains at the scene. In a second

phase, the police secures the area around the harbor and makes sure that there are no

threats for other first responder organizations. Afterwards, in a third phase, firefighters

and paramedics are allowed to enter the scene. The first two phases are out of scope and

are not modeled in the scenario that is described in this section. Instead, the modeled

scenario begins after paramedics and firefighters have arrived at the scene and includes the

process of evacuating people and the initial treatment of patients.

We used the disaster area mobility model to model the movement of first responders

on the scene. This involves to define tactical areas including their location, shape and the

node assignment to these areas. The exact sizes and shapes of tactical areas could not

be assessed during the exercise. Thus, the presented values are estimations based on our

observations on the scene and the scenario description of the full-scale exercise. To define

the size and location of the tactical areas, we pursued the following approach: First, we used

an online map service to get an areal image of the Risavika harbor and the latitude (lat) and
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Figure 3.10: Overview of the Risavika exercise scenario.

longitude (lon) coordinates of important locations in the exercise. This includes the terminal

building or the location where the ship was located during the exercise. We then arranged

all tactical areas of the disaster area model according to the exercise descriptions and our

on-scene observations of the full-scale exercise. The lat/lon coordinates received from the

map service were then converted to XY coordinates that could be used to model the scenario

based on the disaster area mobility model. Additionally, the number of first responders per

tactical area was estimated based on our observations and the exercise scenario descriptions.

The terminal building and the ship were modeled as wireless obstacles.

The resulting scenario is depicted in Figure 3.10 and shows the locations of all tactical

areas and the number of nodes within each area. It consists of three Incident Locations that

represent the aforementioned incidents. One Incident Location (IL 3) represents the ship

where a simulated bomb explosion takes place. In the course of the exercise a training ship

has been used, instead of the ferry that usually docks at the terminal. Thus, first responders

had to enter the ship via a gangway next to the terminal, instead of using the gangway that

directly leads into the terminal building. IL 3 reflects this and is placed where the training

ship was located during the exercise. Another Incident Location (IL 2) is the entrance hall
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of the terminal building where a shooting was simulated. The third Incident Location (IL

1) is an area at a parking lot in front of the terminal building where another simulated

shooting takes place. Near to each IL, a PWFTA is placed. Additionally, we modeled one

CCS that is located in front of the terminal building, since many designated victims were

picked up by ambulances from this location. The APP is modeled along the driveway to

the terminal building. Finally, the TOC is located next to a roundabout at the entrance

of the harbor area. A di↵erence to the full-scale exercise is that ambulances are not part

of the modeled scenario. The main reason for excluding ambulance is that we are mainly

interested in the movement of first responders on the scene and their communication with

the local incident command post. Hence, the traces do not include ambulances that leave

the scene and come back later or even do not return to the incident scene.

It is important to note that we needed to change one aspect of the disaster area mobility

model in order to model the exercise more realistically. According to the original definition

of the disaster area mobility model [12], transport nodes choose their target area randomly.

In the example of the exercise scenario, a transport node that is assigned to the IL 3 in front

of the ship could select and move to any PWFTA that is on the scene, before coming back

to IL 3. We changed the behavior of transport nodes so that instead of randomly choosing

a target area, transport nodes always use the closest target area as their destination. For

example, a transport node that is assigned to IL 3 on the ship transports all patients to

PWFTA 3 in front of the ship but will not use any other PWFTA further away. This

change has been performed since that behavior could also be observed during the exercise.

We believe that this behavior is more realistic in situations with several hotspots, since first

responders usually avoid using unnecessary long transport paths.

The node distribution is shown in Figure 3.11 (see Section 3.2.1 for a description of how

the node distribution is calculated). It can be seen that the areas near the three disaster

events provide the highest density of nodes. These are the locations of the ILs and the

PWFTAs where many nodes are located. The locations in front of the terminal building

are most populated. The area where the TOC is located also provides a relatively high

dwell time, since the node in the TOC remains there throughout the entire simulation. The

histogram also reveals the paths which are used by the transport nodes to move patients

between the di↵erent tactical areas.
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Figure 3.11: Normalized node distribution of the Risavika exercise scenario.

3.3.2 Connectivity Characteristics

This section describes a simulation based study that has the goal to evaluate the connectivity

characteristics of the full-scale exercise scenario.

Metrics

The connectivity is assessed using the same metrics as in the previous evaluation (see

Section 3.2.2), namely: number of partitions, largest connected component (LCC), node

degree and connectivity degree (CD).

Simulation Setup

The setup of the evaluation is following the same approach as the previous evaluation of the

connectivity characteristics of the chemical incident scenario. The mobility is modeled with

the BonnMotion tool and the resulting scenario is imported into the OMNeT++ simulator

to create connectivity traces. A more detailed description can be found in Section 3.2.2.

Important simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.2.

We evaluated the connectivity characteristics for transmission ranges from 30m to 80m.

One may argue that for outdoor envronments Wi-Fi networks usually provide higher trans-

mission ranges than 80m. However, these values have been chosen since observations during
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Table 3.2: Simulation parameters

Wireless model

MAC protocol 802.11 (g)

Propagation model Free-space path loss (↵ = 2)

Transmission range from 30m to 80m

Wireless obstacle model

Per-wall attenuation (terminal) 18 dB

Indoor attenuation (terminal) 0.5 dB/m

Per-wall attenuation (ship) 50 dB

Indoor attenuation (ship) 1 dB/m

Mobility model

IL1 10/10 (total no. / no. of transport nodes)

PWFTA1 10/8

IL2 10/10

PWFTA2 5/4

IL3 10/10

PWFTA3 10/8

CCS 5/0

TOC 1/0

APP 4/0

Node speed 1 to 2m/s

Tra�c model

Type IP broadcast

Packet size 100 bytes

Send rate 4 packets/s

Jitter 5ms

the Risavika exercise have shown that these values are reasonable. In particular, these val-

ues are based on experiences with the BRIDGE Mesh that has been deployed during the

exercise and did not provide stable links for higher transmission ranges. Similar values have

also been observed for smartphones that used the Help Beacons application to transfer

distress signals to the local command post.
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Figure 3.12: Node degree for varying transmission ranges.

Simulation Results

The average node degree (cf. Figure 3.12) shows that the network is relatively well-

connected in terms of neighboring nodes. Depending on the transmission range, each node

has 10 to 20 neighbors on average. However, since nodes are not equally distributed and

some nodes also work indoors, the network is usually not connected. For larger trans-

mission ranges, the size of the largest connected component converges to around 60 (see

Figure 3.13). Similarly, the number of partitions is always greater than two, as depicted in

Figure 3.14.

The CD for varying transmission ranges is depicted in Figure 3.15. The CD is about

0.45 for a transmission range of 30m. It increases notably up to a transmission range of

60m, where the CD is about 0.85. For larger ranges (i.e., 70m and 80m), the CD only

slightly increases to about 0.88.

The size of the largest partition in the network and the number of partitions over time

are shown in Figure 3.16. For a transmission range of 30m the network is never connected

and the size of the LCC varies greatly over time (cf. Figure 3.16a). Similar variations in

the connectivity of the network can be seen for transmission ranges of 40m and 50m (cf.

Figure 3.16b and Figure 3.16c). For larger transmission ranges the size of the LCC is more
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Figure 3.13: Largest connected component for varying transmission ranges.

stable, although the network still gets disconnected regularly (see Figures 3.16d, 3.16e and

3.16f).

3.3.3 Discussion

This section described modeling a full-scale emergency response exercise that has been

carried out in a harbor in Norway. In total more than 100 first responders from di↵erent

organizations participated in the exercise. We modeled the rescue phase of the exercise

where people from three di↵erent incident areas are treated. The scenario that has been

modeled uses the disaster area mobility model that has also been used to model the chemical

incident scenario described earlier in this chapter. This mobility model proved to reproduce

the movements of the first responders in a realistic way since the separation-of-room concept

could also be observed during the exercise. However, we had to change the model in

one aspect to better reflect the behavior of transport nodes. Based on this scenario, a

connectivity evaluation has been performed. Results showed that the connectivity of the

network is diverse and challenging, in particular, the fact that some parts of the network

are rather dense and well-connected, whereas other parts are only intermittently connected.
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Figure 3.15: Connectivity degree for varying transmission ranges.
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Figure 3.16: Connectivity characteristics of the Risavika scenario in terms of connected
components for varying transmission ranges.
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3.4 Evaluation of MANET Routing Protocols in the Chem-

ical Incident Scenario

In the previous sections we have presented two emergency response scenarios and evaluated

their connectivity characteristics. This section presents an evaluation of several state-of-the-

art MANET routing protocols in the chemical incident scenario. The evaluation includes

the two proactive protocols OLSR and BATMAN and the two reactive protocols AODV

and DYMO, which have been described in Section 2.2. The purpose of this evaluation is to

show how the di↵erent MANET routing protocols perform in a disaster scenario. This is

di↵erent to evaluations that use generic scenarios and evaluate how the protocols perform

using di↵erent parameter sets for the routing protocols, or under di↵erent mobility or tra�c

models [25, 79].

3.4.1 Scenario Description and Simulation Setup

The evaluation uses the chemical incident scenario that has been described in Section 3.2.

The simulations were performed using the INETMANET framework [8] for the OMNeT++

network simulator. The INETMANET framework provides implementations for several

MANET routing protocols, including AODV, DYMO, BATMAN and OLSR. For the OLSR

protocol the expected transmission count (ETX) metric was used instead of hop count.

INETMANET includes two implementations of the DYMO protocol and we used the more

recent DYMO-FAU implementation. The DYMO specification suggests to limit the bu↵er

size to 50 packets and delete packets that are older than five seconds. We added the same

constraints to the AODV packet bu↵er. Apart from these modifications, all experiments

were performed using the default parameters of the respective MANET routing protocol.

All wireless nodes were modeled as IEEE 802.11g nodes with a maximum transmission rate

of 54Mbit/s and a transmission range of 100m. Every experiment lasted 3000 seconds and

was repeated 10 times.

In order to assess the performance of the routing protocols a tra�c model is needed

that describes the characteristics of the data tra�c that is introduced by the nodes. To

simulate this network workload, every node sends UDP packets following an on/o↵ tra�c

pattern to the node that is located in the technical operational command center (i.e., node

0 in the scenario depicted in Figure 3.17). The on time is chosen from a random interval
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Figure 3.17: Chemical incident scenario

between 3 seconds and 7 seconds. The o↵ time is chosen from an interval between 5 seconds

and 10 seconds. During on time 10 packets/second with a packet size of 1024 bytes are sent.

This simple tra�c pattern simulates updates from the first responders that are sent to the

incident commander located in the TOC. Such updates could include data from vital or

other sensors or short text messages that describe the current situation of a first responder.

Three well-known metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the protocols: packet

delivery ratio (PDR), hop count and end-to-end delay. The PDR describes the fraction of

packets that are retrieved by the destination. The hop count is a measure for the length of

the path (i.e., the number of nodes that forward a packet). The end-to-end-delay expresses

the time a packet needs to travel from source to destination.

3.4.2 Evaluation Results

One of the most important metrics of a routing protocol is the packet delivery ratio. Fig-

ure 3.18 shows the average PDR of the evaluated routing protocols. AODV achieves an

average PDR of 89%, followed by OLSR with 83%, BATMAN with 81% and DYMO with

72%. Although the overall packet delivery ratio is above 70% for all protocols, some nodes

experience significantly higher packet loss rates. Evaluating the PDR for every node (i.e.,

how many packets of a certain node arrive at the operational command center) shows the

di↵erences between the nodes outside the chemical facility and the nodes working inside the

facility. Some of the latter nodes also temporarily operate indoors. Basically, all nodes that
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operate in front of the facility (i.e., nodes 1-4 and 21-24) achieve a PDR of nearly 100%,

whereas the PDR of the nodes within the facility is much lower. Figure 3.19 shows the PDR

of the nodes that are located within the chemical facility. These nodes experience a packet

loss rate of up to 70% (in the case of DYMO). This high packet loss is caused by higher mo-

bility and by temporary work indoors (i.e., nodes 13-20 enter buildings). The performance

of the routing protocols also di↵ers more for these intermittently connected nodes. AODV
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Figure 3.20: Connectivity established by OLSR (i.e., number of routes reported by OLSR).

accomplishes to deliver twice as many packets as DYMO, the worst performing protocol

for these nodes and about 50% more than OLSR, the second best protocol. In [9] similar

di↵erences between the PDR of AODV and DYMO are reported. One reason for the loss of

packets when using DYMO is that the protocol may not find a path within 5 s which causes

the packet to be dropped from the packet bu↵er before it can be forwarded. However, as

AODV and DYMO are both reactive and have similar path finding and repair mechanisms,

the di↵erence in the packet delivery ratio should not be that significant and may also be

caused by flaws in the implementation of DYMO in the OMNeT++ simulator.

The realistic first responder movements and the hybrid indoor/outdoor environment re-

sults in a network that is diverse in terms of connectivity. The evaluated proactive protocols

BATMAN and OLSR calculate routes to all nodes in the network. The generated routing

tables can be used to show the connectivity in the network, as perceived at the network

layer. Figure 3.20 depicts how many routes are reported by OLSR for which fraction of

simulation time. The figure shows that some nodes in the network (i.e., nodes 13 to 20)

are not connected to any other node for about 10% of the simulation time (i.e., about 300

seconds). Moreover, these nodes are connected to less than three other nodes for about 25%

of the simulation time. These results clearly show that the network is inhomogeneous in

terms of connectivity. The network regularly becomes partitioned and is rarely connected
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Figure 3.21: Cumulative distribution function of the hop count.

(i.e., OLSR reports routes to all other nodes in the network for less than 15% of the time).

Figure 3.21 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the hop count. In

general, the paths in the network are very short. All protocols delivered over 90% of the

packets within two hops. The reactive protocols AODV and DYMO delivered all packets

within six hops. In OLSR and BATMAN some successfully delivered packets experienced a

hop count of up to 28 for OLSR and up to 32 (i.e., the maximum TTL set at the IP layer)

for BATMAN. This is an indication that OLSR and BATMAN produce temporary rooting

loops. Such routing loops occur if the routing tables are not consistent and packets traverse

repeatedly the same nodes, until the routing tables converge or the packets are dropped at

the IP layer (i.e., the time-to-live expires). Consequently, routing loops decrease the packet

delivery ratio. DYMO delivers most of the packets within one hop. However, this may

result from DYMO’s low PDR for the nodes that are farther away (i.e., more than one hop)

from the command center.

Moreover, the packet delivery delay has been evaluated. In general, all routing protocols

achieve similar results and deliver packets with very low delays. As AODV and DYMO

bu↵er packets until a route is found, some packets experience higher delays. However, as

all packets have the same destination, only the first few packets within an on-period are

delayed, unless mobility causes route failures.
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3.4.3 Related Work

Although disaster response operations are often used in research papers to motivate the need

for mobile ad-hoc networks, it has been little researched how standard MANET routing

protocols perform in emergency scenarios.

Johansson et al. [59] studied three MANET routing protocols (DSDV, AODV and DSR)

under di↵erent scenarios, including a disaster area scenario. The disaster scenario consists

of three groups of nodes, representing three rescue teams and two fast moving nodes that

represent vehicles. Additionally, it contains obstacles that block the movement of nodes

and constrain which nodes can communicate. However, compared to our work, no disaster-

specific mobility model was used but members of the rescue teams move randomly and

vehicles follow a predetermined path. The obstacle model is also less precise. An obstacle

just completely blocks communication if it intersects the line-of-sight between two nodes.

On the contrary, the obstacle model used in our work calculates the signal attenuation of

an obstacle based on real world measurements.

Reina et al. [103, 104] used the same disaster area mobility model that we used, to

evaluate the performance of three reactive routing protocols, namely AODV, DSR and a

modified version of AODV that supports multi-path routing, called AOMDV. The results

show that AODV performs best among the evaluated protocols in terms of packet delivery

ratio. However, the evaluation also shows that the di↵erent tactical areas have diverse

connectivity and mobility characteristics and that the low connectivity of disaster scenarios

provides a challenge for all evaluated end-to-end-protocols. These results are in line with

the evaluation results that have been presented in this section.

Wister et al. [127] evaluated if AODV and DYMO are appropriate routing protocols

for rescue task applications. However, the evaluations were performed in a generic scenario.

Nodes are randomly placed in the simulation area and move according to the random way

point mobility model. The authors evaluated the protocols based on packet delivery ratio,

throughput, routing overhead and energy consumption. Although the authors concluded

that DYMO is more appropriate than AODV for rescue tasks in disaster situations, the

evaluated scenario is too generic for a reliable conclusion. Our work shows that a more

realistic emergency response scenario exhibits some distinct features that are not covered

by a generic scenario.
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3.5 Conclusion

This chapter contributes to the research goals of this thesis by providing a modeling frame-

work to realistically model emergency response scenarios. In particular, we use a realistic

mobility model that mimics the movements of first responders on a disaster scene. Addi-

tionally, we also captured the e↵ects of obstacles that attenuate wireless signals. Based on

this framework, two emergency response scenarios have been presented. The characteristics

of these scenarios have been shown, which is another contribution towards the research

goals.

Emergency response scenarios are a promising application domain for ad-hoc network-

ing since this type of networking is independent of fixed communication infrastructure.

However, results showed that opportunistic networks created by first responders are chal-

lenging, since they are diverse in terms of connectivity. A performance evaluation of several

state-of-the-art MANET routing protocols in a realistic emergency response scenario showed

that some nodes are severely a↵ected by the fact that MANET routing cannot cope with

a partitioning of the network. Although increasing the transmission range is a means to

reduce the number of partitions in the network, it would also introduce more collisions in

the dense parts of the network. One possible solution to improve the routing performance in

emergency response scenarios is to adopt ideas from delay-/disruption-tolerant networking

(DTN). The next chapter introduces approaches that combine routing approaches from the

MANET and the DTN domains.





CHAPTER

4
Combined Mobile Ad-hoc and Delay-

/Disruption-Tolerant Routing

In the previous chapter we have shown the connectivity characteristics of wireless networks

in two emergency response scenarios. Results showed that the networks are diverse in

terms of connectivity. On the one hand, the networks get partitioned regularly. On the

other hand, some parts of the networks are well-connected. Hence, we argue that neither

end-to-end routing (MANET routing) nor routing for delay-/disruption networking (DTN

routing) may su�ce in such scenarios but a combination of these approaches is needed. This

chapter presents state-of-the-art routing approaches that integrate ideas from MANET and

DTN routing in order to provide data delivery in diverse networks. We contribute to this

area of research by presenting two routing protocols that have been developed based on the

findings of the previous chapter and current state-of-the-art protocols from this domain.

The first routing protocol integrates packet bu↵ering into a MANET routing protocol in

order to bridge disruptions in the network. The main idea behind this approach is to rely

on information that is gathered by a proactive MANET protocol to detect such disruptions

in the network. In case a sender detects that the network is partitioned and the destination

cannot be reached instantly, packet bu↵ering is used in order to prevent packet loss. This

hybrid approach works with any proactive MANET routing protocol without requiring any

changes of the MANET protocol (e.g., no new control messages or changes to existing control

messages are needed). However, the downside of this hybrid approach is that it can only

bridge temporal disruptions and fails if the sender and the receiver are never in the same

connected component. Hence, we present an extended version of the protocol that is able

to determine custodian nodes based on the information collected by the proactive MANET

protocol. In particular, custodians are selected based on information from the routing table

that is periodically calculated by the MANET routing protocol. Based on this information,

nodes can decide to either bu↵er messages and wait for better transmission opportunities

or transfer the message to a custodian node.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 gives an introduction and describes
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why hybrid MANET/DTN approaches are beneficial for some scenarios. Section 4.3 gives an

overview of state-of-the-art approaches for hybrid MANET/DTN routing, before Section 4.2

presents a classification of these approaches. Afterwards, we present two routing protocols

that combine MANET and DTN routing. The first protocol integrates packet bu↵ering into

MANET routing in order to bridge temporary partitioning of the network (see Section 4.4).

The second approach (see Section 4.5) also provides means to bridge permanent disruptions

by opportunistically selecting custodian nodes in cases where end-to-end paths are not

available. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

Please note that this chapter is based on previously published work. In particular,

the state-of-the-art and classification of combined MANET/DTN routing schemes that are

presented in Section 4.3 and Section 4.2 have been published in [98]. The routing approach

that is described in Section 4.4 has been published in [97]. Finally, the extended version of

this approach described in Section 4.5 has been published in [99].

4.1 Introduction

MANET and DTN routing protocols have been designed with di↵erent network connectivity

characteristics in mind. On the one hand, MANET routing protocols assume end-to-end

paths and hence rather dense networks where such end-to-end connections can usually be

established. On the other hand, DTN routing protocols usually assume that the network

is very sparse and contacts between nodes are rare. This also implies that the existence of

multi-hop paths and connected components that include several nodes are seen as rather

uncommon.

Since MANET and DTN routing protocols address networks with di↵erent connectivity

characteristics, neither MANET nor DTN routing protocols are suited for networks that

are very inhomogeneous. In this context inhomogeneous means that networks are parti-

tioned but also provide well-connected regions or that the connectivity characteristics of

the network change significantly over time. While MANET routing is unable to provide an

inter-partition communication, DTN routing is not e�cient in the well-connected regions

of such networks.

There are networks that are challenging for both MANET and DTN routing approaches.

A formal framework by Manfredi et al. [75] confirms this assumption. The framework uses

the connectivity of the network, the uncertainty of links and network contention to organize
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Figure 4.1: Framework for deciding the optimal routing scheme (adapted from [75]).

the decision space for choosing the best suited routing approach into regions where path-

oriented routing (i.e., MANET routing), DTN routing or flooding (i.e., sending messages to

all nodes in the network) is most appropriate. Figure 4.1 depicts the framework. According

to this framework, MANET routing is best suited when there is a high probability that a

route exists and the route is stable (i.e., the link uncertainty is low). DTN is best suited

when paths are not available or are likely to fail. Hence, DTN routing may even be beneficial

in well-connected networks which are very dynamic and prone to link disruptions. Flooding

can only be used in unreliable networks with low network load since flooding introduces a lot

of overhead. The validity of this general decision framework has also been underpinned by

simulations and network traces [75]. Interestingly, most of the networks that were analyzed

spent most of their time in the low connectivity and low uncertainty region (i.e., only a few

but relatively stable paths exist). As path-based routing is best suited for stable networks

and DTN routing (or flooding, depending on the network load) is best suited for networks

with low connectivity, this hybrid region is a field of application for protocols that combine

both routing paradigms.
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4.2 A Classification of Hybrid MANET/DTN Approaches

Hybrid MANET/DTN approaches can be divided into three basic classes. The first class of

approaches includes DTN mechanisms (e.g., store-and-forward routing, probabilistic custo-

dian selection, message replication) into a MANET routing protocol. Another possibility to

design hybrid MANET-DTN routing schemes is to combine the DTN bundle protocol with a

MANET routing protocol. Finally, there are approaches that do not rely on existing proto-

cols but are designed in a way that they can work in a broad range of networks, for instance,

by using routing metrics that perform well under diverse connectivity characteristics.

4.2.1 Integration of DTN Mechanisms into MANET Routing Protocols

This type of hybrid approaches integrates DTN mechanisms into a traditional MANET

protocol. Particularly, these approaches change an existing end-to-end MANET protocol

in order to provide communication between network partitions. To achieve inter-partition

communication, at least a store-and-forward mechanism needs to be integrated. Optionally,

routing performance may be improved by selecting message custodians based on predicted

future communication opportunities and replicating messages in the network. The ad-

vantage of this kind of approaches is that they can be implemented at the network layer

without adapting the upper layers. However, certain applications such as real-time mul-

timedia communication cannot tolerate higher delays and jitter which are introduced by

packet bu↵ering. Thus, also changes in the applications itself may be needed.

4.2.2 Support for the DTN Bundle Protocol

This kind of approaches combines the DTN bundle protocol [110] with a traditional MANET

routing scheme. The bundle protocol is an application layer protocol that forms a store-

and-forward overlay network. The basic protocol units are called bundles and are typically

larger than data units of the underlying transport and network protocols. The bundle pro-

tocol itself does not define how bundles are routed but requires an additional DTN routing

algorithm. The DTN routing protocol that is used determines if packets are replicated and

how custodians are selected. Hence, the performance of this kind of hybrid approaches is

mainly influenced by the DTN routing protocol that is used. As the bundle protocol is an

application layer protocol, the decision between MANET and DTN routing has to be made
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at the application layer as well.

Since the decision between MANET and DTN routing is performed at the application

layer, applications may choose between MANET and DTN routing based on application-

specific context. For instance, a voice communication application could switch from live-

streaming to an asynchronous “walkie-talkie”-like communication, which is more appropri-

ate in the presence of network partitions. In such cases, the application could make the

user aware of the current state of the network and the current mode of operation (e.g.,

that only asynchronous communication is possible). On the other hand, this kind of hybrid

approaches requires the modification of existing applications. Another disadvantage is that

the bundle protocol introduces some additional overhead, especially when all data has to be

encapsulated in bundles, even if end-to-end paths are available. This increases the overhead

of the protocol and may decrease the performance of the network.

4.2.3 Design of New Routing Protocols for Diverse Networks

There are also approaches that do not combine or integrate existing MANET or DTN

protocols but are especially developed to support a broad range of networks with diverse

connectivity characteristics. One key to successfully developing such hybrid protocols is

to find routing metrics that perform well under diverse connectivity settings. The main

advantage is that these protocols have been designed particularly for hybrid networks and

use mechanisms and metrics that are suited for well-connected as well as for sparse networks.

On the other hand, deployment of such clean-slate approaches may be di�cult since no

existing MANET protocols nor the DTN bundle protocol can be re-used.

4.3 State-of-the-art in Combined MANET/DTN Routing

Many routing schemes have been introduced, both in the MANET as well as in the DTN

domain. Compared to that, hybrid schemes that combine these two approaches are not

as well researched. However, the interest in such approaches is increasing, since there are

many scenarios where combined approaches are beneficial. In this section an overview of

state-of-the-art approaches in this context is given. We cluster the approaches based on the

three basic classes that we have introduced in the previous section.
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4.3.1 Protocols that Integrate DTN Mechanisms into MANET Routing

The Context-aware Adaptive Routing (CAR) protocol [82] is one of the first approaches that

combines MANET with DTN routing. In particular, CAR integrates custodian selection and

message bu↵ering, two well-known mechanisms from DTN, into a proactive distance vector

MANET routing protocol. The proactive routing protocol is utilized to exchange network-

related context information such as the change rate of connectivity or the probability that

two nodes are connected. Based on this information, CAR uses a context framework to

calculate and predict the delivery probability between nodes. The information about the

best candidate node to deliver a message is added to the routing table. In connected parts

of the network, CAR uses a proactive MANET routing protocol to exchange data. In

partitioned networks, CAR uses the delivery probability to determine the best custodian

for the message. As messages are not replicated, CAR introduces only little overhead for

the exchange of context information, piggybacked on routing control messages.

The Hybrid MANET DTN (HYMAD) protocol [126] combines techniques from tradi-

tional MANET routing protocols and DTN routing. HYMAD partitions the network into

several disjoint groups of nodes. All nodes within a group are connected by an end-to-end

path and a conventional MANET routing protocol can be used for intra-group commu-

nication. For inter-group communication a DTN routing protocol (e.g., Spray and Wait,

Epidemic Routing) is used. Hence, a HYMAD group can be seen as one node in a DTN

network. The maximum size of a group is a means to control the communication paradigm.

For instance, if small groups are used (e.g., all members must be within two hops), more

DTN-style inter-group communication is needed because the network is partitioned into

many groups. If the groups are very large (e.g., the entire connected portion of the net-

work), HYMAD acts like a MANET protocol with a store-and-forward capability.

The Delay-Tolerant DYMO (DT-DYMO) protocol [67] integrates a probability model

into the reactive DYMO routing protocol. The probability model is based on the history of

encounters between nodes. DYMO’s routing control messages and the route request process

are modified in order to find potential custodian nodes, that can deliver data messages in

the presence of network disruptions. The route finding process is modified compared to

the original DYMO protocol (cf. Section 2.2). In particular, all DT-DYMO route requests

contain a delivery probability threshold and nodes reply with a route response if their
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delivery probability is greater than this threshold. If an end-to-end path is available, DT-

DYMO works similar to the unmodified DYMO protocol. However, in the presence of

disruptions, a DT-DYMO source node forwards a message to the node which o↵ers the

highest probability of meeting the destination. This node stores the message until it can be

delivered to the destination. In order to perform an accurate delivery likelihood estimation,

nodes periodically exchange their delivery probabilities with custom beacon messages.

BATMAN Store-and-Forward (SF-BATMAN) [39] adds a store-and-forward capability

to the proactive MANET routing protocol BATMAN. It is designed to be compatible with

the standard BATMAN routing protocol. Hence, it does not change routing control mes-

sages nor forward multiple copies of a message. An SF-BATMAN node stores a message

if currently no path to the destination can be found. Similarly, packets are bu↵ered if the

designated next hop was not recently active (i.e., a control packet was received recently via

this node). This reduces packet loss due to stale links. Apart from these modifications,

SF-BATMAN acts like the basic BATMAN protocol. Whenever a node receives a routing

control packet which may update or validate a routing table entry, the node tries to send

all bu↵ered packets.

AODV-OPP [92] integrates store-and-forward functionality into the AODV protocol.

AODV-OPP does not change AODV’s route discovery process but only intervenes when

no end-to-end paths can be found, or an existing path breaks. In such cases, a node will

forward a packet to its neighbors instead of dropping it. Bu↵ered packets are also forwarded

if a new neighbor is detected, or a route to the packet’s destination becomes available. In

the latter case, the packet is removed from the bu↵er and sent via the end-to-end path. To

reduce the overhead that is introduced by replication, AODV-OPP limits the number of

message copies. Since AODV is a reactive protocol, new routes are only discovered when

a node has to send data to a destination for which currently no route is known. However,

in the case of AODV-OPP route discovery needs also be triggered for bu↵ered packets.

Thus, whenever a node detects a new neighbor, it triggers a route finding process for the

destination of the first packet in its packet bu↵er. However, this may cause the creation of

many RREQ messages which are broadcast in the network and hence increase the routing

control overhead. Therefore, each AODV-OPP node limits the number of path requests

that are issued within a certain period.

The Storage Aware Routing (STAR) protocol [56] uses a two-dimensional routing metric

that is based on short-term and long-term route costs to decide whether to store or forward
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packets. STAR utilizes OLSR to discover paths in the network and modified routing control

messages in order to monitor short term and long term link costs (e.g., the link delay) as well

as the available storage of other nodes. Similar to traditional MANET routing protocols,

STAR utilizes the path that provides the minimum cost to deliver packets. However, if the

short term costs of a link are significantly higher than its long term costs, a node would store

the packet instead of forwarding it. The rationale behind this approach is that increased

short term delays are an indication that the link is already saturated. Likewise, packets are

stored if there is no path to the destination available or if the nodes on the end-to-end path

do not provide enough storage space to bu↵er the packet. Compared to the basic OLSR

protocol, STAR tries to increase the overall delivery ratio in the network by storing packets

to prevent network congestion and bu↵er overflows.

4.3.2 Hybrid Protocols Using the Bundle Protocol

AODV-DTN [88] combines AODV with the DTN bundle protocol (BP) [110]. To be more

precise, AODV messages are extended and the route request/reply process is modified to

exchange information about which nodes in the network support the BP. These nodes are

in the following referred to as DTN routers. Since the control messages contain information

about DTN routers, the source is aware of the shortest end-to-end path and also knows

available DTN routers after the route finding process has succeeded. If the source node

supports the BP, applications can dynamically switch to bundle transport when no end-

to-end path is available. As nodes must also support the BP to use DTN routing, this

approach basically enhances the DTN bundle routing by an AODV-based discovery process

for DTN routers. Hence, this approach is best suited for networks where (most of) the

nodes support the BP.

Lakkakorpi et al. [68] introduced an adaptive routing scheme that allows a message

source to choose between a reactive MANET protocol (e.g., AODV) and the bundle pro-

tocol using DTN routing. The decision between MANET and DTN routing is based on

information that is locally available or can be gathered by means of probing packets. Such

information could include the node density or the available bandwidth. Based on this

context information, a decision framework selects between a MANET and a DTN routing

scheme. The basic operation of the MANET routing protocol is not changed (e.g., AODV

control messages and the route finding process are not modified). The decision is only made

at the message source and intermediate nodes do not change the routing paradigm. Thus, if
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the sender decides to send data via an end-to-end path and the path is disrupted while the

data is transferred towards the destination, the data would not be bu↵ered but dropped by

the node that is a↵ected by the path break. Thus, the decision framework may also select

to use the bundle protocol in the presence of an end-to-end path, if this path is unstable.

In particular, the source node estimates the transfer time of a packet and the lifetime of the

path to the destination. If the estimated packet transfer time is larger than the estimated

path lifetime, the bundle protocol would be chosen to prevent the aforementioned problem.

Delay Tolerant Structured Overlay Link State Routing (DTS-OLSR) [90] builds a DTN-

based overlay network on top of the OLSR routing protocol. The periodic link state updates

of OLSR are used to form and maintain an overlay network. This overlay network provides

methods to register and find overlay nodes that support the DTN bundle protocol (these

nodes are called DTS-OLSR nodes). If a node does not support the BP, it may use the

nearest DTS-OLSR node to send and receive bundles. All communication between the

DTS-OLSR and the non DTS-OLSR node is performed via so called lite bundles. Hence,

each messages has to be encapsulated into a bundle or a lite bundle before it can be sent,

even if an end-to-end path exists. As a result, DTS-OLSR introduces some communication

overhead which decreases its performance compared to standard OLSR, especially when the

network is well-connected [90].

Delay Tolerant Link State Routing (DTLSR) [40] combines the ideas of link-state rout-

ing with the DTN bundle protocol. DTLSR is mainly designed for networks in developing

regions and assumes that nodes are rather static and topology changes are not too frequent.

Like traditional link-state protocols, DTLSR uses link state announcements (LSAs) to con-

vey data about the network topology. However, there are some di↵erences to traditional

link state routing. First, DTLSR uses the BP for transmitting LSAs. Second, the announce-

ments have a large lifetime (on the order of hours). Hence, LSAs need not be broadcast

regularly but only if link information changes. Third, the path calculation also utilizes paths

that are currently not available but may get available before the message expires. Similarly

to LSAs, all payload data is transmitted by means of bundles. Thus, in contrast to other

combined MANET/DTN approaches, DTLSR does not integrate DTN mechanisms into a

MANET protocol but rather uses the concept of link state announcements within a DTN

architecture. Although the approach borrows ideas from traditional link state routing, it is

mainly intended for applications that can cope with delays on the order of hours or days

(e.g., email communication in rural areas).
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4.3.3 Routing Protocols Designed for Diverse Networks

The Robust Replication Routing (R3) protocol [120] does not extend or switch between

existing routing protocols but is designed in a way that it performs well under di↵erent con-

nectivity characteristics. R3 achieves this by adapting the number of message replications

based on the distribution of path delays. In order to monitor path delays, all nodes period-

ically exchange probing packets. The distribution of path delays has a direct e↵ect on the

benefit of replicating a packet and sending it via multiple paths. This benefit is also called

replication gain and is higher if the predictability of the delay is low (i.e., the path delays

are highly variable). If the expected delay is well predictable, R3 uses the path with the

minimum expected delay (MANET-style routing). If the expected delay is unpredictable,

R3 uses multiple paths to convey the message via those paths that minimize the expected

delay (DTN-style routing). R3 uses source routing (i.e., the addresses of all nodes along

the path are stored in the packet header) in order to allow the source node to control which

paths are used.

FansyRoute [37] adds packet replication to link-state routing in order to tackle the

challenges of intermittently connected networks. The main idea of the protocol is that each

node may forward a packet to multiple neighbors, based on local connectivity characteristics

and a desired delivery probability. In other words, each node adaptively adjusts its number

of outputs. The number of outputs is also called the fan-out of a node. Based on periodic

hello messages for neighbor detection and topology control messages for link advertisements,

FansyRoute uses a modified Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to calculate the minimum

paths in the network using the average availability of a path as a metric. When a node

has to forward a packet, it decides, based on the average path availability, to how many

neighbors to forward a message in order to satisfy the desired delivery probability. It has

to be noted that FansyRoute targets delay-intolerant applications and hence does not use

packet bu↵ering. The main contribution of FansyRoute is the adaptive selection of the

fan-out of nodes in the network based on delivery requirements and the current state of

the network. No replication is used if a single path is available which o↵ers an average

availability that is greater than the target delivery probability. In that case, FansyRoute

works similar to traditional MANET link-state protocols such as OLSR. In other cases

it works like other MANET multi-path routing protocols [119] which try to increase the

reliability of routing in the presence of link failures by utilizing several paths in the network.
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The Hybrid Opportunistic Routing (HOR) [16] protocol integrates replication-based

forwarding with an opportunistic forwarding approach that exploits the broadcast nature

of the wireless medium. It is important to note that in the context of HOR, opportunis-

tic routing denotes a routing approach for MANETs that has initially been introduced by

Biswas and Morris [24] and may not be mistaken with the idea of opportunistic routing

in the context of DTNs (i.e., making routing decisions without a priori knowledge about

mobility or connectivity). HOR uses unicast and broadcast transmissions to forward pack-

ets and di↵erentiates between three types of forwarding approaches. It uses broadcasts to

transfer packets to direct neighbors (direct forwarding) and two-hop neighbors (two-hop for-

warding). For longer paths, packets are replicated and forwarded to custodian nodes using

unicast transmissions (replication-based forwarding). Since other nodes overhear broad-

casts, nodes can obtain information about packet transfers in their vicinity. This allows

nodes to coordinate each other in deciding which nodes have to forward a packet in the

case of two-hop forwarding. Additionally, overhearing can reduce duplicate transmissions

and also improves bu↵er management since nodes can avoid transmitting or storing packets

which have been previously transmitted or have already been delivered. This is especially

beneficial in dense networks in order to save resources. In cases where neither a direct nor

a two-hop path is available, replication is used, which especially improves the delivery ratio

in sparse networks.

4.3.4 Comparison of State-of-the-Art Hybrid MANET/DTN Approaches

A summary of the hybrid MANET/DTN approaches can be found in Table 4.1. The ap-

proaches are compared on di↵erent aspects. First, which type of MANET routing principle

or protocol is used. Some approaches are dependent on a certain MANET protocol as they

include additional information in control messages or modify the route finding process.

Other approaches are more generic in the sense that they can be used with any MANET

protocol that follows a certain routing approach such as link state routing or distance vector

routing. The second aspect that is considered is whether the approaches use the bundle

protocol for data delivery. The last two aspects that are considered are whether message

replication and custodian selection are supported. For protocols that use the bundle pro-

tocol, these two aspects are usually dependent on the DTN routing protocol that is used.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of combined MANET/DTN routing approaches

Protocol MANET prot. Bundle Message Custodian

(routing approach) protocol replication selection

AODV-DTN [88] AODV optional1 optional2 optional2

AODV-OPP [92] AODV no yes yes

BATMAN-SF [39] BATMAN no no no

CAR [82] DSDV no no yes

DT-DYMO [67] DYMO no no yes

DTSLR [40] link-state yes optional2 optional2

DTS-OLSR [90] OLSR yes optional2 optional2

FansyRoute [37] link-state no yes no

HOR [16] opportunistic routing no yes yes

HYMAD [126] distance vector no yes yes

Lakkakorpi et al. [68] AODV optional3 optional2 optional2

R3 [120] link-state no yes no

STAR [56] OLSR no no no
1 The bundle protocol is used if AODV does not report a route to the destination.
2 Depending on the DTN routing protocol that is used to route the bundles.
3 Decision framework at sender decides about the usage of bundles.
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4.4 Integrating Packet Bu↵ering on Top of MANET Routing

This section describes a routing approach that is based on the integration of packet bu↵ering

into a MANET routing protocol. The main idea behind this approach is to use information

that is already collected by a MANET routing protocol in order to detect partitions in the

network. The approach centers around two decisions which can be made at the network

layer: first, when to store a packet instead of forwarding it to a neighbor instantly; second,

when to send a previously stored packet.

The decision to bu↵er a packet is made whenever a data packet is received by a node.

This can either be if the node is the source of the data packet and hence the data packet

is retrieved from an upper layer, or if the node has been selected as next hop by another

node and receives a data packet from a lower layer. In both cases a traditional MANET

routing protocol would drop the data packet if the routing table does not contain an entry

for the packet’s destination (i.e., the node cannot determine to which of its neighbors the

packet should be forwarded). This causes packet loss and hence reduces the packet delivery

ratio. However, the packet may be sent later when a next hop is available for the packet’s

destination. Thus, packets need to be bu↵ered in such cases in order to provide a store-and-

forward mechanism. Additionally, it is beneficial to check the state of an existing routing

table entry since the entry may be invalid. In such a case the routing table contains an

entry for the packet destination which contains an unreachable next hop node. Such stale

route entries are another cause for packet loss. This check for stale routing information

is needed since routing protocols need some time to detect and handle stale route entries

(e.g., to recalculate the routing table to update the next hop information, or to remove the

entry from the routing table). Hence, packets may also be stored if a node detects that a

neighbor cannot be reached currently.

It is important to note that these modifications do not change the routing decisions of

the underlying MANET routing protocol. Thus, packets are always sent to the node that

has been selected by the MANET routing algorithm to be the best next hop for a packet’s

destination. Algorithm 4.1 shows the pseudo code of the decision logic for storing packets.

The second check that is performed detects when bu↵ered packets can be forwarded

or delivered (see Algorithm 4.2). This check can also make use of the characteristics of

proactive MANET routing protocols. In particular, in proactive routing protocols such a

decision can be made whenever a routing control packet has been received, since that may
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Algorithm 4.1: Decision logic for storing data packets.
Data: packet

begin

nextHopAddr  � getNextHop(packet);

if nextHopAddr = null then
bufferPacket(packet)

end

else if hasV alidLink(nextHopAddr) = false then
bufferPacket(packet)

end

else
sendTo(nextHopAddr, packet)

end

end

update the routing table or the state of links. In particular, there are three cases when a

bu↵ered packet can be sent: First, a new route has been found which is entered into the

routing table. Second, a route entry has been updated and contains a di↵erent next hop

than before. Third, a stale route becomes available again (i.e., the link to the next best

next hop is available again).

The first two cases are a result of receiving a routing control packet that includes new

information about the topology of the network. The third case may either also be caused

by receiving a routing control packet over a link that has previously been inactive, or by

some link layer detection mechanism. In this work we do not rely on information from the

data link layer but only use network layer information to assess the state of a link. This is

possible since proactive routing protocols periodically broadcast information which can be

used to determine the state of a link.

When the decision logic for sending bu↵ered packets decides that previously bu↵ered

packets can be sent, the order in which to send the packets need to be defined as well.

In this work we follow the first in, first out (FIFO) queuing policy, which means that the

oldest packets are sent first. Similarly, if a bu↵er is full the oldest packet is dropped first.

Whenever a packet has been forwarded to a neighboring node, it is removed from the bu↵er.

Thus, at any time only a single copy of a packet exists in the network.

To handle possible obsolete routes, our approach defines a MaxLinkT imeout parameter
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and stores packets if the link has not been not active in the last MaxLinkT imeout seconds.

This parameter is used in the hasV alidLink method. Since proactive routing protocols

periodically exchange control information, such a link validity check can use information

that is already provided by the routing protocol. For instance, BATMAN provides informa-

tion about when the last router originator message (OGM) has been received. If the most

recent OGM was received less than MaxLinkT imeout seconds ago, the route is considered

to be active. Similarly, OLSR nodes regularly exchange HELLO messages that can be used

to detect obsolete routes. Although our hybrid MANET/DTN approach could also use a

custom probing mechanism to determine which links are active, it is beneficial to rely on

information that is already provided by the routing protocol. In this way no additional

control overhead needs to be introduced to perform the link validity check.

Algorithm 4.2: Processing bu↵ered packets upon control packet reception.
Data: bu↵eredPkts

begin

foreach packet 2 bufferedPkts do

nextHopAddr  � getNextHop(packet);

if hasV alidLink(nextHopAddr) = true then

sendTo(nextHopAddr, packet);

bufferedPkts � bufferedPkts \ {packet}
end

end

end

The main idea of the presented approach is to rely on information gathered by a proac-

tive MANET routing protocol in order to detect the lack of end-to-end paths and invalid

route entries and bu↵er packets in such cases. This practically combines traditional MANET

routing with store-and-forward routing. The main advantage is that no additional overhead

needs to be introduced to perform the aforementioned detection and that existing MANET

routing protocols are not changed.

The approach has also some drawbacks. Packet bu↵ering on top of a MANET routing

protocol allows nodes to only bridge temporal partitions in the network. However, the

sender and receiver have to be in the same connected component in order to establish an

end-to-end path and exchange data. If sender and receiver are never in the same connected

component, the approach fails to deliver data. Additionally, the approach relies on periodic
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updates of the routing table. Hence, it is does not work well in combination with reactive

protocols that establish paths only when needed.

The following section describes an improvement of the approach where packet bu↵ering

is enhanced by forwarding data to custodian nodes that may be able to deliver the data to

the destination. This mechanism allows nodes to bridge permanent disruptions, i.e., packets

can be delivered even if the source node and the destination node are never in the same

partition.

4.5 Combined MANET/DTN Routing with Packet Bu↵er-

ing and Utility-based Forwarding

In this section we introduce a hybrid routing approach that integrates packet bu↵ering and

opportunistic forwarding into traditional MANET routing. We refer to this approach as

Combined MANET/DTN Routing (CoMANDR). Similar to MANET routing protocols,

CoMANDR uses a routing table that includes information about end-to-end paths to route

packets in the connected parts of the network. Thus, it works similarly to traditional end-

to-end routing protocols if end-to-end paths are available. Additionally, two mechanisms

from DTN routing are utilized. First, packets are bu↵ered in case there is no end-to-end

path available. Packet bu↵ering allows nodes to bridge temporal partitioning of the network.

Second, nodes also opportunistically forward packets to nodes that are likely to improve the

chance of delivery. The decision to forward a packet is based on the utility of the other node

to deliver the message to the destination. This mechanism is also able to bridge permanent

partitions of the network.

The pseudo code in Algorithm 4.3 describes the algorithm that decides between end-to-

end and DTN routing. In general, CoMANDR prefers end-to-end paths and only falls back

to store-and-forward routing if no continuous path exists. If no end-to-end path exists,

CoMANDR determines if there is a neighbor that has a higher utility for the packet’s

destination. If such a neighbor exists, the packet is forwarded to this node. While this

procedure is repeated at every node, the packet is sent towards the destination.

One idea that influenced the design of CoMANDR is the fact that traditional end-to-

end routing is widely used in ad-hoc networks and that the information that is provided

by a MANET routing protocol may also be beneficial for DTN routing. For instance, the
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MANET routing protocol may provide some information that can be used to estimate the

chance that two nodes will meet. Thus, CoMANDR can re-use information that is collected

by a MANET protocol and is already locally available at a node, to improve the forwarding

decisions of a DTN routing protocol. Such useful information items include the MANET

routing table or other information about the network topology that is provided by the

underlying end-to-end protocol (e.g., link state announcements). However, it would also be

possible to collect and integrate additional information if needed. By combining MANET

and DTN routing, CoMANDR can cope with disruptions when the network is partitioned

and provide e�cient routing when the network is well-connected.

4.5.1 Packet Bu↵ering

Packets are bu↵ered if there is no end-to-end path available, i.e., the routing table does

not contain a routing entry for the next hop of a packet. Additionally, it is also checked

if an existing routing table entry is still valid. An entry is considered to be invalid if its

next hop entry is currently not available (i.e., there is no wireless link available). Such stale

route entries may be an e↵ect of link outages caused by the mobility of nodes or obstacles

and MANET routing protocols need some time to detect and handle such events. Thus,

packets may be lost because they are sent to an unavailable neighbor, which may decrease

the overall packet delivery ratio. To identify if a next hop is available, MANET routing

control tra�c can be monitored. Additionally, information from other layers may be used

(e.g., information about the status of links provided by the underlying link layer protocol).

Apart from deciding when to bu↵er a packet, it is also important to decide when a

bu↵ered packet can be sent. In case of temporary link outages, packets may be sent as soon

as the link is available again, or a proactive MANET routing protocol provides an alternative

path. Thus, the decision to send packets can be performed whenever the routing table is

updated or whenever nodes meet.

4.5.2 Utility-based Forwarding

The utility of a node describes the node’s fitness to deliver a packet towards its destination.

In general a node will hand over a packet to another node if the other node has a higher

utility value. The utility may be dependent or independent of the destination [115]. A
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Algorithm 4.3: Packet routing in CoMANDR.
Data: packet

begin

nextHopAddr  � getNextHop(packet);

if nextHopAddr 6= null and hasV alidLink(nextHopAddr) = true then

sendTo(nextHopAddr, packet);

end

else

neighbors � getConnectedNodes();

U
id

 � getUtility(this, dest);

U
target

 � U
id

+ (U
id

� (U
id

· �2));
foreach j 2 neighbors do

U
jd

 � getUtility(j, dest);

if U
jd

> U
target

then

U
target

 � U
jd

;

nextHopAddr  � j;

end

end

if nextHopAddr 6= null then

sendTo(nextHopAddr, packet);

end

else

bufferPacket(packet);

end

end

end
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destination-independent utility function is based on characteristics of the potential custo-

dian node, such as its resources or mobility. On the other hand, destination-dependent

utility functions are based on the relationship between a node and the destination, such as

how often a node has met the destination, or if a node and the destination belong to the

same social group.

The combined use of a utility table and a MANET routing table allows nodes to route

packets in connected as well as disrupted networks. The MANET routing table represents

some sort of spatial information (i.e., which nodes are currently in the vicinity of a node).

Combining current routing table information with utility functions that take historic data

into account (e.g., information about previous states of the routing table), e↵ectively cal-

culates spatio-temporal clusters of nodes. This information allows a node to determine to

which other node a packet should be sent, when there is currently no end-to-end path to

the destination available.

The performance of a utility function is influenced by the characteristics of the scenario.

Hence, it is important to choose a utility function or a combination of functions that fits the

specifics of the intended application scenario. We have chosen a utility function that uses

routing table entries to calculate meeting probabilities based on the well-known PROPHET

routing algorithm [73]. However, in contrast to PROPHET, CoMANDR does not assume

that the network is sparse. Hence, nodes periodically exchange their meeting probabilities

with other nodes, instead of exchanging them only when two nodes meet. It is important

to note that only direct neighbors need to exchange their meeting probabilities and this

information may also be piggy-backed with periodic control messages of the underlying

MANET routing protocol. Hence, the introduced overhead is rather small. In contrast to

the PROPHET protocol that only considers when two nodes directly meet (i.e., there is a

direct link between the nodes), CoMANDR also considers multi-hop information from the

routing table. This means that a node i considers to be connected to another node j if it

has a routing table entry for node j with a distance less than infinite. This allows nodes

to exploit multi-hop paths to determine contacts with other nodes. Another di↵erence is

that the meeting probability is updated periodically and not only when two nodes meet.

This results in some further changes compared to the PROPHET protocol. In particular, in

CoMANDR each node manages clusters of nodes. A cluster is a set containing nodes which

are potential custodian nodes for a certain destination (i.e., they o↵er a certain utility to

deliver data to the destination). Since it is assumed that nodes run a proactive MANET
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routing protocol, it is possible to add the information about utilities to existing control

messages. Alternatively, nodes may use a custom beaconing mechanism to periodically

broadcast their utility values to their neighbors. Before we describe the calculation and

management of these clusters, we will first describe the calculation of the utility values.

As the MANET routing protocol regularly updates the routing table entries, the meet-

ing probabilities and thus the utility values for other nodes are regularly updated as well

following Equation 4.1. Every node i manages a utility value for every node j that it has

met. The set of known nodes includes all destinations for which a routing entry currently

exists or has existed previously (i.e., disconnected nodes that are kept in the utility table

until their utility value drops below a certain threshold). So if a route to node j is known,

node i will update the utility value for node j (denoted by U
ij

) using the following utility

update function:

U
ij

= U
ij

+ (1� U
ij

) · ↵, (4.1)

where ↵ 2]0, 1[. The parameter ↵ determines how fast the utility converges towards 1

if there is a contact between two nodes.

On the other hand, for a node k that is currently not in the routing table but has a

utility value, the utility value U
ik

is updated as follows:

U
ik

= U
ik

· �, (4.2)

where � 2]0, 1[. It determines how fast the utility value decreases if there is no contact

between node i and node k.

Every node regularly broadcasts all calculated utilities (i.e., the utility table) to its

direct neighbors. When a node receives the utility table of another node, it can use this

information to update its own utility table following Equation 4.3. In particular. if a node i

is in contact with node j and receives j0s utility table containing a utility value for node k,

node i can transitively update its utility value for node k. We use the following transitive

update function [49]:

U
ik

= max(U
ik old

, U
ij

· U
jk

· �) (4.3)

The parameter � is used to control the impact of transitivity. � 2 [0, 1], where a value of 0

disables transitivity.

We performed experiments to empirically find parameters for the utility calculation that
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Figure 4.2: Relation between the managed sets of nodes.

suit the scenarios. In particular, we carried out simulations using di↵erent values for the

parameters ↵, � and � and measured the delivery ratio. We omit details about the results

here but refer the interested reader to Appendix B. Summing up the results, it can be said

that � has the highest impact on the performance and that higher values, close to 1 achieve

better results. The main reason is that � determines how long entries are kept in the cluster

and hence determine the list of potential custodian nodes. The other two parameters have

less impact on the delivery ratio and many di↵erent value combinations yield similar results.

The pseudo code for updating the utility table of a node is given in Algorithm 4.4.

Each node manages information about which nodes are currently connected (CCN). This

information can be gathered from the routing table (i.e., n 2 CCN if there exists a routing

table entry for node n). Additionally, each node manages a set of cluster nodes (CN)

that o↵er a utility that is greater than a certain threshold (i.e., n 2 CN if U
n

> U
exit

).

Based on these two sets, a node can determine if new nodes are available or existing nodes

became unavailable. In particular, the set CONN contains all nodes that are currently

connected and also have been previously known (i.e., CONN = CCN \ CN). The set

NEW contains all nodes which are currently connected but are not known already (i.e.,

NEW = CCN\CN). The setDCONN contains all nodes that have been previously known

but are not connected anymore (i.e., DCONN = CN \ CCN). The relation between the

sets is depicted in Figure 4.2.

If the utility of another node drops below a certain threshold U
exit

, the node is removed

from the cluster. The reasons are to limit the calculation e↵orts and to reduce the amount

of data to be exchanged by reducing the size of the utility table. Another option would be

to limit the size by only keeping the n highest entries in the cluster. However, removing

nodes with a low utility value has another advantage. Since such nodes only o↵er a low

chance of delivering the packet, selecting one of these nodes as custodian would actually not
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Algorithm 4.4: Utility and cluster calculation at a node i.
Data: set of currently connected nodes CCN

set of known nodes in cluster CN

table containing utility values UT ; /* indexed by node ids */

Result: updated utility table UT

begin

CONN  � CN \ CCN ;

NEW  � CCN \ CN ;

DCONN  � CN \ CCN ;

/* update utility value for every node that is already known and

connected */

foreach j 2 CONN do

U
ij

 � UT [j] + (1� UT [j]) · ↵;
UT [j] � U

ij

end

/* init utility value for newly connected nodes */

foreach n 2 NEW do

CN  � CN [ {n};
UT [n] � U

init

end

/* update utility value for known nodes that are disconnected */

foreach k 2 DCONN do

U
ik

 � UT [k] · �;
/* remove node if its utility drops below threshold value */

if U
jk

< U
exit

then

CN  � CN \ {k};
end

UT [k] � U
jk

end

end
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improve the delivery probability significantly. Thus, removing such nodes from the set of

possible custodians is a means to reduce the amount of transmissions that do not contribute

to the delivery of a message.

A node only forwards packets to nodes that o↵er a utility that is significantly better than

the node’s own utility. This reduces the number of transmissions that do not significantly

improve the delivery probability. Additionally, this prevents nodes with similar utility values

to repeatedly exchange the same packets which would create routing loops. For example,

imagine a situation where two nodes i and j have very similar utility values concerning

a destination node d. Both nodes are currently not in contact with node d. Node i has

a packet for d which it forwards to node j because U
id

< U
jd

. However, shortly after

node j has received the message, it updates its utility table and hence the utility value U
jd

decreases following Equation 4.2. This results in U
jd

< U
id

to become true which in turn

causes j to send the packet back to node i. However, when node i also ages its utility value,

U
jd

< U
id

will be true again which causes i to send the packet back to node j, and so forth.

To prevent this kind of routing loops, a node only forward packets to another node if the

other node has a utility value that is at least �U greater than the node’s own utility. As the

utility value does not increase linearly, �U has to be calculated dynamically based on the

current utility value. To prevent routing loops due to asynchronous aging of very similar

utility values between nodes, �U has to be at least U
id

�U
id

·�, where i is the current node
and d the destination of a packet. This means i would only forward packets destined for a

node d to a node j if U
jd

> U
id

+�U .

In general, �U can be calculated as �U = U
id

�U
id

·�x, where x has to be at least 1 to

prevent the aforementioned routing loop problem. However, x may also be set to a higher

value, which means that the di↵erence between a node’s own utility value and the utility

value of a neighbor has to be larger before packets are forwarded to a neighbor. However,

if this minimum required di↵erence is set too high, packets may not be forwarded despite

the fact that this would increase the delivery ratio. Based on evaluations with di↵erent

values for x, we found that x = 2 o↵ers a good tradeo↵ between preventing unnecessary

transmissions (i.e., transmissions that do not increase the delivery ratio) without negatively

a↵ecting the delivery ratio by missing opportunities to forward packets. Thus, as described

in Algorithm 4.3, nodes use �U = U
id

� U
id

· �2 when calculating the so called target

utility U
target

, denoting the minimum utility that another node has to o↵er to be chosen as

custodian node.
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4.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented routing approaches that combine techniques from traditional end-

to-end routing (MANET routing) and routing for delay-/disruption tolerant networking

(DTN routing). It reviewed and classified several state-of-the-art approaches from this

domain. We identified three particular classes. First, the integration of DTN mechanisms

into MANET routing protocols. Second, approaches that complement the DTN bundle

protocol with MANET routing. Third, approaches that are not based on existing MANET

routing protocols or the bundle protocol but use metrics that allow them to support a broad

range of networks with diverse connectivity characteristics. There is no superior design

approach since all of them provide di↵erent advantages and disadvantages. Instead, it can

be noted that the decision for a certain design approach depends on the target application

scenario and the expected connectivity characteristics of the networks.

Furthermore, this chapter contributed to the research goals of this thesis by introding

two combined MANET/DTN approaches that we believe are useful in emergency response

scenarios. The first approach that is described in Section 4.4 extends MANET routing with

packet bu↵ering. The main design goals of this protocol are to not interfere with the basic

behavior of the underlying MANET routing protocol (e.g., not changing routing control

messages or the route finding process) and allow for an easy integration with existing IP

networks. The main idea of the protocol is to utilize information that is already provided

by the MANET routing protocol in order to decide when to bu↵er packets. The downside of

this approach is that it does not bridge permanent disruptions but requires that the source

and the destination are in the same connected component at some point in time. The second

approach that is presented in Section 4.5 improves the first approach by providing a mech-

anism to bridge permanent partitions. It uses information from the underlying MANET

routing protocol in order to determine which nodes are potential message custodians. Both

approaches fall into the first class of design approaches, namely they complement MANET

routing with mechanisms from DTN routing. The reason for this is that the evaluations in

Chapter 3 have shown that the networks are basically well-connected and hence MANET

routing works well in parts of the network. We designed the DTN extensions to bridge

partitions in the network in a way that allows for easy integration with existing protocols.

For instance, the protocol that has been described in Section 4.4 can actually be used in

existing networks which use OLSR or BATMAN. Similarly, only little changes are needed
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to integrate the protocol that has been described in Section 4.5.

In the next chapter we evaluate both approaches with a focus on the emergency response

scenarios that have been presented in Chapter 3 in order to determine whether a combination

of MANET and DTN approaches outperforms routing from the MANET and the DTN

routing domains.





CHAPTER

5
Evaluation of Routing Protocols in Emer-

gency Response Scenarios

This chapter presents several simulation-based studies that evaluate routing protocols from

di↵erent domains (i.e., MANET routing, DTN routing, and a combination of the two ap-

proaches) in emergency response scenarios. In particular, the evaluations are performed in

the chemical incident scenario and the Risavika exercise scenario which have been presented

in Chapter 3.

This chapter is structured as follows: First, Section 5.1 describes the framework that

is used for the evaluation. Section 5.2 presents related work concerning the evaluation

of routing protocols in emergency response scenarios. The evaluation presented in Sec-

tion 5.3 shows how the hybrid MANET/DTN approach that integrates packet bu↵ering

with MANET routing performs in the chemical incident scenario. The second evaluation,

presented in Section 5.4, evaluates our combined MANET/DTN approach CoMANDR and

other approaches in the Risavika exercise scenario. Section 5.5 includes an evaluation of

CoMANDR in a more generic scenario. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.

Please note that this chapter is partially based on previously published work. In partic-

ular, the evaluation presented in Section 5.3 is based on [97] and the evaluation described

in Section 5.5 has been originally presented in [99].

5.1 Evaluation Framework

All evaluations are performed using the evaluation framework that has been described in

Section 3.1. We use a combination of OMNeT++ and the ONE simulator to benefit from

the di↵erent advantages of these two simulation frameworks. In particular, OMNeT++

is used to evaluate our hybrid MANET/DTN routing approach (cf. Section 4.4). For

the evaluations that focus on DTN protocols the ONE simulator is used, since it provides

implementations of di↵erent DTN routing algorithms and is widely used in the DTN research

domain. However, OMNeT++ is still used to generate connectivity traces that consider
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e↵ects of wireless propagation and obstacles that attenuate wireless signals (cf. Section 2.5).

These connectivity traces are used as input for the ONE simulator which does not include

models concerning the propagation of wireless signals.

5.2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing works that evaluate hybrid MANET/DTN

routing protocols in disaster response scenarios. Instead, existing work concerning routing

in emergency response scenarios either focuses on MANET routing or DTN routing. Re-

lated work in the context of MANET routing protocols has been presented in Section 3.4.3.

In the domain of DTN routing, Mart́ın-Campillo et al. [76] use the disaster area mobility

model to evaluate routing protocols such as MaxProp, Epidemic Routing and PROPHET.

The evaluation results show that MaxProp provides the best delivery ratio and that Epi-

demic Routing and PROPHET do not perform well in scenarios with high message loads

because of network congestion. However, the evaluation scenario only includes communica-

tion between two zones (i.e., Incident Location and one treatment zone, such as a PWFTA

or a CCS). We believe that this simplification has an e↵ect on the results of the evaluation

and that it is important to include more elements of a disaster response scenario.

5.3 An Evaluation of Hybrid MANET/DTN Routing in the

Chemcial Incident Scenario

This section presents a simulation-based evaluation of our hybrid MANET/DTN protocol

that we presented in Section 4.4. The protocol is evaluated in the chemical incident scenario.

The evaluation includes implementations of the protocol on top of the well-known OLSR

and BATMAN routing protocols (cf. Section 2.2).

5.3.1 Scenario Description and Simulation Setup

The evaluation uses the chemical incident scenario that is described in Section 3.2. The

chemical incident scenario includes 25 nodes that represent first responders that move at

the scene. The scenario consists of two Incident Locations (IL 1 and IL 2) representing

buildings that contain trapped persons. These locations also represent wireless obstacles
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which negatively a↵ect connectivity of first responders entering these buildings. Addition-

ally, there is PWFTA inside the facility. The most important area in front of the facility is

the TOC where the incident commander is located.

Another important aspect beside the movement pattern of the nodes is the generated

network tra�c. In this evaluation, every first responder node regularly sends packets to

the node that is located in the TOC in front of the chemical plant. This tra�c model has

been chosen since status updates and other information about a first responder and his/her

surroundings (e.g., photos taken by first responders, data from body sensors) are important

to increase the situation awareness of the incident commander.

The hybrid MANET-DTN approach is implemented on top of existing implementations

of the BATMAN and OLSR protocols that are part of the INETMANET framework [7] for

OMNeT++. To simulate the aforementioned tra�c model, all nodes send UDP packets to

the node located in the TOC, after an initial waiting time of 60 s. The simulation time of

every experiment is 3000 s and every experiment is repeated 20 times. The most important

simulation parameters are listed in Table 5.1.

5.3.2 Experiments

We use packet delivery ratio (PDR) and delay as metrics, since they are widely used routing

protocol performance metrics. In a first series of experiments, several parameters for the

link validity check that is performed in the hasValidLink()method (cf. Algorithm 4.1), are

evaluated. This method checks if a link is available and packets sent via this link are likely

to be delivered. If hasValidLink() returns false for the next hop of a packet, the packet

is bu↵ered, otherwise, it is sent instantly. In OLSR and BATMAN, nodes regularly send

control messages to announce themselves (i.e., OGMs in BATMAN and HELLO messages

in OLSR). If such a message from a neighboring node has been received recently, the link to

this neighbor is likely to be available. To be more precise, hasValidLink() checks if the link

has been updated in the last MaxLinkT imeout seconds. We evaluate MaxLinkT imeout

values of 1 s, 3 s and 5 s. It is important to note that OLSR and BATMAN use di↵erent

control message intervals. Hence, the same MaxLinkT imeout value is actually di↵erently

strict for BATMAN and OLSR. For instance, setting MaxLinkT imeout to 3 s means that

the loss of one OLSR HELLO message causes the link to be seen as inactive, whereas at least

one OGM loss is tolerated in the case of BATMAN (assuming the use of the intervals given
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Table 5.1: Simulation parameters

Wireless model

MAC protocol 802.11 (g)

Propagation model Free-space path loss (↵ = 2)

Transmission range 100m

Transmission rate 54Mbit/s

Tra�c model

Pattern on/o↵

On-time 3-7 s

O↵-time 5-10 s

Packet rate 10 packets/s

Packet size 1024 byte

Sent packets per node (mean) 11897

OLSR routing parameters

Hello interval 2 s

TC interval 5 s

MID interval 5 s

Metric Expected transmission count

BATMAN routing parameters

OGM interval 1 s

OGM window size 64

Route purge timeout 640 s

in Table 5.1). If the timeout is set too high, more packets are lost because of outdated link

information. On the other hand, setting this parameter too low causes many data packets

to be bu↵ered unnecessarily, which increases the processing overhead and may even cause

packet losses if the bu↵er is full.

In a second set of experiments the bu↵er capacity is varied between 50 and 1000 pack-

ets. For the given tra�c pattern, a bu↵er size of 1000 resulted in no bu↵er overflows.

Additionally, packet bu↵ering is disabled (i.e., the bu↵er size is set to 0) to show routing

performance without the store-and-forward mechanism. This case represents the original

OLSR and BATMAN protocols. It is expected that larger bu↵er capacities increase the

packet delivery ratio as more packets can be bu↵ered in the case of route failures. However,
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the increase comes at the expense of a higher packet delay.

5.3.3 Simulation Results

The packet delivery ratio (PDR) is an important metric to evaluate the performance of

routing protocols. The unmodified versions of OLSR and BATMAN achieve an average

PDR of about 83.2% and 80.7%, respectively. Figure 5.1 shows the average PDR (includ-

ing the 95% confidence intervals) of OLSR and BATMAN for di↵erent bu↵er sizes and

MaxLinkT imeout values. In general, a higher bu↵er capacity results in an increase of the

PDR as longer disruptions can be covered by the store-and-forward mechanism. However,

for a MaxLinkT imeout of 5 s and 3 s the PDR cannot be increased any further, since the

bu↵ers never get filled completely.

Figure 5.1 also shows how the MaxLinkT imeout parameter influences the PDR. Re-

ducing the allowed link timeout causes the store-and-forward mechanism to react earlier to

link breaks. Thus, fewer packets are lost on stale routes but are only sent if a link update

has been received recently. However, it is important to take the default route update inter-

val of the routing protocol into account when adjusting the MaxLinkT imeout parameter.

If the MaxLinkT imeout is set too strict (i.e., much smaller than the default update inter-

val), the PDR would decline if the bu↵er capacity is not su�cient. This is due to the fact

that many packets are bu↵ered unnecessarily (i.e., hasValidLink() returns a false positive

because the timeout is set too strict) and may be dropped if the bu↵er is full. Thus, the

smallest MaxLinkT imeout value that we evaluated is 1 s (i.e., the OGM update interval of

BATMAN).

For MaxLinkT imeout values of 3 s and 5 s and small bu↵er sizes (i.e., bu↵er capacity 
200) OLSR achieves a higher average delivery ratio than BATMAN for the same parameter

set. This is an indication that OLSR repairs routes more quickly than BATMAN. For

bigger bu↵er capacities (i.e., � 500) the advantage disappears as a further increase of the

PDR is limited by other factors (e.g., transmission errors, packets bu↵ered at the end of the

simulation, routing loops). For a MaxLinkT imeout of 1 s, OLSR outperforms BATMAN

for all bu↵er capacities and achieves a PDR of nearly 98% for a bu↵er capacity of 1000,

whereas BATMAN achieves a PDR of about 96%. On average, the hybrid MANET/DTN

protocol can deliver about 19% more packets than the original BATMAN protocol and 18%

more than the original OLSR protocol.
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Figure 5.1: Packet delivery ratio for di↵erent bu↵er capacities and MaxLinkT imeout val-
ues.

Since the network is diverse in terms of connectivity, it is interesting to investigate the

packet delivery ratio of certain hosts. The nodes that move between the two buildings (i.e.,

IL1 and IL2) and the PWFTA have the lowest connectivity with the incident commander

at the TOC. Thus, these hosts should benefit most from the hybrid MANET-DTN routing

scheme. Figure 5.2 shows the PDR of the two first responder teams that enter the two

Incident Locations. Each bar in the diagram shows the average PDR of the nodes that

belong to the same team for a certain bu↵er capacity. Without the store-and-forward

mechanism (denoted by bs-0) about the half of all packets do not reach the command

center. The store-and-forward mechanism increases the PDR of OLSR to over 93% for

both teams (in the case of unlimited bu↵ers, i.e., bs-1000). BATMAN achieves a slightly

lower PDR of 86% for the team moving into IL1 and 91% for the team moving into IL2.

The packet delivery ratio of the nodes that are not prone to disruptions (i.e., the nodes in

front of the facility) cannot be significantly improved by the store-and-forward mechanism.

However, the PDR of these nodes is also not negatively a↵ected by bu↵ering packets. Hence,

it can be stated that the network benefits from the hybrid MANET-DTN approach.

The end-to-end packet delays are short if the store-and-forward extension is disabled.
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Figure 5.2: Average packet delivery ratio for varying bu↵er sizes (bs) and a
MaxLinkT imeout of 1 s, for the two groups of nodes that move between the PWFTA
and the Incident Locations IL1 and IL2.

All packets are delivered within 38ms if only instantly available paths are used. If the

store-and-forward extension is enabled, the average delay increases, mainly as a result of

packet bu↵ering. Table 5.2 presents the packet queuing times for varying bu↵er sizes and

a MaxLinkT imeout of 1 s, since the queuing times contribute most to the end-to-end

delay. As the queuing times are asymmetrically distributed, the table contains the quartiles

(denoted by Q1, Q2 and Q3) instead of the mean values. The queuing times show that

network disruptions are rather short and the majority of stored packets can be sent within

a few seconds. This is an indication that most packets are stored because of short-lived

link disruptions (i.e., the link validity check method returns false) and not as a result of

long term disruptions, caused by the mobility of nodes. It can also be seen that OLSR has

significantly smaller queuing times than BATMAN. This may be a result of shorter route

repair times that allows OLSR nodes to send bu↵ered packets earlier. Furthermore, this

di↵erence could also be an indication that in the case of OLSR more packets are bu↵ered

because the hasValidLink() method returns false. In this case the packets are sent as soon

as a HELLO message is received (i.e., the link is considered to be valid again) which will

happen much more frequently than topology changes due to the mobility of nodes.

As the basic route calculation algorithms of BATMAN and OLSR are not changed, the

hybrid MANET-DTN scheme does neither directly impact the hop count of a packet, nor
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Table 5.2: Quartiles of the queuing time T
Q

for varying bu↵er sizes and aMaxLinkT imeout
of 1 s.

Bu↵er OLSR: T
Q

(s) BATMAN: T
Q

(s)

size Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3

50 0.23 0.48 0.84 0.16 0.91 3.00

100 0.25 0.51 0.97 0.36 1.45 5.21

200 0.26 0.56 1.20 0.68 2.20 7.87

500 0.29 0.61 1.69 0.81 3.06 10.07

1000 0.29 0.63 1.81 0.81 3.17 10.64

the overall routing control tra�c. However, it is important to note that the store-and-

forward mechanism has some implications on these two measures. Particularly, it decreases

the relative routing overhead (i.e., the ratio between control tra�c and data tra�c) as

more data packets can be delivered without introducing any additional control messages.

Similarly, the average hop count is slightly increased as the store-and-forward mechanism

mainly increases the PDR of the nodes that are farther away from the destination and

utilize longer multi-hop paths.

5.3.4 Discussion

In this section, we evaluated how a hybrid MANET/DTN approach, based on the integration

of a store-and-forward mechanism into a proactive MANET routing protocol, performs in

the chemical incident scenario. The simulation scenario includes a realistic first responder

mobility model and a wireless obstacle model that allowed us to model a realistic emergency

response. The simulation results show that a store-and-forward mechanism is beneficial for

the packet delivery ratio of both MANET routing protocols. Thus, it can be stated that a

hybrid MANET-DTN routing scheme increases the robustness of the network as disruptions

can be compensated. Another advantage of this approach is that it can be integrated on

top of existing MANET routing protocols without changing the original protocols.
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5.4 Evaluating CoMANDR in the Risavika Scenario

The main goal of the evaluation is to show how the Combined MANET/DTN Routing

(CoMANDR) routing protocol performs in the Risavika full-scale exercise scenario and to

compare it with other protocols from the MANET and the DTN domains as well as with

combined approaches. The evaluation includes several experiments with di↵erent transmis-

sion ranges and message characteristics to show the impacts of these parameters on the

performance of the routing protocols.

5.4.1 Scenario Description and Simulation Setup

The evaluation uses the Risavika exercise scenario that is described in Section 3.3.1. The

number of first responders changed in the course of the exercise, as units arrived or left the

scene. For the simulation, we fixed the total number of first responders and their assignment

to tactical areas. All simulation scenarios include 65 nodes which is the estimated average

number of first responders that were on the scene during the exercise.

As described in Section 5.1, we used OMNeT++ to prepare connectivity traces that

are provided as input for simulations performed with the ONE simulator. The connectivity

traces were created for 4500 s of simulation time with a resolution of one second (i.e, there

are 4500 samples for the set of neighbors per node). We prepared traces for di↵erent trans-

mission ranges that show di↵erent connectivity characteristics. This approach combines the

advantages of OMNeT++ in terms of more realistic physical and MAC layer models with

the availability of well-tested implementations of several DTN routing protocols.

Voice communication is the most prominent type of tra�c in emergency response oper-

ations including the Risavika exercise. Nowadays, most of the coordination and information

exchange between first responders is based on voice communication. However, we did not

model voice communication for two reasons. First, voice communication in emergency re-

sponse operations is usually not delay-tolerant. For instance, if a firefighter who operates in

a dangerous environment cannot instantly communicate with his/her team leader, he/she

has to leave the danger zone and get into safety. Hence, delays in voice communication

are not tolerable in these operations, which makes store-and-forward routing approaches

impractical. Second, first responders use special wireless communication systems for voice

communication (e.g., TETRA) that provide long communication ranges but very limited

bandwidth, compared to other wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi. Thus, we believe that
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di↵erent wireless technologies are suitable to transmit real-time and non real-time tra�c.

In this work we focus on additional services that tolerate delays and may use common wire-

less technology such as Wi-Fi. Examples for such additional services is the Help Beacons

application [5], electronic triage systems [57] or video delivery (see Chapter 6).

Where not denoted otherwise, every node regularly sends messages to the node that is

located in the local command post (i.e., the TOC according to the disaster area mobility

model). During the full-scale exercise several applications followed this tra�c pattern and

sent information to the local incident command post where the incident commander was

located and the received data was visualized. For instance, the location and further informa-

tion about distress signals that were collected by the Help Beacons application were shown

on a map of the Risavika harbor. Similarly, the position and status of victims wearing the

electronic triage tags were visualized.

To simulate end-to-end routing, we implemented a link state protocol for the ONE

simulator that uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate the shortest paths in the network. We

call this protocol E2E as it denotes a generic end-to-end-routing protocol. Hop count is

used the as metric since the ONE does not provide link quality information. All nodes

have the same view on the network. Thus, the implemented MANET routing is optimal.

In reality, routing protocols have to cope with imperfect information about the network

(e.g., information about links or routes is missing or wrong). Hence, routing protocols have

problems to find end-to-end paths in mobile scenarios. Additionally, the throughput of

end-to-end paths drastically decreases with the path length [60]. To compensate this, we

added a feature to the link state routing algorithm to restrict the maximum length of routes

that are reported. Thus, it is possible to show, on a generic level, how end-to-end routing

behaves if it fails to find longer multi-hop paths in the network (e.g., because of the mobility

of nodes). The maximum hop count is set to 5 in all experiments.

We also implemented a version of E2E, called E2E-SaF, that uses packet bu↵ering

to cope with temporal disruptions. In particular, E2E-SaF uses end-to-end paths when

available and stores packets if no such path is available. The E2E-SaF protocol represents

hybrid MANET/DTN protocols that o↵er packet bu↵ering on top of MANET routing. One

example is the protocol that has been described in Section 4.4 or a similar work by Delosieres

and Nadjm-Tehrani [39].

The total simulation time is 4500 s which covers the part of the exercise where most
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Table 5.3: Parameters for the generation of connectivity traces.

Mobility model

No. nodes 65

Model Disaster Area Mobility [12]

Speed 1 to 2m/s

Wireless model

Propagation model Free-space path loss (↵ = 2)

Transmission range 30m to 80m

Wireless obstacle model[112]

Wall attenuation (terminal) 18 dB

Indoor attenuation (terminal) 0.5 dB/m

Wall attenuation (ship) 50 dB

Indoor attenuation (ship) 1 dB/m

victims were evacuated and treated during the full-scale exercise. All experiments are

repeated 23 times1 using di↵erent seeds for the tra�c generator and the mobility model.

Important simulation parameters are listed in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. Please note that

message generation is started after 500 s of simulation time to give the routing protocols

some time to set up (e.g, calculate routing tables, or meeting probabilities). Similarly,

message generation is stopped after 3500 s to give the routing protocols some time to deliver

messages before the simulation ends.

5.4.2 Metrics

The first metric that is used to evaluate the routing approaches is the packet delivery

ratio (PDR), showing the ratio between delivered packets and created packets. The hop

count shows how many nodes a packet has traversed until it reached the destination. The

transmission cost metric denotes the ratio between transmitted packets and successfully

received packets. For single-copy schemes such as MANET routing, the transmission cost is

proportional to the average hop count of all successfully received messages. For the multi-

copy schemes the transmission cost is mainly influenced by the number of message replicas.

1Please note that a prime number has been chosen for the number of repetitions due to a restriction
concerning simulation settings in the ONE simulator (cf. Question 5 of the ONE simulator FAQ: http:
//www.netlab.tkk.fi/tutkimus/dtn/theone/qa.html#reports, accessed Jun 15)

http://www.netlab.tkk.fi/tutkimus/dtn/theone/qa.html#reports
http://www.netlab.tkk.fi/tutkimus/dtn/theone/qa.html#reports
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Table 5.4: Routing protocol parameters for the ONE simulator.

Parameters for PROPHET/CoMANDR

P
init

(=↵) 0.9

� 0.7

� 0.995

Parameters for Spray and Wait

No. of copies 6

Spraying scheme binary (cf. Section 2.3.4)

Parameters for MaxProp

Meeting prob. set size 65

The delay represents the time that is needed to transfer a packet from the source to the

destination. Delay includes the bu↵ering time and the transmission time for all nodes along

the path.

One metric that is often used for evaluating mobile ad-hoc routing protocols is the

routing control overhead. However, di↵erent MANET routing protocols greatly vary in the

amount of control overhead they introduce [124]. As this study only includes a generic

MANET protocol (i.e., E2E), it is not feasible to directly measure control overhead. Since

CoMANDR and E2E-SaF are extensions of the E2E protocol, the overhead for these three

protocols is comparable. It is also fair to assume that the routing control overhead of the

underlying E2E routing protocol is significantly lower than the data overhead (i.e., the

transmission cost) introduced by the multi-copy schemes that are evaluated in this paper.

Additionally, the existing implementations of Epidemic Routing, PROPHET or MaxProp

in the ONE simulator also do not take the control overhead of these protocols into account.

Hence, we argue that not taking MANET control overhead into account should not hinder

a fair comparison between the evaluated protocols.

5.4.3 Evaluation Results

This section includes the evaluation results. Where not denoted otherwise, figures show

mean values of the 23 simulation runs and error-bars denote the 95% confidence interval.

Please note that we omitted very small confidence intervals to improve the clarity of some

of the presented figures.
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Table 5.5: Network connectivity characteristics of the scenario.

Transmission Connectivity Largest connected Avg. no of

range (in m) degree CD (avg) component (avg) partitions

30 0.445 39.12 6.15

40 0.671 51.46 4.13

Table 5.5 shows the connectivity characteristics of the scenario for the two di↵erent

transmission ranges that were also used in the simulations. It is worth noting that we

also performed experiments with larger transmission ranges. However, the results for larger

ranges are quite similar to the 40m case and hence have been omitted.

Impact of the Bu↵er Size

This set of simulations assesses how the bu↵er size a↵ects the performance of the di↵erent

routing approaches. In particular, the bu↵er size is varied from 32MB to 512MB per node.

One message is generated every 10 s (from 500 s to 3500 s) which results in a total number

of 300 messages per simulation run. Each message has a size of 1MB. Please note that the

message size has been selected to show how limited bu↵ers impact the performance of the

routing protocols. For instance, with the given message size of 1MB, a bu↵er size of 32MB

allows a node to only store roughly 10% of all generated messages, whereas a bu↵er size

of 512MB represents the unlimited bu↵er case, since each node can store all the generated

messages.

The flooding-based schemes Epidemic Routing and PROPHET do not perform well if

the bu↵ers are limited. Full bu↵ers cause many packets to be dropped which results in a

low PDR (cf. Figure 5.3). The packet delivery ratio of Epidemic Routing and PROPHET

increases when the bu↵er size is increased. A dropped packet may be re-transmitted which

increases the transmission cost (cf. Figure 5.4). Although MaxProp performs extensive

packet replication as well, it o↵ers the best delivery ratio among all routing schemes for all

scenarios. This shows that MaxProp’s congestion control and bu↵er management strategies

can mitigate the e↵ects of limited bu↵ers. CoMANDR provides the second best PDR

for scenarios with a bu↵er size of up to 128 MB. For larger bu↵ers it is outperformed

by Epidemic Routing. However, its transmission cost is up to two orders of magnitude
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smaller than the costs of MaxProp and Epidemic. Thus, CoMANDR o↵ers the best trade-

o↵ between resource usage and packet delivery ratio. Since the connectivity to the node in

the incident command post is very low, end-to-end routing could not deliver any packets in

some simulation runs. Thus, the results for E2E routing are omitted.

The hop count of Epidemic Routing and PROPHET is higher when the bu↵er size is

small (see Figure 5.6). The reason is that packets that are dropped because of full bu↵ers

may be re-transmitted. This may cause a packet to traverse the same node multiple times

which increases the hop count. For the other protocols, the hop count is not a↵ected

significantly by the bu↵er size. E2E-SaF has the lowest hop count as it fails to deliver

packets if the sender and receiver are far from each other. The average delay of delivered

packets increases when the bu↵er size is increased, since it is possible to deliver more of the

bu↵ered packets which would have otherwise been dropped (cf. Figure 5.5). Figures 5.7,

5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show how the protocols perform for a transmission range of 40m which

increases the connectivity of the network.

Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 show how the PDR improves over time for di↵erent trans-

mission ranges. If the connectivity is low, MaxProp and Epidemic Routing benefit from

the replication and can deliver more packets in a shorter amount of time, compared to the

other schemes (cf. Figure 5.11). This advantage is reduced if the connectivity increases (cf.

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13).

Impact of the Time-to-Live Attribute

This set of simulations assesses how the time-to-live (TTL) attribute a↵ects the performance

of the di↵erent routing approaches. The TTL is varied from 120 s to 960 s. One message is

generated every 10 s (from 500 s to 3500 s) which results in a total number of 300 generated

messages per simulation run. Each message has a size of 1MB. The bu↵er size per node

is large enough to store all generated messages. Thus, messages are only dropped if their

TTL expires.

If the transmission range is 30m, which results in a low connectivity, the TTL of mes-

sages has a large impact on the packet delivery ratio (cf. Figure 5.14). This is due to the

fact that the destination node in the TOC is only intermittently connected. In particular,

only the nodes in the APP meet this node. Thus, for small TTL values, the chance is quite

high that a message times out before there is even an opportunity to deliver the message
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Figure 5.3: Impact of bu↵er size on the packet delivery ratio (transmission range 30m).

to the node in the TOC. For a transmission range of 40m, also other nodes meet the TOC

which increases the chance to deliver a message before it times out. Thus, the PDR is not

as dependent on the TTL as with a transmission range of 30m (cf. Figure 5.16). The

transmission cost decreases for most protocols if the TTL is increased (cf. Figure 5.15 and

Figure 5.17). The main reason is that most protocols are able to deliver more packets when

the TTL is higher.

Impact of the Transmission Bandwidth

In this set of experiments the impact of the transmission bandwidth on the performance of

the routing approaches is assessed. The bandwidth is varied from 2Mbit/s to 16Mbit/s.

To saturate the links, 6000 messages are created with a size of 1MB each. In contrast to

the other experiments where all messages are sent to the TOC, source and destination of

each message are chosen randomly. The message TTL is set to 300 s but nodes can bu↵er

all messages (i.e., unlimited bu↵er case). Thus, packets are only dropped if they cannot be

forwarded due to congested links before they time out.

Although the hybrid single-copy schemes provide the highest hop count (cf. Figure 5.21),

this routing approach clearly outperforms the other schemes if the transmission bandwidth

is limited. In particular, E2E-SaF and CoMANDR outperform the other protocols in terms
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Figure 5.4: Impact of bu↵er size on the transmission cost (transmission range 30m).

of PDR for a bandwidth up to 8Mbit/s (cf. Figure 5.18) as they perform fewer transmis-

sions and hence reduce network congestion. These two protocols also introduce a lower

transmission cost than the other protocols (see Figure 5.19). As the flooding-based schemes

also su↵er from longer queuing times due to congested links, the single copy schemes also

provide a lower delay (cf. Figure 5.20).

5.4.4 Conclusion

This section presented a comparison of di↵erent routing approaches in an emergency re-

sponse scenario that is based on a full-scale emergency response exercise. The resulting

network is diverse in terms of connectivity which imposes a challenge for routing protocols.

Results show that DTN routing approaches are needed as network disruptions severely a↵ect

the performance of end-to-end routing approaches. In particular MaxProp could outperform

the other protocols in terms of packet delivery ratio, which is one important performance

metric. On the other hand, the density in some parts of the network causes MaxProp and

other flooding-based schemes to produce high transmission and storage overheads. Thus,

hybrid MANET/DTN schemes that o↵er a good trade-o↵ between packet delivery ratio

and resource usage may be preferred in emergency response scenarios. Especially if the

emergency response operation takes a longer time, routing approaches that perform fewer
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Figure 5.5: Impact of bu↵er size on the delay (transmission range 30m).

transmissions and hence consume less energy are needed to save the battery of mobile de-

vices. Thus, energy e�ciency may be even more important than the packet delivery ratio

in certain emergency response scenarios.

In the given scenarios, the packet delivery ratio of CoMANDR is always better than or

equal to the delivery ratio of E2E and E2E-SaF routing. This shows that the mechanisms

applied by CoMANDR on top of end-to-end routing, namely packet bu↵ering and utility-

based forwarding, are beneficial. In contrast to E2E routing, CoMANDR achieves packet

delivery ratios that are comparable to state-of-the-art DTN routing algorithms in networks

that o↵er low connectivity. CoMANDR can also compete with the evaluated DTN routing

algorithms in terms of hop count and delay. This shows that CoMANDR is well suited for

a broad range of networks.
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Figure 5.6: Impact of bu↵er size on the hop count (transmission range 30m).
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Figure 5.7: Impact of bu↵er size on the packet delivery ratio (transmission range 40m).
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Figure 5.8: Impact of bu↵er size on the transmission cost (transmission range 40m).
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Figure 5.9: Impact of bu↵er size on the delay (transmission range 40m).
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Figure 5.10: Impact of bu↵er size on the hop count (transmission range 40m).
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Figure 5.11: Cumulative packet delivery ratio (transmission range 30m).
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Figure 5.12: Cumulative packet delivery ratio (transmission range 40m).
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Figure 5.13: Cumulative packet delivery ratio (transmission range 50m).
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Figure 5.14: Impact of the message time-to-live on the packet delivery ratio (transmission
range 30m).
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Figure 5.15: Impact of the message time-to-live on the transmission cost (transmission range
30m).
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Figure 5.16: Impact of the message time-to-live on the packet delivery ratio (transmission
range 40m).
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Figure 5.17: Impact of the message time-to-live on the transmission cost (transmission range
40m).
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Figure 5.18: Impact of transmission bandwidth on the packet delivery ratio (transmission
range 40m).
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5.5 Evaluating CoMANDR in a Generic Scenario

The target application scenario for the hybrid MANET/DTN routing schemes that have

been presented in the previous chapter (cf. Section 4.4 and Section 4.5) are emergency

response scenarios. In the previous sections we have shown that these protocols o↵er good

performance in such scenarios. The purpose if this section is to evaluate these schemes in

a more generic scenario. In particular, this section presents an evaluation of CoMANDR

in a generic scenario using random mobility where the size of the simulation area is varied

in order to generate networks with di↵erent connectivity characteristics. Additionally, the

evaluation includes the E2E-SaF implementation (see previous section) and several DTN

routing protocols as well as general end-to-end MANET routing.

5.5.1 Scenario Description and Simulation Setup

We evaluate CoMANDR and compare it with several protocols, namely: E2E, which de-

notes our generic MANET routing protocol implementation for the ONE simulator (cf. Sec-

tion 5.4.1), E2E-SaF, which enhances E2E with packet bu↵ering, PROPHET and Epidemic

Routing. All protocols are evaluated in several scenarios that o↵er di↵erent connectivity

characteristics. In a first set of experiments we varied the transmission range and simula-

tion area size to get a diverse set of networking scenarios, ranging from well-connected to

sparse networks. We calculated the connectivity degree for all scenarios (see Chapter 3 for

details about the metrics) and selected three scenarios o↵ering di↵erent levels of connectiv-

ity. In particular, we selected three scenarios that use the same transmission range of 100m

but have a di↵erent simulation area size. The selected scenarios include a well-connected

scenario, a sparse scenario and an intermittently connected scenario that lies between the

other two.

The mobility model that is used in all scenarios is the random walk model (see Sec-

tion 2.5.1). Each node selects its next destination by randomly selecting a direction, speed

and distance, after waiting for a random pause time. Since the maximum distance between

two consecutive waypoints is limited, nodes moving according to this model tend to stay

close to each other for a longer time, compared to the random waypoint model. It is im-

portant to note that random mobility rather puts protocols which estimate the meeting

probability (e.g., PROPHET and CoMANDR) at a disadvantage because these protocols

assume that the future encounter of nodes is predictable. However, we argue that the low
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movement speed of nodes (i.e., the max speed is 2m/s) and the fact that consecutive way-

points are close to each other, mitigate the e↵ects of random mobility to some extent. In

particular, it can be assumed that two nodes that have met recently are also more likely to

meet again in the near future, compared to two nodes that are far away from each other.

Moreover, it has been shown that PROPHET is still able to perform reasonably well in

scenarios with random mobility [73].

Every simulation is run for 4500 s and all experiments are repeated 23 times using

di↵erent seeds for the mobility model and the tra�c generator. All scenarios include 100

nodes. Tra�c is generated by creating a new packet with random source and destination

every 0.3 s. Hence, a node generates a new packet every 30 s on average. Tra�c generation

is started after 500 s to allow the routing protocols to set up. No tra�c is generated after

2500 s to allow the routing protocols to deliver bu↵ered packets before the simulation ends.

All packets have an infinite time to live and the bu↵er size has been set to a value that

allows each node to bu↵er all generated messages. Thus, the simulation results do not

include e↵ects of dropped packets due to timeouts or full bu↵ers. Important simulation

parameters are listed in Table 5.6.

5.5.2 Metrics

Similarly to the previous evaluation of CoMANDR (cf. Section 5.4), this evaluation uses

the following metrics: packet delivery ratio (PDR), hop count, transmission cost and delay.

The connectivity of the network is expressed in terms of the connectivity degree (CD),

the largest connected component (LCC) and the number of partitions comprising at least

two nodes (cf. Chapter 3).

5.5.3 Results

The connectivity characteristics of the scenarios are presented in Table 5.7. It can be

seen that the three scenarios cover a broad range of connectivity. The scenario with the

smallest simulation area dimensions is well connected (i.e., the mean CD is about 0.88 and

on average nearly 93% of the nodes are connected in one large partition). On the other

hand, the scenario with a simulation area of 1000m x 1000m only o↵ers a CD of about

0.16 and less than a third of all nodes are part of the largest partition. The connectivity

characteristics of the third scenario are between the other two.
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Table 5.6: Simulation parameters

Mobility model

No. nodes 100

Model Random Walk

Movement speed 1 to 2m/s

Pause time 0 to 60 s

Distance (min,max) 0 to 50m

Wireless settings

Transmission range 100m

Transmission rate 4Mbit/s

Tra�c model

Packet creation interval 500 to 2500 s

Packet creation rate 1 msg every 30 s (per node)

Packet size 100 kB

Packet bu↵er size 700MB (per node)

Parameters for PROPHET routing/CoMANDR

P
init

(=↵) 0.9

� 0.7

� 0.995

Table 5.7: Scenario characteristics in terms of network connectivity.

Size of area Avg. connectivity Largest connected Avg. no of

(in m x m) degree CD component (avg) partitions

700x700 0.882 92.886 1.915

800x800 0.634 74.95 3.853

1000x1000 0.157 30.276 17.982

The packet delivery ratio for all evaluated protocols in the three scenarios is shown

in Figure 5.22a. Unless otherwise stated, figures show mean values of all simulation runs

and error bars denote the 95% confidence interval. Traditional end-to-end MANET routing

(i.e., E2E) is clearly outperformed by the other protocols and achieves the lowest PDR in

all scenarios. Epidemic Routing can deliver most packets in all scenarios. This is due to the

fact that the link bandwidth is very high and nodes can store all packets in their bu↵ers,
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which is the ideal case for Epidemic Routing. No packets are dropped because of full bu↵ers

which maximizes the performance of Epidemic Routing. PROPHET can achieve a similar

PDR in well-connected and intermittently connected scenarios. The performance results of

CoMANDR and E2E-SaF are comparable in the well-connected scenario. The reason for

this is that source and destination are very likely to be in the same connected component at

some point in time and the packets can be delivered via an end-to-end path. Hence, E2E-SaF

works similarly to CoMANDR in this scenario and both protocols achieve nearly the same

PDR. However, CoMANDR outperforms E2E-SaF concerning the packet delivery ratio in

the other two scenarios. In the sparse scenario, CoMANDR could deliver nearly 50% more

packets than E2E-SaF. This performance gain is achieved by the utility-based forwarding

scheme of CoMANDR that forwards packets towards the destination. Thus, CoMANDR

can deliver packets to destinations that are never in the same connected component as the

source, which improves its performance compared to E2E-SaF.

The protocols are diverse in terms of transmission cost as shown in Figure 5.22b. Due to

its aggressive replication scheme, Epidemic Routing nearly performs 100 packet transmis-

sions to deliver one packet. Although PROPHET can reduce this number by not forwarding

packets to neighbors that have a lower delivery predictability, it still replicates packets ex-

tensively. E2E produces the lowest transmission cost as it only delivers packets via the

shortest available end-to-end path. As the path has to be available instantly, it drops pack-

ets if it fails to find such an end-to-end path. E2E-SaF has a higher transmission cost than

E2E, as bu↵ering packets allows it to deliver more packets via longer paths. CoMANDR has

a higher transmission cost if the connectivity is low. However, compared to the multi-copy

schemes Epidemic and PROPHET, its transmission cost is still very low. Thus, CoMANDR

o↵ers the best trade-o↵ between packet delivery ratio and transmission cost among all pro-

tocols. We believe that this is a very important feature of CoMANDR as resources are often

scarce in mobile networks. Reducing the number of transmissions and hence reducing the

wireless channel utilization and battery consumption, while still providing a good packet

delivery ratio, is an important issue in many scenarios.

The hop count is shown in Figure 5.22c. In general, it can be said that the hop count is

correlated with the packet delivery ratio. In particular, the protocols that achieve a higher

packet delivery ratio achieve this by utilizing longer paths which increases the average hop

count. Since E2E routing only delivers packets via end-to-end paths, its hop count is limited

by the fact that the available end-to-end paths do not comprise many hops, especially in
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Figure 5.22: Performance comparison for scenarios with di↵erent connectivity characteris-
tics.

the sparse scenario. Furthermore, since we limited the maximum length of end-to-end paths

that are used in order to simulate imperfections of MANET protocols in real networks (cf.

Section 5.4.1), the maximum hop count is limited as well. As mentioned before, E2E-SaF can

deliver more packets via longer paths as it stores packets if no end-to-end path is available,

or the end-to-end path breaks while the packet is on its way to the destination. Similarly,

the multi-copy schemes Epidemic Routing and PROPHET have a higher hop count as they

are able to deliver more packets via long paths. The hop count of CoMANDR is similar to

the one of E2E-SaF for the well-connected and intermittently connected scenarios. In the

sparse scenario, CoMANDR’s utility-based forwarding technique finds more paths but also

needs more hops. However, as only one message copy is passed in the network, this does

not cause a high transmission cost.

Evaluation results in terms of delay are shown in Figure 5.22d. Since the E2E protocol
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only uses instantly available end-to-end paths, it has the lowest delay, however, at the cost

of a low PDR. The other protocols have a significantly higher delay due to packet bu↵ering.

Similar to the hop count, the delay is correlated with the PDR.

To evaluate the e↵ect of the previously described hop count limitation, we also performed

experiments with di↵erent values for the maximum length of utilized end-to-end paths.

For the previous experiments, we limited the maximum path length to five which is a

rather conservative estimation and limits the performance of E2E routing and the protocols

depending on it (i.e., CoMANDR and E2E-SaF). Figure 5.23 shows how the PDR is a↵ected

by the length limitation of end-to-end paths. An interesting finding is that the store-and-

forward mechanism of E2E-SaF and CoMANDR is a good means to increase the PDR, when

the MANET protocol cannot find longer multi-hop paths. For instance, in the intermittently

connected scenario (see Figure 5.23b), CoMANDR with a maximum end-to-end path length

of four outperforms E2E routing with practically no restriction (i.e., hop limit 20). Even

in the well-connected scenario, ideal MANET routing (i.e., E2E) has a lower PDR than

CoMANDR and E2E-SaF for path length limitations greater than five (see Figure 5.23a).

This is an indication that CoMANDR may also perform better than traditional end-to-

end MANET protocols in well-connected but quickly changing networks, where traditional

MANET protocols fail to find end-to-end paths because of the mobility of nodes.

We also performed experiments to assess the performance of CoMANDR using di↵erent

values for ↵, � and �. Similar to the results of the parameter study that is presented in

Appendix B, the aging factor � has a higher impact on routing performance than ↵ and

�. Especially in scenarios with low connectivity, � should be set to a high value as this

increases the PDR, without increasing the transmission cost significantly. Based on these

results, we have chosen the values listed in Table 5.6 which o↵ered a good performance in

all scenarios.

In the given scenarios, the packet delivery ratio of CoMANDR is always better than or

equal to the delivery ratio of E2E and E2E-SaF routing. This shows that the mechanisms

applied by CoMANDR on top of traditional end-to-end routing, namely packet bu↵ering and

utility-based forwarding, are beneficial. In contrast to E2E routing, CoMANDR achieves

packet delivery ratios that are comparable to state-of-the-art DTN routing algorithms in the

intermittently and low connected scenarios. It is worth noting that su�ciently large bu↵ers

were provided in all scenarios. This is beneficial for Epidemic Routing and PROPHET since

the packet delivery ratio is not negatively a↵ected by packet drops caused by full bu↵ers. On
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Figure 5.23: Packet delivery ratio for di↵erent end-to-end path hop limits.

the other hand, CoMANDR is much more e�cient. Thus, the performance of CoMANDR

will obviously be less a↵ected by limited resources. This shows that CoMANDR is well

suited for a broad range of networks.

5.5.4 Discussion

This section presented results from more generic scenarios where nodes move randomly on

the simulation area. Similar to the other evaluations in this chapter, the scenarios o↵er

diverse connectivity characteristics. Evaluation results show that CoMANDR can compete

with, or can outperform, other state-of-the-art routing protocols from the MANET and

DTN domains. One important advantage of CoMANDR is that it o↵ers a very good trade-

o↵ between packet delivery ratio and transmission cost. Since the intended application

scenarios of CoMANDR include networks consisting of resource constrained mobile devices,
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saving resources such as battery is important.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented several simulation-based evaluations of the two combined routing

approaches that have been introduced in the previous chapter. Additionally, the evaluations

included protocols from the MANET as well as the DTN domains in order to compare

approaches from di↵erent domains in emergency response scenarios. To the best of our

knowledge, there have been no previous evaluations of combined MANET/DTN approaches

in emergency response scenarios. The presented results showed that combining MANET

and DTN routing is beneficial in emergency response scenarios and that approaches from

the DTN domain and the MANET domain have shortcomings. One of the main reasons for

these results are the diverse connectivity characteristics of the networks. On the one hand,

certain parts of the networks are well-connected which is beneficial for MANET routing

protocols. On the other hand, the networks get partitioned regularly which decreases the

performance of MANET routing and requires mechanisms from DTN routing such as store-

carry-forward routing. Hence, we argue that it is important that the routing algorithms

that are used in such scenarios can cope with diverse network characteristics and operate

in well-connected as well as in disrupted networks.

One interesting topic for future work would be to also compare our hybrid MANET/DTN

approaches with the state-of-the-art approaches that have been presented in Section 4.3.

Based on the classification we presented in Section 4.2, we believe that approaches that

integrate DTN mechanisms into MANET routing are better suited for emergency response

scenarios than approaches from the other two classes. The reason for that is that the

networks are in general well-connected and hence MANET routing will often be the best

routing strategy. Hence, a comparison with approaches from this class would be particularly

interesting.





CHAPTER

6
Disruption-tolerant Multimedia Delivery

Multimedia delivery is usually seen as a time-critical task where the multimedia content

needs to be delivered within certain delay limits. This is a challenging task in best e↵ort net-

works that do not provide any delay guarantees. Wireless networks provide some additional

challenges such as varying links due to the mobility of nodes, packet loss and out-of-order

delivery. Thus, several di↵erent techniques such as cross-layer optimizations (e.g., adapting

a video based on information from routing protocols or the wireless channel), packet priori-

tization or MAC layer adaptations have been proposed, in order to tackle the challenges of

wireless networks [72]. To provide low delays and reduce jitter is certainly an issue for inter-

active multimedia delivery scenarios such as video conferencing or IP-telephony. However,

there may be some use cases where these constraints may be relieved, for instance, because

the multimedia content is not consumed right after delivery. In other cases the topology of

the network may not allow to deliver multimedia content instantly, for instance, if sender

and receiver are in di↵erent network partitions. In such cases, large delivery delays cannot

be avoided. As we have shown in Chapter 3, networks for emergency response operations

are prone to such disruptions. The lack of end-to-end paths makes it impossible to deliver

multimedia content instantly, which causes many existing multimedia delivery systems and

protocols to fail. To tackle this issue, this chapter presents a multimedia delivery system

that can operate in disrupted networks and hence may help improve the situational aware-

ness in emergency response scenarios. The proposed system is based on HTTP Adaptive

Streaming (HAS) but uses a modified version of HTTP which supports bridging network

partitions and thus allows the system to deliver multimedia content in partitioned networks.

This chapter is structured as follows: First, Section 6.1 analyzes multimedia usage in

emergency response scenarios. Afterwards, Section 6.2 introduces the basics of state-of-the

art protocols for multimedia delivery and the challenges they face in DTN scenarios. In

Section 6.3 we describe our disruption-tolerant multimedia delivery system. The system

is evaluated in Section 6.4, before Section 6.5 describes a prototype implementation for
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Android OS. Finally, Section 6.6 concludes the chapter. Please note that this chapter is

partly based on previously published work [100].

6.1 Multimedia Usage in Emergency Response

Real-world studies with practitioners [69] have shown that mobile video can improve the

e�ciency of emergency response operations. The studies identified three typical use cases for

multimedia in such scenarios. First, first responders may record videos while they drive to

the incident scene. These recordings can provide information about the tra�c situation and

hence be used to re-route other teams to alternative routes in the case of tra�c problems.

Another use of mobile video is for enhancing on-scene situation reporting by improving the

situational awareness and helping to create a common operational picture. For instance,

an incident commander may record a video showing how the incident scene looks when

responder teams arrive at the scene. Finally, videos may be used after the incident to

replay key phases of the response work for documentation and training purposes. The

studies that are presented in [69] focus on use cases where the incident commander records

videos that are displayed in an o↵-site command center. Depending on the size or type of

the disaster, other use cases may be imaginable. For instance, in a forest fire scenario, first

responders could deploy video cameras that observe certain spots on the incident scene.

Furthermore, first responders could record videos on the incident scene which are consumed

at local command posts.

In addition to studying the use cases of mobile video in emergency response operations,

the consumption of videos has been studied [17]. Based on the temporal dimension, one can

di↵erentiate the following uses cases. The first type of use is the live use where videos are

consumed while they are broadcast. For this type of use it is important that the delivery

delay is small (e.g., on the order of seconds). The near live use describes cases where a

video is consumed a few minutes after it has been recorded, for instance, to check if the right

amount of resources has been dispatched on the scene. The third use case is the scheduled

use where videos are watched in scheduled meetings or conferences during the incident.

Finally, the post incident use describes how videos are consumed for completing incident

reports or providing additional material for investigators after the incident. Examples for all

but the live use case could be found during a study of real-life emergency response operations

[17]. The main reason for the lack of live use is that the involved persons usually have more
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important, time-critical tasks to perform that prevent them to immediately watch live video

streams. Although the study did not find any live video use case, this finding cannot be

generalized, since there may be other use cases for it (e.g., remotely observing a particular

area on the incident scene that is too dangerous for first responders to stay). However, it

may be argued that this type of use is rather uncommon in emergency response operations.

From these studies two important conclusions can be drawn. First, video use for emer-

gency response operations is delay-tolerant which means that videos are usually not con-

sumed while they are broadcast but used as a form of asynchronous communication [17].

Second, the videos usually have rather short durations. In particular, videos are usually

less than a minute and only up to a few minutes in some cases [69]. This is due to the fact

that first responders neither have the time to record nor to consume long video sequences.

Instead, professional first responders selectively record important scenes which they think

are useful for improving the situational awareness at the command center.

An example scenario where delay-/disruption-tolerant multimedia delivery is needed is

shown in Figure 6.1. First responders have created local wireless networks (e.g., by deploying

wireless routers and by carrying mobile devices that provide Wi-Fi interfaces). In order to

improve the situational awareness, a first responder records a video which provides visual

information from an event at a certain location. This video cannot be delivered instantly

to a node that is located in the local incident command post. Instead, the mobility of

first responders needs to be exploited in order to bridge network disruptions. Based on

the findings from the aforementioned studies, we assume that this visual information from

the disaster scene can improve the situation awareness, although it may be received with a

delay of several minutes. Naturally, the acceptable delivery delay depends on the situation

that is recorded. However, in scenarios where the network coverage or bandwidth does not

su�ce to deliver multimedia content instantly, such a delay-/disruption-tolerant multimedia

delivery may be the only alternative.
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Figure 6.1: Example scenario

6.2 Multimedia Delivery Protocols

This section aims to give an introduction of two state-of-the-art multimedia streaming ap-

proaches, namely the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) and HTTP Adaptive Streaming

(HAS). Neither of these approaches have been designed with intermittent connectivity in

mind. Hence, this section also discusses the suitability of these two approaches for DTN

scenarios.

6.2.1 Real-Time Transport Protocol

The Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [109] is an application layer protocol that has

been designed to deliver real-time data over IP-networks. Usually, UDP is used as trans-

port protocol since its low delivery delay is favored over TCP’s reliability for real-time

applications. RTP can be used in di↵erent use cases such as IP-telephony, live streaming or

for video-on-demand. RTP is usually accompanied by the Real-Time Streaming Protocol

(RTSP) and the RTP Control Protocol (RTCP). RTSP [108] is used to establish and control

a media session. It is a stateful protocol that o↵ers text-based requests which allow a client

to control the streaming session (e.g., starting, pausing or stopping the stream). RTCP

[109] provides statistics about a media session which can be used to control the quality of

service (QoS) of the multimedia session. In particular, RTCP periodically exchanges reports

that include information about the quality of the streaming session between the multimedia

server and the clients. The reports include information such as the number of transmitted

packets, delay, jitter, error rates, etc. Based on this QoS information, the RTP server can
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adapt the multimedia session.

RTP does not assume that the underlying transport protocol is reliable. Thus, an RTP

packet contains a sequence number to allow the receivers of a media stream to detect missing

packets and restore the correct order of the packets. Additionally, the RTP packet header

contains a timestamp field that includes timing information about its payload. Based on

this timing information, receivers can synchronize media streams and also calculate jitter

which is reported back to the RTP server using RTCP. The timestamp is dependent on

the format of the payload that is carried within the RTP packet. Hence, RTP is not codec

agnostic but a payload type header is needed to signal the payload that is carried within an

RTP packet. The semantic of the timestamp field and other information about how payload

data is packetized needs to be defined on a per-codec basis. For instance, RFC 6184 [125]

defines the RTP payload format for H.264 video.

RTP has several drawbacks when used in the Internet. Since RTP is not codec agnostic,

a payload specification has to be specified before a new media format can be carried via

RTP. This makes RTP implementations more complex since di↵erent codecs usually require

di↵erent packetization and parsing methods. Another disadvantage of RTP is that the

server pushes data to the clients. This is problematic when clients are using network address

translation (NAT) or are behind a firewall. As a result of these problems, nowadays, HTTP

is often preferred over RTP for multimedia delivery. Although HTTP is actually less suited

for multimedia delivery than RTP and provides none of its advanced features (e.g., media

synchronization), its simplicity and compatibility with the existing Internet infrastructure

makes it a valid alternative. Interestingly, HTTP-based multimedia delivery also o↵ers

some advantages in DTN scenarios, although it has not been designed with this application

domain in mind. Before we discuss the advantages of using this transport mechanism in

disrupted networks, we first give more details about HTTP-based multimedia delivery.

6.2.2 HTTP Streaming

In recent years streaming multimedia content in the Internet via the Hypertext Trans-

port Protocol (HTTP) has gained momentum. HTTP o↵ers some advantages compared

to protocols that are dedicated to multimedia delivery, such as RTP. First, HTTP-based

multimedia streaming can re-use the existing infrastructure such as content distribution

networks (CDNs) or proxy servers. Additionally, HTTP is usually not blocked by firewalls
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and also works better in situations where clients use NAT.

In HTTP-based multimedia delivery, the URL of the multimedia content is included

in a Web page. Usually, the content is made available in several encodings, container

formats and quality settings with di↵erent bit rates. Based on user preferences or device

capabilities, a client has to decide which representation to download. The simplest form

of delivering multimedia via HTTP is to download the multimedia content in advance and

start playback after the entire content has been received. However, this approach may

introduce large start-up delays, depending on the length of the multimedia content and the

download bandwidth. Furthermore, this type of delivery is not applicable for live-video

use cases. HTTP progressive download is more useful for multimedia delivery since the

playback can be started while the content is still being downloaded. In order to support

HTTP progressive download, the content needs to be stored in a particular way (i.e., audio

and video needs to be stored interleaved and information that is needed to set up decoding

needs to be stored before the actual payload data). Progressive downloading works well

if the available bandwidth is always higher than the bit rate of the multimedia content.

Otherwise the playback may stall. This is especially a problem since it is not possible to

switch to another representation with lower bit rate during playback, if the actual bandwidth

is lower than the expected bandwidth.

As a result of the disadvantages of the aforementioned approaches, HTTP adaptive

streaming (HAS) has been introduced. HAS is a technique that supports downloading

multimedia via standard HTTP but also enables to react to situations where the available

resources (e.g., bandwidth) do not meet the needed resources. The basic idea of HAS is to

divide the multimedia content into segments which are downloaded separately. Similarly to

other HTTP-based multimedia delivery solutions, the multimedia content is made available

in di↵erent representations. However, it is possible to adapt to changes in the available

resources by switching between di↵erent compatible representations during play back. Fig-

ure 6.2 shows an example of an HAS session where segments from three representations

are chosen based on the available bandwidth. Adapting to the available bandwidth allows

the client to prevent bu↵er underruns which would cause the playback to stall and hence

reduce the viewing experience for the user. The available representations are described in

a manifest file that needs to be acquired before the actual streaming can start.

The concept of HAS has been implemented in several streaming solutions, for instance,
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Figure 6.2: Example of HTTP Adaptive Streaming where segments (S
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) based on the available download bandwidth.

Microsoft Smooth Streaming [131], Apple HTTP Live Streaming [91], Adobe’s HTTP Dy-

namic Streaming [2] or MPEG’s Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH)

[55]. While the former ones are proprietary solutions, MPEG-DASH is an open interna-

tional standard. All systems have in common that the multimedia delivery is performed via

HTTP but they di↵er in the supported content and container formats, in the way the mul-

timedia content is described in the manifest file or how digital rights management (DRM)

is performed. We have chosen MPEG-DASH as the basis for the delay-/disruption-tolerant

streaming service that is described in Section 6.3.

MPEG-DASH

MPEG-DASH [55] is an international standard for delivering multimedia content via HTTP.

The standard only defines how to describe the available multimedia content (i.e., the format

of the manifest file) and the segment formats. Other parts of an HAS system, such as the

adaptation logic for deciding which segments to download, are out of the standard’s scope.

Information about the characteristics of the content and the available representations

are stored in XML documents which are called Media Presentation Descriptions (MPDs).

An MPD is structured as follows. Content is partitioned into one or more periods. Each

period has a certain start point and a duration. Each period provides one or more adaptation

sets. An adaptation set consists of representations that have di↵erent characteristics (e.g.,

frame rate, resolution, codec, media bit rate) but are compatible to each other. This means

that it is possible to switch between segments from di↵erent representations within the

adaptation set during playback. A representation contains information about the available

segments and how to download them (e.g., a URL). In addition to the format of the MPD,

MPEG-DASH also specifies the format of segments. In particular, the ISO Base Media

File Format and MPEG-2 Transport Stream are supported. Further information about
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MPEG-DASH can be found in the standard itself [55] or in [111, 117].

6.2.3 Multimedia Delivery Protocols in a DTN

As described in Chapter 3, wireless networks for emergency response scenarios may become

partitioned regularly. Thus, a multimedia communication system for emergency response

operations has to take the lack of end-to-end paths into account. However, the multimedia

delivery protocols that have been presented in this section assume end-to-end connections

and low delivery delays between multimedia source and consumer. Neither of these two

properties can be achieved in networks prone to disruptions. Thus, it is needed to re-think

some of these assumptions to provide multimedia delivery in emergency response scenarios.

This section reviews the multimedia delivery protocols that have been introduced in the

last section in the context of disruption-tolerant networking.

HTTP-based multimedia delivery has some advantages over RTP in DTN scenarios. In

HTTP-based delivery the multimedia content is separated into chunks that contain video or

audio data with a certain duration (e.g., two seconds). Thus, every chunk is a semantically

meaningful unit for a decoder, i.e., each chunk is independent of previous chunks and can be

decoded right after delivery. Such a segmentation of application data is also suggested by

the DTN reference architecture [33] because it allows the network and the receiver to treat

each application data unit as independent unit of work. In the context of video delivery

this means that a data packet should include enough information to be decoded after its

reception which is the case for segments of a MPEG-DASH system but not for RTP packets.

RTP packets may contain multimedia data that is dependent on data that is transported

in one or several other RTP packets. In that case, the client has to wait for all dependent

RTP packets before it can decode the multimedia data and play it.

Another advantage of HTTP compared to RTP for delivery in DTNs is that HTTP

utilizes the entire available bandwidth for transmitting data, while RTP usually adjusts

the sending rate to the media bit rate. For instance, assume a video file with a duration

of ten seconds and a bit rate of 1Mbit/s that is to be delivered via a link that provides

10Mbit/s. The video file would be delivered in roughly one second using HTTP, whereas

RTP would limit the sending rate to the media bit rate and deliver the video in about

10 seconds. However, in mobile ad-hoc networks it is often the case that links provide a

high bandwidth but are not stable. Hence, it is beneficial to utilize the full capacity of an
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available link.

Another disadvantage of RTP-based delivery is that it constantly exchanges information

about the multimedia session between the server and its clients in the form of RTCP sender

and receiver reports. Although this provides an accurate way of controlling the QoS of the

media session, it is hard to ensure that these periodic reports are delivered on time and

to establish a well-working control loop in a DTN. Similarly, controlling the state of the

RTP session via RTSP is di�cult in a DTN since the commands may take a long time until

they are received and acknowledged by the server. Compared to that, HAS has no complex

control loops involved and usually the client decides which representation to download

based on information that is locally available (e.g., current bandwidth or bu↵er fill state).

However, this adaptation decision could also be performed at the server or in the network.

Figure 6.3 depicts the steps needed to set up a media session in both RTP and HTTP-based

delivery. It can be seen that HTTP-based delivery does include fewer steps to initialize and

set up the streaming session which is beneficial in DTNs where round trip times may be

long and hence the interaction between server and clients should be minimized.

We have selected HTTP-based multimedia delivery, in particular MPEG-DASH, since

it is better suited for DTN scenarios than RTP because of the aforementioned reasons. An

open issue of HAS in DTNs is that it is usually not possible to establish an end-to-end TCP

connection between sender and receiver. However, HTTP itself does not presume such an

end-to-end connection and thus it is also possible to use HTTP in DTNs. The next section

describes how HTTP and in particular an HAS-based multimedia delivery system can work

in delay-/disruption-tolerant networks.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of RTP and MPEG-DASH session setup and control.

6.3 A Disruption-Tolerant Multimedia Delivery System

The Disruption-Tolerant Multimedia Delivery System (DT-MDS) uses adaptive bit rate

streaming over HTTP, in particular MPEG-DASH. Thus, DT-DMS has the following char-

acteristics. The multimedia content is partitioned into segments with a certain duration.

The segments contain all modalities of the multimedia content such as a video stream and

an audio stream. Additionally, segments are self-contained, which means that they can be

decoded independently of each other. The multimedia content is made available in di↵er-

ent qualities. These versions of the content are referred to as representations. Manifest

files describe which representations are available and how they can be accessed (e.g., via

a URL). The main di↵erence between DT-MDS and other HAS systems is that DT-MDS

uses a modified version of HTTP in order to work in disrupted networks.

6.3.1 Delivering Data in Disrupted Networks via HTTP

In order to use MPEG-DASH in a disrupted network, we adopt the ideas of Wood et

al. [129, 130] of modifying HTTP to support data delivery in disrupted networks. The

protocol is called HTTP-DTN and works similar to HTTP within networks that o↵er end-

to-end connections between nodes, i.e., data is queried via GET and pushed via PUT or

PUSH. In order to support data delivery in disrupted networks, HTTP-DTN requests are
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stored and forwarded in a hop-by-hop manner between nodes in di↵erent network partitions.

Within one network partition, nodes may use any reliable transport protocol to transfer

data between each other. This has the advantage that di↵erent transport protocols may

be used in di↵erent partitions, depending on the network and device characteristics of the

network partition. The di↵erences between HTTP and HTTP-DTN concerning end-to-

end semantics are depicted in Figure 6.4. To support this kind of operation, HTTP-DTN

introduces additional headers. In particular, it uses the Content-Source and the Content-

Destination headers to identify the original source of a request and its final destination and

to route requests and files in the network using a DTN routing protocol.

Every HTTP-DTN node contains a storage for storing the received files and additional

metadata which is used for routing and error detection (e.g., Content-Source, Content-

Destination, MIME type, checksum). Intermediate nodes store the HTTP-DTN requests

and the accompanying payload, which allows them to bridge partitions and deliver content

despite the lack of end-to-end connectivity (i.e., perform story-carry-forward routing). Sim-

ilar to HTTP, data can either be pulled from its origin or pushed to its destination. When

two HTTP-DTN nodes come into contact, they issue PUT and GET requests for the files

that have to be exchanged. The decision to exchange a file is based on the final destination

of the file, which is stored in the Content-Destination header. Similarly, GET requests for

files can be forwarded by intermediate nodes to the node that is identified in the Content-

Destination header. In order to identify the original source of a file, the Content-Source

header is used. Both headers may contain an IP address, DNS name or any other textual

information to identify a node in the network. HTTP-DTN does not define how files or

requests are routed in the network. Instead it assumes that every node provides a DTN

routing protocol that is responsible for deciding how to route data in the network.

Figure 6.5 shows the architecture of an HTTP-DTN node. HTTP-DTN does not follow

the client-server principle of HTTP. Instead every node may act as a server and as a client.

Thus, every node has to provide an HTTP server that is used to transfer files to other

nodes. The HTTP server is also used to deliver files that are created by local applications.

Not every node may host applications but every node may be involved in the delivery of

files on behalf of other nodes. To support the store-carry-forward routing paradigm, every

node includes a storage module where received files and accompanying metadata are stored.

Similarly, the storage module can be used to cache GET requests that cannot be fulfilled

instantly.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of traditional HTTP and HTTP-DTN transmission.

The content and query manager is responsible for handing a received file to the applica-

tion that requested it. If the file is already available in the storage module it can be served

instantly, otherwise, it has to be requested from other nodes. If any of the neighbors of the

node requesting the file can provide the file, the transfer is similar to traditional HTTP-

based delivery. In particular, an HTTP GET request will be sent to the neighbor which will

answer with an HTTP response. The response includes metadata that is stored in HTTP

headers and the file that is stored in the body of the HTTP response. If the origin of the file

is currently not available and the GET request cannot be fulfilled immediately, the content

and query manager is responsible for caching the request locally and for forwarding it to

neighbors. Thus, it also includes a DTN routing protocol.
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Figure 6.5: Internal architecture of an HTTP-DTN node.

6.3.2 Routing and Multimedia-Aware Forwarding

HTTP works with any reliable transport protocol [43] and is not tied to TCP, although TCP

is the most widely used protocol to transport HTTP data. Similarly, HTTP-DTN does

not define which transport protocol to use for transferring data between nodes. Instead,

di↵erent transport protocols can be used, depending on the characteristics of the network

and its devices. To route the HTTP-DTN requests in the network, any routing protocol for

delay-/disruption networks may be used. The routing protocol is responsible for deciding

to which HTTP-DTN node requests are forwarded in order to reach the destination. The

Content-Source and Content-Destination headers are important for routing, since these

headers identify the originator and the destination. To specify the destination of the next

hop, the Host header is used. In contrast to the values that are stored in the Content-Source

and Content-Destination, the value of this header may change and is only valid on a hop-

by-hop basis. The example in Figure 6.6 shows how a file is delivered using HTTP-DTN.

The example consists of three nodes and uses PUT to push the file from a source node (i.e.,

Node1) to a destination node (i.e., Node3) using two HTTP-DTN transfers. Please note

that several headers are omitted to increase the clarity of the example.
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Figure 6.6: HTTP-DTN example using PUT to deliver a file.

An HTTP-DTN node can use di↵erent forwarding strategies to decide the order in which

segments are forwarded. The forwarding order is particularly important when delivering

multimedia content. In order to keep the number of partially transmitted contents low,

it is important to deliver many segments from the same video, instead of segments from

di↵erent videos. Thus, we propose a multimedia-aware forwarding strategy that orders

bu↵ered items based on the compare function that is described in Algorithm 6.1. Manifest

files have the highest priority and are exchanged before segments. Segments are prioritized

based on the representation. In particular, segments from lower representations are sent

before segments that o↵er a higher quality. The idea behind this prioritization is to increase

the chance to deliver the content at least in a basic quality and only forward content in

higher qualities when there are enough transmission resources available. Additionally, the

recording time is used to prioritize segments from older videos. Manifest files and video

files can be identified by the getType() method based on the MIME type that is part

of the HTTP header and/or the file su�x. Additionally, we assume that the file names

of segments contain all the required information (e.g., quality level, recording time, rel-

ative position within a video), which is needed to determine the forwarding order using

the getBitrate(), getCreationTime and getSegmentPos() methods. The evaluation re-

sults that are described in Section 6.4 show that this multimedia-aware forwarding scheme

increases the performance of the system compared to using first in, first out (FIFO).
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Algorithm 6.1: Function to compare two messages, for ordering bu↵ered messages

based on the multimedia-aware forwarding strategy.
Data: msg1, msg2

Result: a negative value, if msg1 has a higher priority; a positive value, if msg2 has

a higher priority; or 0, if both messages have the same priority

begin

type1 � getType(msg1);

type2 � getType(msg2);

/* MPD’s are prioritized over segments */

if type1 == ’mpd’ and type2 6= ’mpd’ then

return �1;
end

else if type1 6= ’mpd’ and type2 == ’mpd’ then

return 1;

end

/* older MPDs have a higher priority than newer MPDs */

else if type1 == ’mpd’ and type2==’mpd’ then

timediff  � getCreationT ime(msg1)� getCreationT ime(msg2);

return timediff ;

end

else if type1 == ’segment’ and type2 == ’segment’ then

sizediff  � getBitrate(msg1)� getBitrate(msg2);

if sizedi↵ 6= 0 then

return sizediff ;

end

/* order segments with same bit rate based on their creation time

*/

else

timediff  � getCreationT ime(msg1)� getCreationT ime(msg2);

if timedi↵ 6= 0 then

return timediff ;

end

/* segments from the same video are prioritized based on their

temporal order */

else

return getSegmentPos(msg1)� getSegmentPos(msg2);

end

end

end

end
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6.3.3 Neighbor Discovery

Every DT-MDS node includes a module for advertising itself in the network and detect

other DT-MDS nodes. This is performed by broadcasting periodic messages that contain

information about the transport options that the node o↵ers. These messages include in-

formation about available transport protocols (e.g., TCP) and their settings (e.g., port

number). Additionally, these messages may also include information needed for routing

(e.g., meeting probabilities). Furthermore, we use these messages to exchange static node

identifiers which decouple nodes from their local network addresses using late-binding. This

has the advantage that nodes can communicate without knowing the current network ad-

dresses of their communication partners. Instead, they use the static node identifier in all

HTTP-DTN requests. These static node identifiers are mapped to real network addresses

when the requests are sent to another hop. For instance, if a local network uses TCP/IP,

the static node identifier of a node would be mapped to a socket address consisting of an IP

address and TCP port. For further information, we refer to Section 6.5 where the format

of the discovery beacons is described.

6.3.4 Related Work

Several previous works have studied multimedia delivery in the context of disrupted net-

works. Klaghstan et al. [64] study video delivery in DTNs using scalable video coding (SVC)

where the content is divided into several quality layers. Based on the importance of the

layer, the degree of redundancy is changed (e.g., the number of message copies is adapted).

The authors conclude that SVC is better suited for DTNs than single layer codecs, since it

allows to receive the content in a lower quality and then gradually improve viewing quality

while more layers are received. In [65] the same authors improve the performance by seg-

menting the layers into smaller chunks in order to adapt the delivery to available contact

times. In DT-MDS proactive segmentation is used (i.e., the content is segmented by the

source). However, since SVC can also be used in an HAS system [48], SVC may be an

option to increase the performance of DT-MDS. However, using SVC would also break our

assumption that all segments can be decoded independently of each other.

The Bundle Streaming Service (BSS) [71] adds streaming support to the bundle protocol.

Although BSS is mainly intended for inter-terrestrial communication, it may also be used

for scenarios such as emergency responses. Any BSS-capable node has to provide at least
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one best-e↵ort and one reliable delivery protocol. To reduce delivery delays, bundles are

first sent via the best e↵ort protocol. Since all bundles need to be acknowledged, BSS can

detect transmission failures and then switch to reliable delivery. In contrast to BSS, our

system uses HTTP-DTN instead of the Bundle Protocol for delivery. This design choice

has been made since using HTTP-DTN requires fewer changes to standard HTTP adaptive

systems, compared to using the Bundle Protocol.

Cabrero et al. [30] suggest a temporal video adaptation technique for DTNs where the

quality of a video is adapted by reducing the frame rate. The goal of this adaptation is

to provide a constant frame rate that depends on the available network resources. The

adaptation technique also changes the order in which stored frames are forwarded in order

to cover a bigger span of the recorded video. This adaptation technique is mainly useful for

continuous recordings which have not been the focus of this work.

6.4 Evaluation

This section presents an evaluation of the multimedia delivery system in the chemical inci-

dent scenario (cf. Section 3.2).

6.4.1 Scenario Description and Evaluation Setup

Two nodes that move between the Incident Locations (ILs) and the Patients Waiting For

Treatment Area (PWFTA) and one node that is located in the PWFTA itself, record videos

that need to be delivered to a node in the Technical Operational Command (TOC) area.

The videos could either be consumed by an incident commander at the TOC or sent to an

o↵-site command center via a network gateway (e.g., via a satellite uplink).

Each video is made available in two representations1 with an average bit rate of 2.5Mbit/s

and 500 kbit/s, respectively. The length of the videos is randomly distributed between 15 s

and 60 s and videos are recorded in a randomly chosen interval between 120 s and 360 s.

Videos are created from 500 s to 3500 s and the simulation is run for 4500 s to give the

routing protocols some time to set up and to deliver the videos before the simulation ends.

The message bu↵ers of all nodes are unlimited (i.e., each node can bu↵er all generated

segments).

1It can be assumed that one representation is recorded by an integrated camera, while the second repre-
sentation is generated via live transcoding.
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The simulations are performed using a combination of the OMNeT++ and the ONE

simulators. In particular, we used OMNeT++ to prepare connectivity traces for di↵erent

wireless transmission ranges that were imported into the ONE simulator (cf. Section 5.4.1).

Each experiment is repeated 23 times.

In a set of evaluations we show how DT-MDS performs using di↵erent routing algo-

rithms. In particular, we selected Epidemic Routing, PROPHET, Spray and Wait (SaW)

and the two hybrid routing schemes that we presented in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5. We

refer to the latter two approaches as E2E-SaF and CoMANDR.

To simulate networks with di↵erent connectivity characteristics, the transmission range

is varied between 20m and 60m. Varying the transmission range allows us to evaluate how

the multimedia delivery system performs in di↵erent scenarios from well-connected networks

to sparse networks. Additionally, we also evaluate the multimedia-aware forwarding strategy

that has been described in Section 6.3.2 and compare it to FIFO.

It is important to note that the evaluations focus on rather short video sequences since

they are more frequently found in emergency response scenarios. One could argue that

for this type of use a ‘download and play’ solution su�ces and segmenting the videos is

not needed. However, segmenting the videos into smaller parts is still beneficial for the

performance of the system, since it reduces the number of partially transmitted messages in

the presence of link disruptions. Thus, we also evaluate the e↵ects of using di↵erent segment

sizes and the case where the videos are not segmented at all. Additionally, the streaming

capability of DT-MDS, which requires segmenting the video content, may be useful in other

application scenarios.

The first metric that is used in the evaluation is the ratio between created and received

videos (video delivery ratio). A video is considered as received only if all of its segments

could be received. Additionally, the average received bit rate of the delivered videos is

evaluated by calculating the average of all received segments of a video. If a segment has

not been received, the bit rate for this segment is set to 0, otherwise it is set to the bit

rate of the highest received representation. Hence, the average bit rate is a measure for the

received quality, since high quality representations also have a higher bit rate. Finally, we

also evaluate the delay which denotes the time that is needed to receive a recorded video

at the destination.
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Table 6.1: Simulation parameters for the routing protocols.

Parameters for PROPHET/CoMANDR

P
init

(=↵) 0.9

� 0.7

� 0.995

Parameters for Spray and Wait

No. of copies 8

Spraying scheme binary (cf. Section 2.3.4)

Table 6.2: Connectivity characteristics

Transmission Connectivity Largest connected Avg. node

range (in m) degree CD (avg) component (avg) degree

20 0.15 7.49 2.04

30 0.35 12.79 3.48

40 0.57 17.76 4.85

60 0.75 21.67 8.54

6.4.2 Results

This section presents the evaluation results. All figures include arithmetic means and the

error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval.

The connectivity characteristics of the network for the transmission ranges that have

been used for the evaluations are presented in Table 6.2. As described in Chapter 3, we

use following metrics. The node degree shows the arithmetic mean of the number of 1-

hop neighbors. The largest connected component denotes the number of nodes that are in

the largest partition and can communicate via end-to-end paths. Finally, the connectivity

degree (CD) denotes the probability that two randomly selected nodes are in the same

connected component (i.e., an end-to-end path between the two nodes exists). According

to the connectivity characteristics presented in Table 6.2, it can be seen that the evaluation

includes di↵erent scenarios from well-connected to sparsely connected ones.

The video delivery ratio of the system for di↵erent routing protocols and transmission

ranges is shown in Figure 6.7. In this experiment FIFO was used as forwarding strat-

egy (i.e., the segment bu↵ered for the longest time is forwarded first). In well-connected
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Figure 6.7: Video delivery ratio for di↵erent transmission ranges, using FIFO forwarding
strategy (transmission bandwidth 2Mbit/s, 2 s segments)

scenarios (i.e., transmission range of 60m) all videos can be delivered using the hybrid

MANET/DTN routing protocols, namely CoMANDR and E2E-SaF. The flooding based

protocols PROPHET and Epidemic Routing introduce too much overhead and hence can

only deliver about 65% of the videos. In the best connected scenario, Spray and Wait can

deliver about 45% of the videos. The main reason for its poor performance compared to

the other protocols is that the available message copies are often only distributed between

nodes close to each other (e.g., the nodes in the PWFTA) which never get into contact with

the destination node located in the command center.

In sparsely connected networks (i.e., transmission range of 20m) less than 10% of the

packets can be delivered by any protocol. This is due to the fact that only a few other nodes

in the network get in contact with the node in the command center and hence there are

only very few delivery opportunities. E2E-SaF cannot deliver any video in this case since

the senders and the receiver are never in the same connected component. Similarly, Spray

and Wait cannot deliver any video since the available message copies are never forwarded

to nodes that get in contact with the node in the command center.

The multimedia-aware forwarding strategy (cf. Section 6.3.2) prioritizes lower-quality

representations in order to increase the chance that a video is at least received in a basic

quality. Figure 6.8 shows the video delivery ratio using this forwarding strategy. It can
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Figure 6.8: Video delivery ratio for di↵erent transmission ranges, using multimedia for-
warding strategy (transmission bandwidth 2Mbit/s, 2 s segments)

be seen that this strategy significantly improves the number of delivered videos compared

to FIFO, by better utilizing the available bandwidth in order to deliver more segments of

a video. For instance, even in the least connected scenario, about 40% of the videos can

be delivered using Epidemic Routing, compared to the 7% that were achieved using FIFO

strategy. These results show the importance of the forwarding strategy and that it is useful

to take the semantic of the messages into account when deciding the order in which to

transfer bu↵ered segments.

In the last section we argued that segmenting the multimedia content is beneficial for

the performance of the system. To support this claim, the e↵ect of the segment length on

the video delivery ratio is shown in Figure 6.9. It can be seen that the video delivery ratio

decreases for all protocols when no segments are used (i.e., for each video only one segment

with the duration of the video is created). We retrieved similar results for other transmission

ranges and bandwidths. We also evaluated the e↵ects of the segment length when using

the multimedia forwarding strategy. Here the segment size has a lower impact on the

video delivery ratio and in many cases we could not find statistically significant di↵erences.

However, if the received video bit rate is considered, segmenting is still beneficial as it

improves the overall quality of the received videos (see Figure 6.10).

The delay for receiving a video is another important metric for evaluating the video
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Figure 6.9: Video delivery ratio for di↵erent segment sizes (FIFO forwarding strategy,
transmission bandwidth 2Mbit/s, transmission range 40m)
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Figure 6.10: Received video bit rate for di↵erent segment sizes (multimedia forwarding
strategy, transmission bandwidth 2Mbit/s, transmission range 40m)

delivery system. The overall delay for receiving a video is calculated by taking the maximum

of the delivery delays of all segments of a video, since we assume that the video can only

be consumed when all segments have arrived. The delay of a segment is calculated by
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measuring the time between segment creation and segment reception. Figure 6.11 shows

the mean video delay for a transmission range of 60m using the multimedia forwarding

strategy, where most evaluated protocols could deliver all videos (cf. Figure 6.8). Since

all videos are made available in two representations, the delivered quality of a video may

change over time, while segments providing a higher quality are received. Thus, two delay

values are calculated. First, the delay for receiving the videos in a basic quality. That

means if both representations for a segment are received, the delay is calculated based

on which representation has been received first. Second, the delay for receiving the best

representation. The hybrid protocols E2E-SaF and CoMANDR achieve the lowest delay.

On average, all segments of a video are received in less than two minutes and it takes about

five minutes until the quality of the video is not increased anymore. For PROPHET and

Epidemic Routing the di↵erence between receiving videos in a basic quality and receiving

them in the best quality is relatively large. These di↵erences are a result of the large

transmission overheads, since both protocols flood the network. Thus, it takes more time

until the higher quality representations can be delivered. Contrary to the other protocols,

Spray and Wait cannot deliver all videos. Thus, we also calculated the delay including

missing segments (i.e., segments that could not be delivered in any representation) by

setting the received time to the end of the simulation. This represents the case where the

missing segments are delivered after the response is over and all nodes return to the entrance

of the facility, where they can send the videos to the TOC. In this case the average delay

for delivering all videos is about 1235 s and the average delay to deliver the best quality is

about 1377 s.
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Figure 6.11: Video delivery delay for receiving the videos in a basic quality and for receiving
the videos in the best available quality (multimedia forwarding strategy, segment length 2 s,
transmission bandwidth 2Mbit/s, transmission range 60m)

6.5 Prototype Implementation

In this section we describe a prototype implementation of the DT-MDS system for the An-

droid platform. The system consists of a library that provides HTTP-DTN communication,

a mobile DASH encoder for creating multimedia content and a video player for playback.

6.5.1 HTTP-DTN Library

The HTTP-DTN library is the core of the system and provides all functionality that ap-

plications need in order to use HTTP-DTN as transport protocol. The main component

is an Android Service that is responsible for the communication between the sub-modules

of the library and also between the library and applications that use it. For instance, the

HTTP-DTN library is included into the mobile MPEG-DASH encoder that acts as producer

of video content and the ExoPlayer [47] that is used as consumer in the prototype system.

In the following, the modules of the library are described in more detail.
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Transport Module

Each node provides an HTTP server that is based on NanoHttp [51]. We extended this

HTTP server to handle the additional Content-* headers in order to process HTTP-DTN

requests. The server also supports plain HTTP requests. In the current implementation, the

HTTP server only supports GET and PUT requests which are needed in order to transfer

files via HTTP(-DTN).

When an HTTP request is received, the node first checks if the request contains a

Content-Destination header, to determine whether it is a plain HTTP or an HTTP-DTN

request. If the header is available, the request is forwarded to an HTTP-DTN handler. If

the value of the Content-Destination field targets the node itself, it is checked whether a

local file is available that matches the URI that is given in the request. If the file exists,

it is sent to the requesting node, otherwise the node creates a response with result code

404, indicating that an unknown file has been requested. On the other hand, if the request

targets another node, the request is cached and the requesting node is informed that the

file is currently not available (i.e., an HTTP response with result code 404 is sent).

There are also two special forms of GET requests in HTTP-DTN. First, the HTTP-

DTN specification [129] states that if a GET request has an empty Host header, the request

has a special semantic. In that case the node receiving the GET request will send a list of

files that could be served by this node to the requesting node. Hence, this request can be

used to get an overview about the currently cached files. It is important to note that only

the metadata of the files will be sent and not the content itself.

Additionally, we also implemented another GET request with special semantics in order

to receive information about delivered files. In particular, if the URL of the GET requests

has the form http://<node-id>/delivered the node that receives the request will send

a list of files that are known to be delivered. This allows nodes to exchange information

about delivered files which may be deleted in order to free bu↵ers.

If the node receives an HTTP-DTN PUT request, the payload of the file is stored in the

local storage and related metadata (e.g., the values of Content-Source, Content-Destination)

is stored in a metadata database. We use SQLite as database system since it is already

included in the Android OS.
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Neighbor Discovery Module

This module is responsible for detecting other HTTP-DTN nodes in the network and ex-

changing information about available transport options. The module regularly broadcasts

discovery beacons via UDP broadcasts. Each beacon includes the addresses of the available

interfaces as well as the static node identifier. The exact format of the discovery beacons

is shown in Figure 6.12. Each packet starts with a four bytes header containing the total

length of the packet and a sequence number. The sequence number is used to identify the

most current beacon and is incremented whenever a node generates a new beacon. The

static node identifier (i.e. the node identifier field) is an ASCII string whose length is given

in the identifier length field. Additionally, each beacon contains information about the

available sockets. A socket entry consists of the socket length field that contains the total

length of the entry, the type field that determines the type of the socket and the socket data

itself. The format and semantic of the socket data is determined by its type. For instance

in the case of a TCP/IPv4 socket, the entry will have a length of six bytes, where the first

four bytes contain the IP address and the last two bytes contain the port number. In the

case of a TCP/IPv6 socket, the entry will contain 16 bytes for the IP address and two bytes

for the port number.

Whenever a node joins a local network, its socket information has to be updated since

the network address and potentially also the transport protocols may change. However,

since the static node identifier will remain the same, it is still possible to route data to

this node. The beacons are also used as a heartbeat mechanism to signal the presence of

nodes in the network. In particular, since nodes transmit beacons regularly, other nodes

can detect when nodes join the local network and also remove them from their neighbor list

when several consecutive beacons are missed.

HttpDtnService

The core of the HTTP-DTN library is an Android Service (HttpDtnService) that runs in the

background and manages the communication between the di↵erent modules of the library

and also the communication with applications that send or receive files via HTTP-DTN.

Applications can register themselves at the service in order to get informed when files are

received or when other HTTP-DTN nodes are discovered. Applications also use the service

to send files to other nodes. Communication is performed via asynchronous message passing.
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Figure 6.12: Neighbor discovery beacon format.

The service also listens to changes of the Wi-Fi interface in order to control (e.g., start or

stop) the discovery module.

6.5.2 Mobile MPEG-DASH Encoder

For recording videos we use a mobile MPEG-DASH encoder for Android [66, 101]. The

mobile MPEG-DASH encoder records multimedia content via Android’s standard APIs for

media recording. The multimedia content is then segmented and multiplexed into ISO

Base Media File Format container files, which are stored in the local storage. Additionally,

the mobile MPEG-DASH encoder creates an MPD file that describes the structure of the

content and how to retrieve it. Originally, the mobile MPEG-DASH encoder used peer-to-

peer streaming for video delivery. We exchanged this module with the HTTP-DTN library,

in order to serve the recorded multimedia files via HTTP and HTTP-DTN.

6.5.3 Multimedia Playback

For the playback of multimedia content the ExoPlayer [47] for Android is used. ExoPlayer

is an open source media player by Google that supports di↵erent codecs and transport

mechanisms to play back local and remote multimedia content. ExoPlayer has been chosen
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since it already provides support for MPEG-DASH and is also extensible. In particular, we

added the HTTP-DTN library to the ExoPlayer in order to retrieve multimedia data via

HTTP-DTN.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a multimedia delivery system called DT-MDS for delay-

/disruption-tolerant networks which is based on HTTP adaptive streaming. This design

choice has been made since HAS o↵ers several characteristics that are beneficial in DTNs.

In particular, as discussed in Section 6.2.3, the segmentation of videos into self-contained

pieces and the simple control flows make HAS very suitable to deliver multimedia data in

DTNs. DT-MDS uses a modified version of HTTP (i.e., HTTP-DTN) where nodes o↵er

HTTP client and HTTP server functionality for delivering the multimedia content in dis-

rupted networks. HTTP-DTN is well-suited for this purpose since it is based on HTTP

which makes integration with HAS systems straightforward. This practicability has been

shown by presenting a prototype implementation for Android systems. Furthermore, eval-

uation results show that our system works well in a realistic emergency response scenario,

especially in combination with hybrid MANET/DTN routing strategies.



CHAPTER

7
Conclusion

In this thesis, we showed how to improve wireless networking in emergency response sce-

narios. Many existing works in the domain of wireless networking and especially wireless

mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) see this application domain as very promising but most

of them do not take the specifics of this domain into account. In contrast, in this thesis

we particularly focused on realistic emergency response scenarios. In the following, we

recapitulate the major contributions of this thesis.

Modeling and analysis of wireless networking in realistic emergency scenarios: We pre-

sented a modeling framework and two realistic emergency response scenarios in Chapter 3

and also evaluated the specifics of these scenarios in terms of connectivity. The first sce-

nario describes an emergency response operation after an incident in a chemical facility.

The scenario is based on a mobility model for first responders and takes also into account

that first responders may have to temporarily work indoors. The second scenario models a

real-world, full-scale exercise that took place in Risavika, Norway. We could use the mod-

eling framework to model the important aspects of the exercise scenario, which shows that

the selected models and tools are applicable to real-world scenarios. Evaluation results for

the connectivity characteristics of both scenarios showed that both scenarios are diverse in

terms of connectivity. In particular, some parts of the network are well connected, whereas

other parts of the networks are very sparse and thus the network is often partitioned. We

showed that this is a challenge for existing MANET routing protocols by performing several

simulation-based evaluations.

Combining MANET/DTN routing to improve routing in emergency response scenarios:

To tackle the aforementioned challenges that wireless networks for emergency response sce-

narios face, we proposed to use a combination of traditional end-to-end routing for MANETs

and routing for delay-/disruption-tolerant networking (DTN). In Chapter 4 we gave an

overview and classification of such approaches. Furthermore, we also proposed two com-

bined routing schemes that apply DTN routing mechanisms on top of MANET routing.
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The novelty of these approaches is that information available from the MANET routing

protocol is used in the DTN mechanisms. Both approaches prefer end-to-end routing when

available and use DTN mechanisms as a fall-back. Thus, the approaches are robust to

disruptions of the network infrastructure. However, there are also some di↵erences between

the approaches. The first one applies packet bu↵ering on top of MANET routing in order to

bridge temporal disruptions and short-time link failures. The second approach additionally

uses utility-based forwarding which makes it possible to bridge permanent partitions by

selecting custodian nodes.

Evaluation of combined MANET/DTN routing in emergency response scenarios: In

Chapter 5, we evaluated the aforementioned combined routing schemes in a series of simu-

lations in the context of the emergency response scenarios. To the best of our knowledge,

there are no other works that performed such evaluations in emergency response scenarios.

Apart from this contribution, we also compared the combined approaches with existing

state-of-the-art routing protocols from the MANET and the DTN domains. The evaluation

results show that combining MANET and DTN routing achieves delivery ratios compa-

rable to flooding-based DTN routing schemes, while needing less resources. Furthermore,

results show that the approaches perform well over a broad range of networks from sparse

to well-connected. We believe that this is an important feature, since the connectivity will

greatly vary between di↵erent emergency response scenarios. Hence, it is important that

the deployed routing protocol covers a broad range of networks.

Multimedia delivery in disrupted networks: In the last part of this thesis we proposed

a multimedia delivery system for disrupted-networks, called DT-MDS (see Chapter 6).

Based on a discussion about existing real-world studies about the usage of multimedia in

emergency response scenarios, we derived some requirements for DT-MDS. In the context

of this work, one of the important findings of these studies is that multimedia is used

as a form of asynchronous communication in emergency response operations. In other

words, multimedia for emergency response scenarios is delay-tolerant which makes DT-

MDS applicable. We then analyzed two techniques for video delivery, namely Real Time

Streaming (RTP) and HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) and concluded that the latter is

better suited for disrupted networks. Additionally, we adopted existing ideas for modifying

HTTP in order to be used as a delay-/disruption-tolerant delivery protocol for DT-MDS.

We evaluated the multimedia delivery system in the chemical incident scenario and also

described a prototype implementation for Android systems to show the applicability of our
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ideas. Based on the evaluation results and our experiences with the Android prototype,

we believe that such a system could provide an additional means for communication in

emergency response scenarios which may help to increase the situational awareness.

There are several directions for future work. As described in Section 5.6, one topic

for future work is to compare the proposed algorithms with other state-of-the-art hybrid

MANET/DTN protocols. Additionally, we considered a specific type of emergency response

scenarios in this thesis, where first responders move on an incident area with restricted

size and all communication takes place on the incident site. However, there are scenarios

where the incident area includes entire metropolitan areas and hence local area networks

do not su�ce. An interesting topic for future work would be to model such large-scale

scenarios, which requires using other mobility and wireless models as well as considering

other communication patterns. It would then be interesting to evaluate how the proposed

algorithms would scale up and what aspects would need to be changed in order to adapt

the algorithms to this type of emergency response scenarios.

Concerning the evaluation of the multimedia delivery system, we assumed that recorded

videos have a short duration (e.g., up to a minute) and that they are consumed after all

segments have been received. However, there may be emergency response scenarios where

longer video sequences are recorded and hence may also need to be streamed while they

are recorded. For instance, in a forest fire scenario, first responders may deploy cameras to

monitor certain locations. In such cases, more intelligent adaptation techniques are needed

that provide a trade o↵ between the quality of the content and the delivery delay. In

recent years, a lot of multimedia adaptation algorithms for HTTP-based delivery have been

proposed. However, the main challenge when developing such adaptation algorithms in the

context of disrupted networks is the presence of potentially large delays. This makes it

very hard to control the multimedia session since there is no closed control loop available.

Instead, adaptation algorithms would need to take imperfect information and uncertainties

into account. Another topic for future work is the design of advanced user interfaces and

playback options. For instance, consumers need to get information about which parts of

the stream have already been received and which parts are still missing. Additionally, the

user needs to be able to control how to consume the content (e.g., wait for a segment to

arrive, or skip it and proceed with subsequent segments). Thus, adapting the system to

support this type of usage is another interesting topic for future research.
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APPENDIX

A
Definition of Tactical Areas

This appendix gives details about how to reproduce the mobility traces for the chemical

incident and Risavika scenarios using the BonnMotion tool [13].

A.1 Chemical Incident Scenario

This section includes the definitions of tactical areas for the chemical incident scenario that

has been introduced in Section 3.2.

Model: DisasterArea

Duration (-d): 7200

Seconds to skip (-i): 5000

Number of nodes (-n): 25

Area width(-x): 400

Area height (-y): 300

Prevent ambulances in areas other than APP (-K)

Random seeds (-R):

[114701,985702,687203,3957504,9704205,5668106,8296607,6296608,1842509,

4153310,1288311,1264012,9637413,85014,17215,203016,80617,973518,81019,

508420,269921,25522,490823,658424,729725,41626,457427,794028,236129,

582530,542931]

Incident Location:

Shape: ("310,100,350,100,350,200,310,200")

Entry/exit: ("325,200,325,200")

No of nodes: 4

No of transport nodes: 4
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Incident Location:

Shape: ("130,150,260,150,260,180,130,180")

Entry/exit: ("200,180,200,180")

No of nodes: 4

No of transport nodes: 4

Patients Waiting For Treatment Area:

Shape: ("130,180,150,180,150,240,130,240")

Entry/exit: ("150,210,130,210")

No of nodes: 8

No of transport nodes: 4

Casualties Clearing Station:

Shape: ("50,200,70,200,70,230,50,230")

Entry/exit: ("60,230,50,210")

No of nodes: 2

No of transport nodes: 0

Casualties Clearing Station:

Shape: ("70,200,90,200,90,230,70,230")

Entry/exit: ("80,230,80,230")

No of nodes: 2

No of transport nodes: 0

Technical Operational Command:

Shape: ("35,250,50,250,50,260,35,260")

Entry/exit: ("40,250,40,250")

No of nodes: 1

No of transport nodes: 0

Ambulance Parking Point:

Shape: ("50,250,90,250,90,280,50,280")
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Entry/exit (sim area): ("0,245,0,235")

Entry/exit: ("60,250,60,255")

No of nodes: 4

No of transport nodes: 4

Obstacles:

Shape: ("130,70,300,70,300,120,130,120")

Shape: ("100,0,120,0,120,240,100,240")

Shape: ("100,250,120,250,120,300,100,300")

Shape: ("300,0,400,0,400,100,300,100")

Shape: ("360,100,400,100,400,230,360,230")

Shape: ("230,240,400,240,400,300,230,300")

A.2 Risavika Exercise Scenario

This section includes the definitions of tactical areas for the Risavika exercise scenario that

has been introduced in Section 3.3. Please note that we changed the behavior of transport

nodes in the implementation of the disaster area model in BonnMotion as described in

Section 3.3.1. In particular, transport nodes choose the nearest tactical area instead of a

random one, which better mimics the behavior of first responders during the real-world

exercise.

Model: DisasterArea

Duration (-d): 7200

Seconds to skip (-i): 5000

Number of nodes (-n): 65

Area width(-x): 300

Area height (-y): 300

Prevent ambulances in areas other than APP (-K)

Random seeds (-R):

[114701,985702,687203,3957504,9704205,5668106,8296607,6296608,1842509,

4153310,1288311,1264012,9637413,85014,17215,203016,80617,973518,81019,

508420,269921,25522,490823,658424,729725,41626,457427,794028,236129,
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582530,542931]

Incident Location:

Shape: ("250,110,265,110,265,180,250,180")

Entry/exit: ("250,130,250,130")

No of nodes: 10

No of transport nodes: 10

Patients Waiting For Treatment Area:

Shape: ("235,140,245,140,245,160,235,160")

Entry/exit: ("245,150,235,150")

No of nodes: 10

No of transport nodes: 8

Casualties Clearing Station:

Shape: ("170,70,195,70,195,85,170,85")

Entry/exit: ("245,150,235,150")

No of nodes: 5

No of transport nodes: 0

Incident Location:

Shape: ("200,50,215,50,215,75,200,75")

Entry/exit: ("200,72,200,72")

No of nodes: 10

No of transport nodes: 10

Patients Waiting For Treatment Area:

Shape: ("185,50,195,50,195,65,185,65")

Entry/exit: ("190,65,190,65")

No of nodes: 5

No of transport nodes: 4

Incident Location:
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Shape: ("20,20,65,20,65,35,20,35")

Entry/exit: ("65,35,65,35")

No of nodes: 10

No of transport nodes: 10

Patients Waiting For Treatment Area:

Shape: ("70,20,90,20,90,45,70,45")

Entry/exit: ("70,35,80,45")

No of nodes: 10

No of transport nodes: 8

Technical Operational Command:

Shape: ("70,125,80,125,80,135,70,135")

Entry/exit: ("80,130,80,130")

No of nodes: 1

No of transport nodes: 0

Ambulance Parking Point:

Shape: ("95,125,150,80,160,90,105,135")

Entry/exit (sim area): ("265,265,265,270")

Entry/exit: ("105,135,160,90")

No of nodes: 4

No of transport nodes: 0

Obstacles:

Shape: ("120,120,220,120,220,290,120,290")





APPENDIX

B
CoMANDR Parameter Evaluations

In this appendix we present evaluation results for CoMANDR using di↵erent settings for

↵, � and � and di↵erent transmission ranges for the Risavika exercise scenario. The results

presented in Figure B.1 and Figure B.2 show that � has the highest impact on the packet

delivery ratio (PDR). Based on these results it can be concluded that setting � to 0.995

o↵ers the best delivery ratio for the evaluated transmission ranges. On the other hand, ↵

and � have a lower impact on the PDR. However, certain combinations of ↵ and � should be

avoided. For instance, setting both parameters to a value close to 1 has a negative impact

on the PDR. We also performed such parameter studies for the other scenarios presented

in this thesis and obtained similar results.
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(f) r = 30m, � = 0.995
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(g) r = 30m, � = 0.999

Figure B.1: Packet delivery ratio (PDR) of CoMANDR for di↵erent parameter settings and
a transmission transmission range (r) of 30m.
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Figure B.2: Packet delivery ratio (PDR) of CoMANDR for di↵erent parameter settings and
a transmission range (r) of 40m.
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